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MISSION WORK.

and was a great part), to the marrow of which are not trusted in the hands of the
his bones, of the power of faith and the overgrown
and
mechanical
societies
CONDUCTED BY REV, G: C, WATERMAN...
—
* A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,
money. Without these it mustlose ground improvements of the period, and occupy- literal truth of God's promises, in tempor- where there is so much official soakage.
‘WITHIN NINETY DAYS.
‘
THE
ISSUED BY
inevitably.
The only way, to hold our ing the ground prepared by economists, alities. These wonders became his fur- Not one cent of these $200 has been abDuring that time many of the Yearly
. Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, own in a foreign field is to push -on vig- launched into free trade of a mongrel nishing for an exorcist. He can tell in- sorbed in the expenses of any machinery.
Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
orously, and enlarge our operations. Let type, and so scored its only enduring suc- stances, by the hour, of the ability of Every penny has gone directly into the Meetings in our denomination will hold !
m all letters on business, remittances of every church and every member lift up
cess. France became amazingly rich by poor persons and poor churches to do the home of some poor family. According to their annual sessions, and if prompt . and
: Toyo &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
commercial treaties, and if impossible, by the help of God through
your instructions, I have used this money energetic action is taken by them the en- his earnest prayer to God, that both men reciprocal
= All communications designed for publication
'
should be addressed to the Editor.
and money may be provided.
Who will republicans allow the dial of time to be faith. Over and over again, churches only for those personally known to myself tire debt of the Foreign Mission Society go for us? Can it be that hidden some- put back, liberals out of work and starv- have told him, ¢¢ Nothing short of a mira- orto some of the admirable workers among may be provided for. The Ohio Central «
Terms 1—$3.00
per year; if paid strictly
of
page
8th
the
See
$2.50,
IN ADVANCE,
where there is the very man whom thé ing tradesmen, will speedily demand the cle can lift our debt.” The next thing is,. the poor connected with our charities. Y. M. at its recent session voted to as- this paper.
age of None of it has been wasted in guesswork sume its proportionate share of the debt
{ Lord calls to India? At the last crisis in regime which secures them bread and therefore, to prove that the
and to proceed at once to raise the amount.
miracles is not past,: Mr, Smith can tell charity.
:
:
the mission, Hillsdale College, God bless play.
At
the New Hampshire Y. M., held iu.
The unfinished state of the Trocadero a% an eye witness, of enough miracles to
It must needs be that through the variher, came up nobly to the rescue.
Shall
Dover
last week, at which several hunprove
it,
and
to
keep
on
proving
it,
keepbuildings
is
now
much
felt,in
consequence
ous instrumentalities for aiding the poor
we hear from our New England college?
dred
delegates
and visitors from all parts
The salles there ing the congregation as it were buoyed up in use by any living church, numbers of
About to graduate her twelfth class, has of the continued rain.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 1878.
of
the
State’
were
present, the matter was
she not among her alumni one man for would have drawn off some of the crowd on his testimony, until they have proved respectable worthy fpeoplevevill .come to
ably
paesented
by
Dr. Phillips, and the it
themselves
and
exchanged
their
chatfrom
the
Champ
de
Mars.
At
the
Trobe pretty well known, who from business
the foreign service? President Cheney
conference
voted
to
make an immediate
SONNET.
long ago offered a hundred dollars to- cadero as soon as the scaffolding is taken tering doubts and fears for hallelujahs. stagnation and enforced idleness, from effort to raise a special contribution of
‘Who hath not treasured something of he past— wards sending out the first Bates man to down, it is run up again.
The coloring It never fails. The histories of those sickness and other causes, are in great
The lost, the buried, or the far awax?
of the concert hall will be very rich, ow- trembling, daring ventures that paid the "want. For such cases this money has twenty cents per resident member, which
‘India.
Where
is
thatman?
Heaven
find
outTwined with those heart-affections which
ing to the predominance of gold, and the Memorial church debt would thrill the been reserved, and slowly and carefully is perhaps something more than the exhim and that quickly !
last
)
act average amount necessary to cancel
Who will ‘give for us? Where is our niches are being filled with statues. of coldest Christian heart that lives. - Dona- used, so as to go as far as possible,
All save their memories—these outlive decay !
the
debt. Ifthe Yearly Meetings soon to A broken relic of our childhood’s play,
The Oriental pavil- tions were pledged by men who could not None of it has been used for the poor of
Mrs. Green, to wipe out the debt? To musical celebrities.
be holden and the churches in those al- A faded flower, that Tong ago was fair—
ions
in
the
vicinity
are
well
visited;
the
have
raised
like
amounts
as
capital
for
whom of our men of money is the Spirit
our own congregation, but the whole of
ready held will do something similarto Mute token of a love that died untold!
saying now, ** The Lord hath need of it”? Chinese state-room has only astonished their business, to save them from bank- it for the aid of those of different creeds this, the funds needed may be in the
Or silken curl, or lock of silvery hair—
I could not write thus for myself. Thege admirers. The Persian palace is ‘on the ruptey. Not only were these pledges al- and races, among whom we.are trying to Treasurer's hands within ninety days.
The brows that bare them long since in the
are the destitute millions, whose want point of being opened; it is a small ways met, and sometimes by. astonishing lend a helping hand, as wisely as we can. Some of the Yearly Meetings are already :
mold!
and woe my eyes have seen, silently structure. On entering, the visitor first interpositions of providence ; in repeated When we Have found such a family ina past, and others will be before these
Though these may call up griefs that else had
slept,
waiting and watching across the sea. Can perceives a kind of bath-room, that the instances the indirect result was to save peculiarly ¢ tight” place, and a few dol- words reach them. Let all the pastors
There
matter in hand at once.
this
take
Their twilight sadness o’er the soul to bring;
the
donor
from
bankruptcy
besides,
or
to
lars would remove the almost crushing are but few churches in which a sum :
I forget them? Shall we disappoint the Shah is to inaugurate; the great’ attracNot every tear in bitterness is wept,
want, open a new activity, restore hope equal to twenty cenis for each resident
dear native Christians, who implore our tion, however, is the looking-glass salon start him on a new current of prosperity.
While they revive the drooping flowers that
Even
women
in
difficulties
tried
with
the
It depends.
composed,
of
morsels
of
mirrors,
and
a
and energy, minister to the sufferings in member can not be raised.
sympathy
and
aid?
Can
we
deny
those
spring
3
brave toilers, who have long borne the work of great patience and ingenuity ex- same result the venture of not only cast- a sick room, save a home from being mainly upon the faith and zeal of the pas- Within the heart, and round its ruined temples
They ing in all that they had but in faith pledg- broken up—there, $10, $5, and even less tors. If they are determined to do someburden and heat of the day ? Will the pul- ecuted by two native artisans.
cling.
thing, to do it quickly and work care-—F. Craig.
pit echo India's plea for help? Will the have carpeted the walls and ceiling of ing that which they had, not evefi’ in ex- have come in as a Godsend. In this way fully, they will find but little difficulty.
EE
S—
on a
pastors rally to the rescue? Once more the room with glass, and in addition, pectation. Itis thus that this church- between thirty and forty families have Of course it is not expected that everyis done.
True,
the been helped at critical moments; helped member will give even the twenty cents.
Y INDIA'S ORY FOR HELP.
those stirringlines of Sutton are ringing there are pendants to resemble statuettes. debt | paying
The.
play
of
the
light
is
astonishingly
worldly
wisdom
of
St,
Ann's,
and
of by the hands of those knowing them, and Some of them are too young to earn the:
in
our
ears:
;
BY DR. JAMES L. PHILLIPS,
money for themselves; some of them are :
rich and harmonious, and never fatigues David M. Stone in Dr. Scudder’s church,
putting into the gift that personal sympa- not in’ circumstances to give more than.
‘Men of God, to you we ery,
On the 3d inst., the General Eldership
the eye; more than one million morsels dictated what they tohught a more excel- thy which saves it from degrading the their regular contributions; seme can-not :
Rests on you our tearful eye,
of the * Church of God'®
(otherwise
Help us, Christians, or we die,
of glass have been employed,
2,500 of lent way.
But it proved a mighty head- recipient. ~ A poor woman losing her and others will not, but the majority will!
known as *¢ Winebrennarians,” from the
Die in dark despair.”
which are required to frame an ordinary way, and it fell in the old way all on a husband, her means having been eaten up doubtless come promptly forward at the.
name of the founder), at its triennial ses(See Genesis 42:21, and 1 John 3:17.)
window.
If a fly has ever been caged in few, and the blessing of sacrifice, trust by the expenses of his sickness and funer- call with at least the sum : asked as a.
special gift for the payment of the debt. .
sion, held at Syracuse, Ind., adopted the
Chicago, June 7.
:
a diamond, as it has been in amber; it and thanksgiving was lost to the many
al, gets a few dollars, and is enabled to Let the effortbe to secure so far as may
following resolutions :
aa
and
to
the
whole.
must experience a little of your own senlive till she can adjust herself to her new be something from every one able to - PARIS CORRESPONDENCE.
‘Whereas we have heard with favor the resations.
The sale of Persian lollypops
I descend again, a long flight of steps, and dark surroundings, and begin to sup- help. And let it be understood that this
port of the mission workin foreign lands, and
HotEL DU LOUVRE, PARIs,
proving a success, pates of roses, sirops to the elevated railway, which occupies port her little family by her own hands. is no part of the regular work of the
whereas we feel that we, as a church, should
May 29, 1878.
do something to.aid in this great work, thereof tea and cherries, have been added to more and more attention as its revolu- A paralytic woman, helpless and wretch- churches, this is to be over and above
what we are doing by the card system,
fore
Because the government has- refused to stock.
Japan has stationed a kind of tion is gradually realized.
I stopped on ed, has her last days made somewhat through our Women’s Societies and in
Resolved, 1. That we co-operate with the
man housé-maid; France beiig the niod- “a corner and watched “the trains and the more comfortable by $5 judiciously used. other ways. It is a special offering to
“Free Baptists in their Inissioniry Work
in | Htoterate-a-public-manifestation irr —favor-ot
India.
the Voltaire ‘Centennial, many
. cities of el country, to guard the bamboo summer
horse cars beneath them at the busy hour A worthy and intelligent little Scotch meet a special emergency. Now, breth2. That we'do what we can to raise missionathe South and West of France, holding house: the native is in home dress, which
ry money for this work.
of six, when a hundred passengers a woman, crushed down by the cares of a ren, sisters, friends, can. we not do this
work ? We can. Will we not? “ Bythe 8. That we organize a Foreign Missionary ‘advanced republican ideas, have taken a is new for Parisians, and materiais seem
minute used to. go by on the great Sixth large family, but brave and cheerful and grace of God,” we will.
Board to carry out this work.
Remember; he
kind
of
revenge
by
putting
the
law
in
to be in parchment paper, 5 newest avenue line, and twice as many some- patient in her weary and joyless life, re4. That we recommend the annual Elderships
ives twice who gives quickly.
Let
to organize Foreign Missionary Boards.
force against religious processions. This kind of ¢¢ shoddy ;” he serves a kind of times on the greater Third avenue. Now, ports that the wages of the men in the
ere be no delay, no waiting till times
By this significant action this body of is not only unwise, like all such retaliation, golden tea, prepared by wetting the leaf the trains over head were, rushing past
are easier, or till the harvests are gatherestablishment
where
her
husband ed;
let us strike now, quick and hard.
Christians begins the work for the pagan but contrary to the whole teachings of placed in your cup. Japan also, in her with an almost continuous roar,all crowdworks have been kept back for sev- A little earnest, extra work and the thin
world.
May every resolution be faith- their own apostle Voltaire, who protested
type garden, not only raises her own ed within and without and insufficient still eral weeks by one of those tyrannical will be done; the burden will be Jifted;
fully carried out, and may our brethren
agains fanaticism and intolerance. From barn-door fowl and fruit, but is growing to carry the multitudes. Beneath, the
wrongs which are at least as old among the Treasurer will be happy; the missionfind the Word of God to be true, * He
the serious point of view oflocal manners real teayoung hyson and raising rice.
horse cars jogged and jingled along near- capitalists as the time of St. James; and aries will take fresh courage; the native
that watereth shall be watered also him- and customs, and
not logic, since the
On the Champ de Mars, the Creuzot ly empty. It is pathetic to see, or would that, though they trust her still at the lit- helpers will be paid; the schools will
gc on; the work will lag no Tongself.” We cordially and gratefully wel- world is not, nor ever can be governed pavilion has crowds of admirers ; itis the
be, but for thé cross stupidity and nar- tle stores near her shanty” where she er, and may we not hope that become them to share with us our toils and by pure reason, ‘the republicans if they chief iron foundry in France, manufactrow mindedness which have always chac- deals, her boys and herself are ashamed fore many months have passed, the way
trials and triumphs in the dark land persist—in their blunder will alienate ures locomotives for all countries, Enacterized the vulgar tribe of horse-curi
onger into them with nothing to will open for a considerable enlargement
across the sea. And we cherish the eager much sympathy and support.
Having gland even included. It exposes a Nas- proprietors, never more remarkable tien
of the work ? This is God’s work and it is
account of their long-accruing ours as well ; we can not fail if we work
hope that net many years will pass be- witnessed many of these religious pro- myth hammer of 80 tons, that would crush
ive
dollars
restores
her
credit
and
at the present moment.
Instead of. rewith him. He will not release us from:
fore they shall commission and send out cessions, in cities with mixed creeds—
a battalion of Prussians by a blow, or ducing their fare to three cents en the
a heavy load from a brave little heart. our responsibility in the matter.
He
some worthy young man of their own to Rheims and Bordeaux for example, Pro- crack
a nut for a baby; iron in all its instant, which would have showed tizht A'young clerk,thrown out of employment may, if we prove unfaithful, set us aside
months ago, and unable to find an estab- and.give the place we occupy to other and
aid us in the arduous work of publishing testants did not feel offended; as men of stages is represented, from the mineral,
and pluck and won loud applause, they lishment where any new hands are want‘the glorious gospel to the heathen of the world and polite, they saluted and up to the most delicate steel.
worthier hands, but while we hold it we
There is a are: waiting to be manifestly
f rced ed, has consumed his little savings,
his wife
Asia. May God hasten the day.
bent the knee, just as they would, had
solid block of'tlie latter, cubing fourteen into it against their will, as a miserable is near confinement,and they have nothing must care for it. Let us not shrink, but
stand squarely up to the work, and that
While thus God is raising up for us they been present at the celebration of a feet. and weighing 110 tons; along side
confession of defeat. They occupy them- left but to to ejected from their rooms our hands may be unshackled let us pay .
helpers in America, th
11 from the mass, or receiving the papal benediction is a plate for a frigate weighing 65 tons; selves in complaining of the noise and and pawn their little stock of things need- the debt within ninety days..
:
ful, and a few dollars save a home,
front grows clearer and” more urgent. when accorded an interview with the there are cannon that would compel any
THE BIBLICAL SCHOOL.
talking of damages atlaw for theiniringe- provide for the young mother's comfort,
Several days ago there came an excellent Pope. - The inhabitants regard these pro- member of a Peace Society to make the
Friends of the Bible Training School ir
ment of their monopoly.
They charge and part clouds over that couple which
letter from Brother Silas Curtis, of Jel- cessions as fetes,
holidays, and shop- sign of the eross. More curious than all, that the Elevated road drops fat boys seemed to shut out all light of human
India will be glad to know that, by the
keepers count upon them to turn an ex- is the plan of the works, not so much a
lasore, Orissa, from which we shall make
or Divine
Fatherliness. blessing of God upon the energetic labors
through the roofs of their cars, in addition metherliness
Multiply these stories to thirty-five, and
a short extract. Let the reader keep in tra honest penny. Centennials have not town, as a city, having its hospitals, savto such comparative trifles as monkey you have my report; to give which in of the Cor. Sec., of the Foreign Mission
mind that this native preacher, connected
yet entered into the manners of France,
ings banks, libraries, and schools, the wrenches, hot coals and oil. They have full would require more space than the Society, the endowment fund for the
with eur mission from childhood, knows religious processions in many towns have latter attended by 2,500 children daily.
Tribune could spare. Could two hun- proposed school is now nearly all subalways made themselves odious, and now
and feels the need of additional helpers been and are dear to the rurals,so republiJ.B. J.
that is over, they fall back with a will dred dollars go further in the relief of scribed. If those who have all along in-.
in our foreign field, as few in this counhuman want than by your wise plan of
cans display little worldly wisdom for their
on making themselves ridiculous. I am placing in the hands of those who know tended to help, but have not yet sent in
try can know and. feel it. We present ¢ ticket,” in saying to the monarchists
their subscriptions,
will do so at once, thistold that the Third avenue line tried to the poor, such reserve funds, to be by matter will soon be closed and the way
NEW YORK CORRESPONDENCE.
the reader with a free translation of -sev- ‘‘ because you prevent our honoring our
buy off the N. Y. Elevated (Cyrus W. them dealt out personally where want is open for other work needing to be done..
NEw YORK June 13, 1878.
eral marked sentences of this letter from Saints, we shall prohibit you eelebrating
Field) with a million of dollars. I could most severe and need most urgent?
Let subscribers
be making: their &rIndia:
id
”
The death of the Poet Bryant is not a
yours.” Republicans lie under the susThanking you for entrusting me with rangemeets to pay as soon as practicable.
believe almost any absurdity of them,
this sum, and empowering me thus to
+ Beloved pastor, there are very few picion of being inclined to reprisals; it is local topic nor of a nature
to call
except that of throwing away money, minister so much cheer, I am yours re- and let us all thank God and take cour-“workers here, particularly in Orissa. 1 the stigma they have inherited from the for the local correspondent™ assistance.
age.
however ; although I had this virtually at spectfully,
R. HEBER NEWTON,
DEBT-PAYING.
plead with yqu to bring with you more First Revolution, when no men were You will ‘‘ take care of it,” as the cityNew York, May 27, 1878.
first hand.
The past year has been one of detit-paylaborers from your country.
You know found capable of directing that movement, editor’s phrase is, quite as well at home,
A+4044
--4-b
The unaccountably absurd complexity
ing among the churches of America. Tw.
the state of this people.
Multitudes are and so allowed civilized society to relapse as I can here. Nevertheless, the solemn
and costliness of the Sixth avenue elevatEXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES:
spite of hard times, in spite of the stagstill worshiping idols, and going down to into a savage state. In life it is prudent occasion stirs all the better world of the
ed structure, as” compared with that of
Unkindness has no remedy at law— 4m.
nation in business, in spite of the existing
ruin, having never heard the gospel of to turn the blind eye to many things. city of New York, and all that would be
Cultivator.
the other company on Third avenue
necessity for great economy and prudence salvation. Entreat the brethren and sis- Then there is the principle of ¢‘fraternity,” of it, more deeply than is common with
(which will be opened within a month)
Perhaps in nothing of God's previdences in the management of all affairs, many of
ters in America to pray that the Word one of the three sacramental watchwords. the world of letters at large. He was—I
I have plausibly accounted for by the is the mystery more inexplicable, than in
may be published throughout this counWhen Danton on the scaffold was re- mean is—our one great man: first fruit fact that the former is built with * bonds,” the prolonged suffering of little children. the largest church debts, some of which
had been carried through years of ‘gener;
try, and the kingdom advanced.
Also
fused permission by the executioner to and premature, in an intellectual sense, by ¢¢ syndicate,” which furnishes all the — Sunday School Times.
al prosperity, have been lifted off from ‘
consider this, that our venerable father,
embrace de Sechelles, the great tribune of the metropolitan life which as yet de- money. Of course ‘‘ money is no object.”
Itis a duty to contend earnestly for the weary shoulders of patient. burden
Phillips Sahib, has been very ill, and even replied, *¢ At least you will not prevent velops little beyond the lusty animal exuThe more it costs, the bigger the job, and ‘‘the faith.” Tt is, however, very far bearers. It shows plainly that, in respect
from being a duty to fight every scare- to
»
now suffers much from time to time; our heads, in a few minutes, exchanging berance of its primary stage.
some things, at least, ‘‘ where
it is all secure bya virtual mortgage on crow and bombard every spectral ‘error there's
a will there’s a way,” and that
The true New York correspondent must
seeing: which we feel almost hopeless, a kiss in the basket.”
the revenues of the road. The N. Y. that chances to appear.— Christian Intel- Christian people determined on. doing a
hence implore you not to delay your comThe mdnarchal coalition weuld be bet- descend to material or at best temporary Elevated builds its own road and owns ligencer,
good thing can *‘find a way or make one.”
"ingto us. Wherever you go among all ter employed. in exercising their. pent up objects. The Church D—— exorcising
Let not the Foreign Mission debt appall us.
itself: hence its stock is worth more than
With
the
inconsiderate,
coarse,
and
unthe churches, beg the dear brethren and enthusiasm in a little outward and visible movement goes on. That is temporary ;
its bonds and those who hold it are eager- spiritual onset of those who see no beauty, ‘We can pay it if we will, and by God's
sisters never to forget this dark land.”
,
show for the exhibition.
Though they | but its negative result, the pledge of the ly monopolizing- it. Mr. Field bought sublimity, or truth in the Hebrew and help we will.
Every ocean mail brings just such pleas have stood aloof from the working out of American Churches universally against
Christian Scriptures we have, and can
THE
NATIVE
HELRBERS.
for help. Last week there came such an that idea, their country is quite ready to debt, ‘will be. epochal and permanent. up a:number of shares the other day at have, ‘but little sympathy.—Christian
Every one at all acquainted with mis- par in gold.
Vipr.
Reguster.
earnest letter from Jacob Mishra, the de- allow them to participate in the success. Mr. Kimball and his fellow exorcist, Mr.
sionary work in heathen lands, underThe financial problem is laid aside for stands the absolute necessity of employvoted young
preacher at Midnapore.
And the republicans have quite enough Roswell Smith (publisher of Scribner's
the present. It is not so clear that it is
The little church in the jungle sends her to do in dealing with the question of coms Monthly and
president of Memorial
TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS.
never
to be revived in a new and more ing largely native Christians in the work:
plea too, and in Bengali, Oriya and San- mercial treaties, or qualified free trade. Church trustees) ,cast out three legions of
The following letter addressed to the dangerous form. Our finances rest; but Of these, we have had in our mission & .
tal come letters, with many English ones, They may be sound in these matters, but these d——s, last Sunday, in the beautiful editor of the New York Tribune will ex- they are not as yet placed on any solid large number, doing excellent service. .
foundation of either public moral or pub- Already the small remittances gent have
all supplicating the American churches they are certainly neither courageous, nor Passaic Valley over against New York plain itself’:
for immediatesand generous relief. The politically provident. The legislature is city in our suburban cities of Newark
SIR: About February last I had the lic political principle.— Christian Union.
made it necessary to dismiss one or two
native preachers are¢ very urgent in their only dabbling with the subject and Italy ‘and Orange. Three more churches were honor of receiving from you a check for
Roots of bitterness—an evil fruit from of these because our agent in the field:
request for the Bible school. Thank God, has put the screw on France to ratify with- made happy and free. Mr. Kimball took $200, to be distributed among the poor, a bitter root! Alas! how many roots of | could not provide for their payment. Our ere many days that endowment will be out further tergiversations, the internation- the big job, the Belleville avenue Congre- according to my judgment. Now that bitterness there are lurking down in the brethren in India haye already strained:
complete, and next spring we hope the al treaty accepted in principle. The cotton gational church debt, Newark, and Mr. the hurry of the Winter's work is over, depths of our imperfect human. nature! their own’credit to the point of breaking
~
If they could only be kept: there; but
school will be opened. But we can not, manufacturers and metallurgic interests, Smith operated on the two minor cases, permit me to account in some way for my alas! they spring up constantly, and and must have immediate relief for this .
department of the work. The debts con must not let the elementary schools suffer all protectionists,. seem to have matters the Roseville Presbyterian and the East
use of it. From the nature of the cases many are defiled.—Iil. Christian, Weekly. tracted there for running expenses are
ordie,
They are the feeders of our pretty much their own way at present; Orange, both near by.
|
for which it was employed no names can | With all their fearful threats of vio- included in the estimates alluded to ma.
higher institutions,
and the mission though they represent not more than oneMr. Smith’s experience dates from the be used, but some indication may be given lence, it is yet a first duty of social previous article, and if money is forthwould languish were they to be neglect- third of the fabricated products of the inception of the great first miracle in’ the to your host of readers of what use a city science, philanthropy, and Christianity to coming at once it will help reliever the
Mean- out what are the real wrongs of la- pressure upon those brethren.
ed. For months not a dollar was sent to country, and France exports four times East, the resurrection of the moribund pastor can make of such a sum in the re- find
bor
and
how
to
relieve
them.
These
men
while,
let
us
hope
that
brethren.
who:
can
India for mission schools. It would be a
they see what are the causes of the do so will make generous offerings: for suicidal policy to allow these schoolsto more of raw and manufactured goods, Memorial Presbyterian church on Madison lief of the silent want which comes con- think
than she imports hard nuts for the great avenue, from under the mountain of debt stantly tofhis knowledge, and thus, per- low wages, and the general lack of em- this department of the work in season for
be disbanded and their teachers dismissof the July remittances.
t us, in a pracindustries to crack. . But neither the con- which smothered and buried it. But that haps, others may be encouraged to fol- ployment, and the consequent suffering
ed.. In our migsion as in others, many sumers, nor the mass of small manufac- experience was wonderful and full of low the example of the liberal anonymous the working classes. We can not do less tical way, remember the toilers in the
than to examine their 8emands and see far away field and send them timély help.
of the best workers have come up from
turers take up position, where the exist- wonders; convincing him (who saw all donor, and make you thoalmoner of funds how far they are just.— Independent.
lest they faint and die.
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The Sabbath-school,in this

SUNSHINE IN THE SUNDAY-SOHOOL.
A TALK

BY

J.

HERBERT

HUTCHINS,

I remember the story of a little girl,
who, one morning, while eating her
breakfast, the sun shining brightly into
the room, exclaimed, ** Mother, what do

you think, I have eaten a spoonful of sunshine!”
,
Now sunshine is a very desirable diet.
Every one ought to get so much of it in
his nature that it will shine out in the
words and acts.
Perhaps one of the
places where sunshine is needed as much

as anywhere is the Sunday-school.

The

rooms should be pleasant and supplied;
with all the helps possible for the instruction and entertainment of the school.
But most especially must teachers and
superintendents have plenty of sunshine
in themselves, and they

being

full of it,

the scholars can not fail of being
and sunshiny.
The exercises of such a school
are most pleasant.
Everybody
Every one earnest. The teaching
worrying and cross-questioning,

joyous
as this
happy.
is not
and in

such a manner as to make one dislike the

school and almost hate the Bible;

but an

instruction in the truths

Word,

of God’s

and an interesting explanation of its
teachings that is sure to win attention. In

this school everything has a cheerful ap‘pearance. The singing has the true ring
of earnestness and enthusiasm about it.
The teachers cheer the scholars ‘by words
of helpful encouragement for life’s battle,
and the teachers in turn are encouraged
by the earnest endeavors of scholars.
‘But the most cheerful thing fof all is the
fact that here is taught the salvation

through Jesus; and that religion is the
most ioyful thing in the world.
Now we can imagine a school as different from this sunshiny one, as a cold, dismal, November day with its clouds and
leafless trees, is different from a bright,

glorious day in June when the air is rich
with the perfume of flowers and thrilled
with the song of birds.
Perhaps Mr.
Grim may be the superintendent, a very
good man doubtless, but one who thinks
it his duty to wear a very long face; and
who is very strict in his methods with the
school, very solemn, slow and lengthy in
all the exercises.
The teachers in Mr.
Grim’s school are such people as Mrs.

Sour and Mr. Grump..

In the teaching

the children are taught

to be

afraid of

__God, rather than to love him; the terrors
of the law are dwelt upon more than the

teachingsof Christ.

The singing in this

gloomy school is of slow, solemn

tunes,

with dreary words, and drags at that, so
that it is rather doleful business instead of
the enlivening exercise it enght to be.

"Not one story book will you find in the
library of this school.
of doctrine.

I read

It is a solid array
one time

of a little

_ girl who took home frem Sunday-school
a book called ¢* A Treatise on Backsliding,” thinking it would help her learn
to skate backward on the ice.
must have been from such a

I think it
school as

this.
Sunshine,

both

literal and

figurative,

.» is meeded to make the Sunday-school attractive, interesting and profitable. It

must be made attractive and interesting
. . to secure attendance, for no

schoo!

board

eompels attendance, nor truant officer
brings back the run-a-ways. If attention
is gained, the study®of the Bible can not
be other than profitable in very many

ways.

:

:

about

him, his example,

his

whole

life

should act in this direction,—for the lifting up of those

in

his

care,

away

from

worldliness and sin, as the great Shepherd is represented as lifting up and carvying the lambs. He is not to be, however, beyond the comprehension of the
scholars in his manner ; he must be understood by the child, illustrate by anecdote,

prevention and cure

of covetousnes SP It

is a sin of great magnitude, and denomi-

|°

O0VETOU SNESS.
«+ natedby Mr. Harris, who has written
ueating, guiding and. caring for its memlargely on the subject, as.‘ the sin of the
bers, is an important auxiliary to every
BY SELAH HIBBARD BARRETT.
church.” Let there, then, be a renewal
church with which it is connected.
It
The crime of covetousness, as exhibit. of our hearts by the grace and spirit of
brings into action the aim of the gospel,
which is to induce ‘within the heart a ed in the character of our first parents, God, and a reflection on our responsibiliLet there
childlike spirit.
We read, ‘“ Except ye brought moral and universal desolation ty to him for all we possess.
become as little children, ye can not enter into our world, the effects of which are be an imitation of Christ's blessed examAbel lost his life ple, possessing the mind that was in him,
the kingdom of heaven.”
We, in Sunday- visible on every hand.
The Above all, let there be repeated and
school, all become learnérs; we mingle through the covetousness of Cain.
general
corruption
of
the
old
world
origprayerful examinations of our hearts bewith the children and partake something
of their trust and simplicity, which are inated in covetousness, which brought fore God, together with the serious connearer the spirit of Christianity than the misery on Lot and his family. The same sideration of the shortness and uncertainskepticism and selfishness
of mature crimejcaused Achan to be stonedto death, ty of life. If such motives as these have
no effect, let the offenders be dealt with
years.
Those who are most zealous in and Judas to betray the Son of God.
Sunday-schoel work will always be found Upon Ananias and Sapphira it brought in- as for other offenses, and if there be no
to be the ones who give life and energy stant death, and caused Demas, as well reformation expel them from the church.
Rutland, O.
to the church itself;
the work faithful- as thousands of others, to make shiply done there filling the heart with an wreck of faith and a good conscience.
rr
AAA
rm is
The desolating scenes of war, and the
earnest loving spirit.
The church genTWO LEAVES FROM AN UNPUBLISHED
erally receives the greater part of its ad- fearful loss of life and property, vsually
BOOK.
have
their
origin
in
this
crime.
ditions from the school, and those who
A
proper
regard
to
the
principles
of
BY MARILLA.
have been trained in heart and mind
bring vigor of thought and earnestness prudence and frugality is not covetousness. Neither is a lawful care about the
For a long time Mrs. MacFord and
of purpose to the church.
Eleanor had sewed in silence, whilé the
things
of
this
life.
But
it
consists
in
setOne great work has been accomplished
ting our hearts upon them, treating them look of wretchedness seemed to deepen
by the Sunday-school, in the removing,
on the younger face—that face usually
in large measure,
denominational bit- as our chief good'in preference to. more
so strong, so self-reliant.
At length
important
things.
It
is
to
be
avaricious,
terness and sectarianism, which always
greedy, over-reaching, over-anxious after Eleanor exclaimed,
have been great hindrances to the power
Aunt Sarah; I can’t bear this kind of
of the church.
Those who have quar- the things of this world, and going beIt is the life much longer.
Every new turn of
reled about creed have united in this yond proper limits to be*rich.
affairs
makes
me
more
miserable.” .
will
and
spirit
that
persistently
refuse,
common cause with an earnest purpose
when
ableto
do
fo,
to
help
the
needy,
The
reply
to
her
words
came in a very
that has produced something of Christian fellowship and union where other- and to give for humane and benevolent kindly, very serious tone, ‘Iam afraid
wise nothing of the sort could have ex- purposes. It includes the forgetfulness you rebel against the dealings of Proviof the soul and its eternal interests, the dence.”
isted.
:
¢¢ Dealings of Providence!” How scornRealizing, then, something of the great body and its wants engrossing all the
benefits of the Snnday-school, ;what bet- time, and absorbing all the thoughts, fully the sentence came from the rich,
ter can we do than work for it? We can while death, judgment, and eternity are red lips, ere the excited speaker checked
herself, then she continued, ¢¢ If any one
not do without it.
It brings increased kept out of sight.
The evidences of covetonsness are daily but you had said that, I should surely relife to Christian work everywhere.
If
the children are but kept within its influ- seen in thelives and conduct of men in: bel at once, but I know that in your heart
ence, and the youth earnestly taught the complaining of poverty when a compe- you are not as submissive as you seem to
truths of the Bible, then the church may tency is possessed; in refusing to assist be. You have no need to look so pale;
be freed from its present anxiety concern- proper objects of charity when solicited ; I am not going to doubt your sincerity,
ing the future, infidelity will not show it- in refusingto sustain missionary and oth- or your religion. I couldn’tin your case,
after living with you all my life.
But
self boldly and undaunted as now, nog er enterprises which have a universal
claim upon men; in refusing to obtain the what I do doubt is the possibility of perskepticism blight our hearts and lives.
-| education and discipline necessary to ex- fect submission under trials like yours.
SUNDAY-SCHOOL Music.
The fact is tended usefulness; and in manifesting a I know people say the heart may be
that in this Sunday-school music business total indifference to the complaints of the molded
into perfect and joyous complithe ordinary law is reversed, and it is the poor and suffering. This spirit is also ance with the leadings of Providence howsupply that makes the demand.
If a seen in a desire to obtain self-gratifica- ever dark and bitter those leadings may
school has a good book, if no new claimbe; but I don’t believe it. Do you think
ant for favor is presented, it will rest tion, in seeking to assume self-dominion
content ; it will learn the hymns thorough- and in intense eagerness for popular ap- I am deceived by your compressed lips
ly and enjoy them well.
But now comes plause.
and the seeming smile in your eyes,
a glowing circular to the superintendent.
The pernicious effects of covetousness when I can see an unutterable weight of
¢ The Golden
Trombone” is just out, are alarmingly great.
¢ They that will woe beneath it all?”
‘¢ containing, with some of the old favorMrs. MacFord's sewing had fallen on
ites, many
new
gems, sparkling and be rich,” says Paul, ¢* fall into temptation
bright,” etc., etc. Nothing will do now and a snare, and into many foolish and her knees and her eyes wanderd far
but the schicol must be provided. with | hurtful lusts, which drown men. in de- | away over the wooded hills, to the flying
‘‘ The Golden Trombone,” and by the struction and perdition. For the love of
summers clouds in the blue beyond.
time it has been in use half a year it is
‘sung up, and the school is ready to sup- money is the root of all evil ; which while Then’she turned, tenderly looking in the
plant it with the next * golden,” or * sil. some coveted after, they have erred from face of her niece as she said,
ver,” or * ruby” concern that presents it- the faith, and pierced themselves through
¢ Eleanor, I am afraid you have talked
self with a gushing prospectus.—Iil. with many sorrows.” Itnot only affects with Judge Bronsen too much of late. Jt
;
Chris. Weekly.
one personally, as here represented; but is not like you to speak thus. Better be- *|
affects society. All are bound to live for ware of imbibing ideas like his, ere it is
A GRAND RECORD.
The S. S. Times others as well as for themselves; but a too late for repentance.
He has no safe
gives this account of Mr, Charles Van covetous man is a misanthrope to" his anchor.”
Zandt, of Albany, who has recently re- species, robbing the poor, the widow, and
‘Ilike his talk. Itis something fresh
signed the superintendency of the First the orphan.
:
b and new. As for an anchor, he does n't
Reformed Sunday-school of that city :
This principle of selfishness either iso- seem to need any. He has enough force
His eye is
He had been superintendent for sev- lates or binds men together in clannish of character to keep himself.
enteen years, during which time he had bands, ‘ leaving weakness unaided, mis- clear as the day.”
ih
attended every session, every teachers’ ery unpitied, wretchedness unregarded,
“ But if the night cometh, what then,
meeting, and every business meeting of ignorance unlamented, and all the sor- Eleanor?”
the school— some two thousand in numI don’t know, I am sure, but I preber—with the exception of four.
A cor- row and grief of our world uncared for.”
respondent, in saying that it will be diffi- A man of this kind is ofter? the curse of sume he does. I will ask him?” replied
cult to find a parallel te such devotion, the domestic sphere, the bane of the Eleanor.
justly adds: “ Mr. Van Zandt is nota neighborhood, the iceberg of the church,
“ And if he is as frank with you as he
man of leisure. He is one of our promi- and the barren fig-tree of the world.
was with me after that long talk yon had
nent business men, having the care and
This spirit, traced to its source, is ex- yesterday, he will confess that he does
management of heavy real estate and
One of not know. He is not as strong as he
commercial interests, both personal and pressedin one word—depravity.
in trust, yet during all these years has so the most debasing passions,polluting the would appear. The Bible, which to me
arranged

This righ kind of school uplifts its
members to higher, nobler lives, purer
thoughys and holy purposes.
This is the
part of the teacher.
Everything

work of ed-

What are the means necessary for the

Communications.

dinary days are correct as to have them
present in the class on the Sabbath.

his business affairs as

to be ab-

sent from his post of duty but four times.
In other words, Mr. Van Zandt,as a business man, has given the preference to his

work for Jesus, whenever that work and

his business affairs were

so brought to-

ether as to require a sacrifice of one or
= other.”
For eight years out of the
seventeen, Mr.

Van

Zandt

was

teacher in a mission Sunday-school.
ing his entire superintendency,

alsoa

Dur-

two hun:

dred and fifty scholars were received into
the church, and about fifty into other
churches.
?

soul, is a thirst for gold, arising from the

moral derangement of the powers.

For

the sake of gain, men, possessing this
spirit, have been known te trample upon
all rights, legal and divine, dissolving
the dearest ties of friendship, and adopting the most odious measures.
This widely-growing evil, withering
everything it touches, is not alone confined to the marts of trade and to men of
the world, - It has found its way into the
church, and, strange as it

may

seem, it

abounds in all sweet and precious promises, isto him a stumbling-block.
His
soul longs to believe. His reason would
thrust away all faith.
Thus there is a
constant warfare between soul and reason, and he proclaims what reason teach-

es in the hope of silencing
cravings of the soul.”

the deeper

“I never saw such a change in any
person as there is in you, Eleanor.”
*¢ I wish you were as much changed,”
Eleanor replied, as her bright smile
changed to a look of serious earnest-

SYMPATHY AMONG SCHOLARS. First of goes unrebuked by the pulpit and the
all, superintendent and teachers must press. Other sins, as lying, drunkenbut not tell stories simply to amuse. I combine to attain it. Any determined ness, and profanity, are not suffered ; and
@jness.
remember sifting down with a class of teacher can do much toward it within his if the offenders do not reform, they aré
Judge Bronsen laughed, closed the
own
class,
but
the
movement
should
be
boys one Sunday several months ago,and
excommunicated. But not so with the
comprehensive,
sweeping the
entire
book, from which he had been reading,
covetous,
although
the
Scriptures
class
having talked over the lesson, they called school,and this requires combined action.
for a story. Learning that they had been The teachers’ meeting must agitate the them with fornicators, adulterers,thieves, and explaining, and then said, ‘ That
sentence has a ring like your old self, and
entertained in that manner, I requested matter, and then the desk, and the teach- drunkards, revilers, etc., affirming that
yet I suspect it has a meaning deeper
er's
chair.
But
what
are
the
principles
such can not inherit the kingdom of
them to recite the story they had heard
than would. at first appear.
Tel ‘me,
upon which this movement must proceed ?
the week before, and soon found that they It must be recognized that Sunday-school heaven. ' Covetousness is also ‘made a
what has caused this change in your very
had been instructed in stcries from the classes are not *“ Social Circles,” ¢ Mu. non-qualification for a bishop or pastor;
being?
This change which you: think
Arabian Nights.—Hardly the best thing tual Admiration Societies, etc, As classes yet there are. many ‘ covetous ministers

in colleges and secular

for Sunday-school teaching.
The books of the

kelp in this uplifting.

library should

also

While it need not

be all theology, care must be taken lest
it become trashy, for, as one of the most

eminent American preachers has said,
shee is much danger that what in literatareis ealled the * milk for babes,”will

schools combine

all who are fitted to be combined, and
then. teach them; so should ‘Sunday-

school classes do.

Fitness for a class by

virtue of intellectual equality is assumed,

but where this exists,questions of stature,

who seek for high salaries and positions

of comparative ease.

s

There is certainly great blindness in
the church, at the present day, on this

vital and momentous subject.
There is
good looks, cut and quality of clothing, scarcely any other crime that can be inof anything in short except cleanliness

and common decency, should be studious- dulged, and at the same time a respecta-

ble standing in the church be maintained.
become nothing but chalk and water.
While some profess that they have no
continuing city here below, the majority
The work of the school should be proare worldly-minded, seeking to lay up
gressive; there ought to be no halting,no
earthly treasures.
‘standing still. In order for this to be
‘true, the great responsibility comes again scholars; but no class should withhold
This state of things, doubtless,accounts
. on the teacher. The class will not, can its welcome from a new cemer because for the fact that a few—and these generthese elements are absent.
The true
Si not advance, if the teacher is not always course is to accept the stranger,and to de- ally the least able—have most of the figoing forwardto lead them. Advance in velop the desired state of unity and nancial burdens of the church to bear,
Christian character, on the part of the friendliness. This principle should be while those who are
gbunduntly able
W
teacher, will never fail of carrying with | made conspicuous in the ¢onduct and the contribute little or nothi
Is this not
comments of superintendent and teach- the reason why so few
himin large measure his class.
Xespond to the
Again, through the teacher the Sunday-

school that does its werk well guards and

protectsits members not only on Sun-

days

days,
but keeps them through the other
of the week, « The noblest Sundayschool workers are those 'who never less-

en their endeavors to shield those with
whom they are

associated from the tempt-

ations of every-day
life, and who are as
anxious
to know that their doings on orA.
Ed

ly ignored.
Previous acquaintanceship
among scholars, Jonersl congeniality,
etc., give promise of quicker assimilation,
and more solid unity in the end.
For
this reason a wise superintendent will
catch at such points in locating new

ers.

$

calls of benevolence? Is this not the reason why so many useful and faithful min-

A MicaTY INFLUENCE.
John Bright
isters are drawn from. their .appropriate
said in his recent speech at the S. S. Confields of labor into worldly employments
vention in Rochdale :
to support themselves and families? Is
I think the influence of a good man or a this not the reason why thereare so many
ood woman teaching ten ov twelve chil- feeble and declining churches ameng all
n in a class is ‘an “influence, for this
world and for the world to come, that no denominations? Is this not the reason
man can measure, and the responsibility why the car of reform moves so slowly,
of which no man ¢an calculate.
and the world not converted to Christ?

might be an improvement to others.”

Eleanor’s voice was half tremulous as

she answered, ‘‘ Ever since last spring,
Ihave longed for your return to the monntains that I might tell you, and yet when
you came I was afraid to speak of it.
Now I would first know in. what I seem
different.”
‘ Why, in everything. I was going to
say you had become strangely like Mrs.
MacFord.

That seems an absurdity,when

you two are so wholly different in temperament,yet there is something—a subtle

magnetism—a hidden life in which you
now strongly resemble. her.
I confess I
do not understand it at ‘all.
Last year,
you were at times oppressed by a sorrow
which you vainly strove to hide.
At
other times your careless joy would burst
forth in quick humor, or gay song.
Now, although an indefinable sadness
lingers about you, you seem to possess a
rew source of joy, which never permits.

you to relapse into one of those desponding moods.
Again, when I was here
last year, your eye
or pleasure when I
favorite authors, or
ing powers of man,

would kindle with joy
read to you from my
talked of the reasonwhich placed him so

far above all necessity for believing lin

traditions.

Now,

when

I read

or

talk

to you, you listen attentively, but there
is no ready response in eye, orupon lips.

ee
———

Heation Society, which published the
Rev. Dr. G. W. Sampson's work on

‘ Unionin Communion” in which it is
distinctly taught that although a Baptist,
life which brings me again to the starting
is prevented from communing in a Pedo.
point that in some way you are becoming
baptist church, the Pedo-baptist is not
like Mrs. MacFord.
Tell me all about it.
prevent
Instead, you seem to retire to that hidden

I confess I am unable to read you now as
formerly.” ThedJudge paused for Eleanor’s reply.
“ You read me better than you know ;"

ed from communing in a Baptist
church, seeing he endorses the baptism

of the church he communes

with,

is not true of the converse.

which

At the meet-

ing there was a full measure of piety and
the girt-apswered, hesitatingly. *¢ You a display
of noble principle. The advospeak of thischange as a hidden life; It cacy

iscaused by a life ¢ hid with Christ in
God." When you went away last year
you left me with a heart full of doubt and
1ebellion. I rebelled against the best
friend man ever knew, agaist Jesus
Christ, my Lord and my God. I doubted
the goodness of the
divine Father.
Now my soul resteth in the light of his
love.
The wish that you
were as
i
changedas I am was.no jest. I
o wish that you would accept my Guide
‘as yours.”
‘I will think of it—now good-night ;"
and Judge Brownson's gray. head was
bowed in thoughtful study, as he passed
down the monntain path.
Danae

BY REV.

CONSISTENCY.

After listening to a sermon by Dr.——
as to what Close Baptist principles required before communion at the Lord's
Table,—in which the qualification advocated was in substance as follows: The possession of discipleship and a profession
thereof by immersion with good standing
as to church fellowship, and a consistent
Christian walk and conversation,—Bro.
to me,

said

* If that be so, and we hear agsin and
again that such is the fact, how is it
that Bro. B., a member of the seventh-day
Baptist Body, which is close communion,
who has been immersed, and is in good
standing as to church fellowship, and
lives an exemplary Christian life, is not
allowed a seat at the communion table
with ¢¢ Close Baptists” ? Or Bro. C., a
member of the F. Baptist body, . which

admits only immersed believers into its
church organization,
who has also been
immersed and is in good standing as to
church fellowship, and lives an exemplary Christian life, is not allowed a seat at

the communion

tenets

I expect

Such

honest

ferences among Christians never

t¢

dir.

hinder

my pleasure ; but since I am alover of
fair play and precision, even to math. ematical accuracy, I was bound to give

the above explanation.

A CENTENNIAL OHRISTIAN,

A few weeks since,upon learning from

a Boston paper that Mrs. Mehitable Smith
of Exeter, N. H,, had passed her hun-

dreth year,

I at once formed the pur-

pose of going considerably out of my
way when I might first find myself in
the vicinity of thattown, to make her a

she was a neighbor when I lived at

W. FULLER,

D., a member of my church,

distinctive

call, both because I have never met one of
so great age, and also for the reason that

2

CLOSE BAPTIST

of

see on such occasions.

table with ‘ Close Bap-

tists ?7

our

old homestead in Raymond of the same
State. I felt therefore a little disappointment, when I met the report of her death
in a recent number of the Star, and still it
awakened pleasant recollections of her
as the mother of a family and a Christian.
I think the attainment of so unusual an

age, for one whose earlier life seemed

to

promise so much less, is somewhat remarkable.
;
My recollection of her, as she appeared
full fifty years ago, is that of an elderly
appearing woman, very spare, with a
form somewhat bent, and a voice weak
and consumptive, seeming more like one
on the way to the grave not very far off

than a candidate for a century of years.

She lived in moderate circumstances,
had a large family, mostly composed of
dashing boys, worked hard, but her patience and piety made an impression on
my mind quite favorable to religion, long
before it became a matter to me of personal interest.
She was a constant attendant on public
worship, walking to church a mile snd a
half distant, in nearly all weather, always

walking, indeed I do not recollect of ever
seeing her in a carriage of any kind.

Our brother's preplexity as to the consistMy recollection is, that she was
ency of such a theory with the general
one
who
attended the monthly
practice of inviting only sister churches, | of those
or churches of the same faith and order to [meetings; at times just making. up
the table, was removed when I pointed the bare number sufficient to claim the .
out that by good standingas to church fe!- presence of the ‘‘ form of the fourth” in
My father made one of that
lowship, Close Baptists made no reference their midst.
to other denominations than their own. number, and I well recollect how we,
Since, just as from conscientious convic- graceless boys, when the season was
ions, Close Baptists could regard no unim- ripe, and the work of the farm was pressto him, when preparmersed person as baptized,so for the same ing, used to say
reasons they regard no other bodies of ing to go, ** What is the use ? there wont
Christians, than those composing their be any body there,” and he would reply,
own assemblies, New
Testament
or * Perhaps not if I don't go;” and go he
. Christian churches, though by courtesy, would, leaving us in bewilderment at
it is by courtesy only, that they speak what it all meant. I think, at such seaof others than their own assemblies sons iv was rare for an attendance of
as churches. Their definition and views more than half a dozen persons of whom,
of a Christian or New Testament church my recollection is, that Mrs. Smith was
forbid such a thing as much as their views customarily one, an instance of fidelity
and definition of baptism compel them to to duty and to God, whose example, if
regard unimmersed people as unbaptiz- nothing more, can never be lost. No
matter how obscure and unpretentious
€d} and,right or wrong in our estimation,
we should be prepared to honor and re- such a career, how far removed from the
spect their conscientious convictions on ordinary walks of social life, it is God's
one point as well as the other, for both testimony to the power and preciousness
are in harmony with Christian principle of the Christian faith and hope, especially
when testified to by a century of years.
and integrity.
Yet further, in this what I may call a —J. F.
representative sermon, by a representaTreo*e
tive man in a representative place,—for it
PRIVILEGE OF PRAYER.

‘was avowedly a representation of Close’
Baptist

principles

at

an association

of
Bap-

Close Baptist churches, as to Close

tist usage at the communion table— our
preacher went into the question as to who
put up the bars to communion, and treated the subject in much the same way as

does the tract 235 by the American

Bap-

tist Publication Society, and, as. is very
common, dodged the question of commun-

ion by going into that of baptism ; and so
colored the waters that many of his hearers besides Bro. D., were

thrown

off the

right track, while in substance
and language unmistakable,

the impression

we

were

told,

and

was left upon the minds

of a great many, that the whole point at
issus on the communion question between the Close Baptist and other bodies

was one of baptism rather than of denom-

inational, or sect

communion.

Henee

Prayeris not_&tonsultation

highest wisdom which

with the

this world can

supply. It i§"mgt intercourse with Aan
angel or 8 spirit made perfect. But it
18 an approach to the living God. It is
accetossthe High and Holy One who
inhabiteth eternity. It is detailing in
the ear of Divine sympathy every sorrow.

1t is consulting with Divine Wisdom on
every difficulty. It is asking from Divine

resources the supply of ever¥ want. And
this not once in a life-time or for- a few
‘moments ona stated day of each year,
but at any moment, at every time of need.
Whatever be the day of your distress, it
is a day when prayer is allowable.

Whatever be the time of your calamity,
itis a time when prayer is available.
However early in the morning yon seek

the gate of access,

you

find it already

open; and however deep the midnight
Bro. D. was perplexed yet further as to moment when you find yourself in the

why Close Baptists could not welcome
to their communion table individuals
from such bodiesas the Separate Baptists,

sudden arms of death, the winged prayer
can bring an
instant Saviour near.

And

this wherever you are.

It needs

the General Baptists, the United Baptists,
the Free Baptists, and the Union Baptists,

not that you should ascend some special
Pisgah or Moriah.

It needs not that you

comprisinga

should enter some

awful

membership

of about 80,-

shrine,

or put

000 in the United States, besides the off your shoes on some holy ground.
Seventh-day Baptists, and the Camp- Cotild a memento be reared on every spot
bellites, and the majority of the English’ from which an acceptable prayer has pass-

Baptists, who by their baptism put up no
bar to communion at the table with our
Close Baptist friends? Hence I had to

explain

that the broad

and

general

statements of Dr.—— as to others putting
up the bar to communion with Close Baptists by their baptism,

was only

half the

truth, and consequently misleading, and
intended only to refer to bodies and individuals who have not been immersed,
for all admitted, and facts unmistakably
proved baptism was not the

only

bar

to

communion at the Lord’s table with close
Baptists, and that even whatour preacher had set forth was not Baptist doctrine in
a very

broad

or

general

sense

on

the

question of communion, according to the
orthodoxy of the American Buptist Pub-

ed away, and on whicha prompt answer
has come down, we should find Jehovahshammar,—** the Lord hath been here,”
inscribed on many a cottage hearth and

many a dungeon floor. .'W& should find
it not only in Jerusalem's proud "temple
and David's

cedar

galleries,

but

in

the

fisherman's cottage by the brink of Gennesaret und

in the upper

chamber

where

Pentecost beg— an,
Hamilton.

Si

O-o-0-0-0

It consoles one

for many things

that

are unalterable and inexplicable, to bear
in mind

that

old

saying

of Christian

philosophy, that whatever the
carry, it is rough-hewn in

cross we

heaven,

that at every step, Christ will

and

aid us to

bear it.— Lee.
¢

~~

WN

THE MORNING

‘ He become the author of eternal sal- much surprised he would have been if,
vation, to all them that obey him.” as he leaned forward to Tertius hurrying

Doctrine. and Life,

‘ Having

My soul had been,
So ours 3 i cries and tears,

fo poor, in all the wealth I had,

So cold, in earthly garments clad hy
So filled with joys, and yet so sa

0 Jesus Christ, to Theo 1 yield
y

For Thou hast crossed the Bether hills,

my sou
No) Pa won 1 shall now beguile,
sin shall now defile,
hed
No cheris
The heart so blest in Thy dear smile!

What was it, Lord, whieh set me loose
From anchoring

ties?

What word was that which turned to praise
My moans and sighs?
Oh, ’t was that love for which I Jined y
For which, at last, I all resigned,
In which life's better wine 1 find!
No message, new, hath caught my ear,
Dear Lord, from thee— .

"Tis only, I believe the love
Thou hast for me!
Such love begets a life divine,
:
Such leve can all earth’s joys outshine—
Nay, not Thy gifts—Thyself be mine!
—@. W. Hinsdale in Congregationalist.
* 40-4

FUTURE PUNISHMENT,
BY

REV,

O. E, BAKER.

v.:
*
The history of Universalism is argument against the theory.—1. Universal:
ism has had many phases, not only different but contradictory. At one time it
affirmed to the restoration of all men at
the future general judgment and resurrection. At another and chiefly the doc-_
trine of any future judgment and general

resurrection has been denied.

One class

has believed in ante mortem punishment
exclusively. . Another has held to post
mortem punishment, while a third has

advocated both and a fourth denied all,
interpreting all punishment into wholesome discipline. Formerly a large proportion of Universalists taught the theory of immediate holiness and happiness
at death. Of late they generally tend to
the theory of indefinite continuance of
sin and misery, in the future

they

were

chiefly

life.

their hope on absolute divine
ty.

Now

they

the recognition

Once

Calvinistic,

tend

resting

sovereign-

to Arminianism, to

of human

freedom,

and

+the wédessity, but the certainty, of universal reformation. Once they affirmed
that sin, once committed, must be punish-

ed to its fullest desert.

"The

Now the idea

pardon is being favored.

of

foregoing are a few only of the.

many phases of Universalism, but enough

to show the strongly extreme and conflicting premises, from which, nevertheless,
they have alway, from first to last, come
to the same conclusion.
2. It is a significant fact that Universalism has always failed to obtain the
support of any considerable number of
people, and especially of those best qualified to determine upon the merit of the
theory. The great body of the most intelligent, moral, energetic, efficient Chris"tian workers and philanthropists have rejected the theory. This fact, coupled
with that other, that all

men,

especially

the best of men, in all time, would most
ardently desire the salvation of all men,
if possibly consistent with the genius of
God's government,—constitutes a weighty

argument against the doctrine.

Again. The fact that sin and misery
now exist, iz proof that they may exist

forever. 1f God,of his good pleasure,originated preseut sin and misery, no reason

can be assigned why he may not continue
them forever. If they have come into
existence, by his creatures,—against his
pleasure,—then, also, no reason can be

assigned why
the same condition of
things may not always continue.
Finally. It is one of the most conclusive arguments against Universalism,
that the advocates of the doctrine have
of late almost wholly ignored the direct
Scripture statements, and given themselves to conjecture. The position is,—
“ It can wot be that sin and misery will
exist eternally,—too

terrible to

contem-

plate... It seems that in justice, persons
leaving this life in sin, should have opportunity to repent, under more favorable circumstances, and that

God,

being

all wise, all mighty and all good will

in

some way, in the end, make all right.”
Now and then, prominent Orthodox
preachers, give utterance to the same

sentiment in

substance.

“The

hea-

then, the ignorant, the young,and the unfortunate, it would seem, should have
space for repentance and reformation, in
the life to come.” ‘No reference is made
to the Bible, but desire is carried into
conjecture, and conjecture to theory on

Which men shall build

their hopes

and

shape their lives.
. It would be exceedingly strange, if the

Scriptures were not

sufficiently

explicit,

upon a matter of such fearful moment.

Why is it, that the old, long standing
arguments are so much left out of use,

and conjecture, « the scientific method,”

&c., &e.; be made the chief resort?-

~The Scriptures do teach

most

that salvation, présent and future,

clearly

is, by

Christ, by virtue of his atonement.

Uni-

versalism always has, and still does deny

every such statement,—knows no atgne.
ment in any proper sense ‘ef the
term.
This it is compelled to do. If Christ

procured, by mediation, eternal salvation
for the race,—then certainly,

there exist-

ed, as a canse of Christ's mediation, the

liability

to endless

misery.

To

knowledge this, is to acknowledge

ac-

the

Justice of such endless misery for every
sinner, with all the various other evan-

gelical facts involved in (his.

That

they may also obtain the salvation which
18 In, Christ Jesus, with eternal
glory.”

voices,

to end his task, and said, ¢* Send aid i

which there will be, as here

in this

life,

Well, Quartus’ little ‘message

all look to the Bible for
cautious of
conjecture

tion.

Ue

judging” God. The eternal record of this
little message is only a symbol of the

a

Meter

eternal life and eternal record

QUARTUS A BROTHER.
I am

afraid very few of us read

often,

or with much interest, those long lists of
names at the end of Paul’s Jetéers. And
yet there are plenty of lessons in them
if anybody will look at them lovingly
and carefully.
There does net seem
much

in

these three

words;

but

of all our

transient and trivial thoughts

I

am

very much mistaken if they will not
proveto be full of beauty and pathos,
and to open out into a wonderful revelation of what Christianity is and does, as
soon as we try to freshen them up into
some kind of human interest.
It is easy for us to make a little picture of this brother Quartus. He is evidently an entire stranger to the church
of Rome. They had
never heard his
name before: none of them knew anything about him. Further, he is evidently a man of no especial reputation or

and

deeds

before Him.
Let us live so that each act,
if recorded, would shine with some mod-

est ray.of true light like brother Quartus’
greeting. And Jet us seek that, like him,
—all else about us being forgotten, position, talents, wealth, buried in

the dust,

—we may be remembered, if we are remembered at all, by such a biography

as is condensed into these

three

words.

Who would not wish to have such an epi-

words

which

-*r-o

the

church at

which Paul writes.

Corinth,

He contrasts

friend

of

did

much to enlighten and to instruct him.
Meeting with this young philanthropist
shortly after entering on his present
charge, he was congratulated by him on
his zeal in attacking the sin of drunkenness, which so generally prevailed in the
parish, and then asked :
:
¢¢ Wilt thou tell me how many converts
thou hast had from drunkenness?”
“I fear none,” was the reply.

‘“ Well,” said he, ‘thou hast tried what
preaching will

do,

and

thou

hast

tried

what lecturing will do; suppose thou
dost try what example will do!”
The appeal was irresistible. It may
now be LL what have been the results
of his professing teetotalism. Eight hundred persons in the course of eighteen

months

signed the pledge ; seven hundred

young people became members of the
‘Band of Hope.” The whole moral aspecs of the town became changed; soriety

was

soon

in

the

ascendency,

as

as people | they engage themselves?

do who talk about fraternity, and seek to

that question will

The answer to

determine

very

much

bring it to pass without Christ, it is a|the measure and strength of theit piety.
mere piece of Utopian sentiment—a fine

dream. But in Christianity it worked.
It works’ imperfectly
enough,
God
knows. Still there is some reality in it,
and some power. The gospel first of all
produced the thing and
e practice, and |
then the theory came afterwards. The

church did not talk much

about

Do they relish a quiet hour of personal

communion
the members
and spend
Scriptures?

with Ged? Do they gather
of the household together,
awhile in the study of the
Have they any books upon

the closet shelf which they reserve for such

opportunities

as a wet Sabbath affords?

the|Qr is the hour wasted in sleepy idleness
brotherhood of man, or the unity of the or gossipy conversation? Do they con-

race ; but simply ignored all distinctions,
and gathered into the fold the slave and

tent themselves with the erusal of some
so-called religious novelette, which is
his master, the Roman and ‘his subject, made up of three parts sentiment
and one
fair-haired Goths and swarthy Arabians, part unreality P” Or, Sueriog fully into
the worshipers of Odin and of Zeus, the the meaning of the grand ol
Scriptural
Jew and the Gentile.
That actual unity, word ‘“ meditate,”-do they take a subject
utterly irrespective of all distinctions, out of the Bible and hold
which came naturally in the train of the toit for a time, turning their attention
it round
gospel, was the first attempt to realize round, and shaking it as one shakesanda
the oneness of the race, an
first ‘taught | heavy laden bough until the fruit falls inthe world
that all: men were brethren.
)
!
. | to their laps? These are important ques-

Again, how simply, and with what in-| tions. A Christian is really what he is
conscious beauty, the deep reason for| when he is alone, and so a rainy Sunday
our Christian unity is given
in that one
ve
ne | may be a heaven-sent test to lead us to
word a * Brother.” Asif he had said, | the discovery of ourselves.— Christian
at

‘“ Never mind telling them anything
abont what I am, what place I hold, or
what Ido. Tell them I am a brother;
that will be enough. It is the only name
by which I care to

be

known;

Work.

‘only

mark

‘out

one

for

especial notice—viz., the increased influence the profession of total- abstinence
conferred

on me,

not

as

an

individual

citizen, but as a minister of the gospel.
By avowing myself on the side of total
Shstigences, my influence increased. tenfold.”
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The associations

of the

Lord's

house

religious character. We are creatures of
association.
We are often moved more
profoundly than we think by our surroundings. The recollection of our experiences in the house of God may be
among the most precious treasures that

of one Father, So that favorite name,
by which the early Christians knew each
other, rested upon and proclaimed the
deep truth that they knew themselves’ to
be all partakers of a common

ed from

one

Parent.

When

life

deriv-

the y said| memory hoards.

The prayers we

have
implied, ¢ We
there; the old hymnsof the fathers,
have béen born again’ b, y. the word of| heard
God, which liveth and. abideth forever.” some of them redolent with the incense
of a thousand

they were brethren, they
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great Christian truth

of regenera-

A

1

is a valuable little work,

:

See

and every

discusses briefly, but clearly,

ge
$1.60 postage, 12 cents,

* Club

Christian

cts; postage

all the questions
Sh authors

we
contains, snes addition. on to ti €

the importation of this article into

the United States our Speoialty, and that
in future

the

afflicted

we

at great

can

obtain

remedies at all first-class druggists.
have,

expense

and

these

As

trouble,

made permanent arrangements in India
for obtaining ‘ Pure Hemp,” gathering it
at the right season, and haying it extracted

upon its own soil from the green leaf
by an old and experienced chemist (said
ph
being a native), we know that we

have the genuine article,

IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,

all that is claimed

for it, and

that one

bottle will satisfy the most skeptical of
its positively ‘and
permanently curing
Consumption, Bronchitis, and Asthma.
Instead of devoting a column to the

that

those

who

have

suffered

most

Tracts
were not

can

Gayoso, Pemiscor, Mo., Nov. 18, 1877.
more
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Previous to using the Cannabis- Indica, I

had used all

the medicines

usuall

5

scribed in my son’s case (CONSUMPTION)

I had

also consulted

the

most

HENRY

Ae

For sale alsojby

FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Madison St., Chicago, Ili,

as soon as he comHemp Remedies he
in health until I rewell.
-

W. KIMBERLY,

PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.
D. LoTHROP & Co0., 82 Franklin St., Boston,
Mass.
:
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M.D.

msa————

:
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GENTS :—Please send me three bottles
Cannabls Indica, box of Pills and pot of
Ointment.

Now is the time to work for am
increased circulation of the Morning
Star. Please read the following offers :

Mother has been suffering with

BRONCHITIS for twenty years, and tried
most all kinds of medicine, and says the
Cannabis Indica is the only thing that
gives her relief.
Deep

Respectfully yours,

JANE A. ASHBROQK.
River, PowesHICK, Iowa.

GENTLEMEN :—I have

advertisement in m

To every old subseriber, who will

just seen your

paper;

I know

pay all arrearages for his Star, and

all

about the Cannabis In
« Fifteen years
ago itcured my daughter of the ASTHMA;
she had it very bad for several years, but

two years in advance ($5.00), or
will pay for his own Star one year

was perfectly cured, and I used to keep the
medicine on hand to accommodate my
friends. I have taken a cold Jately, and
-as I am fearful of it settling on my lungs,

in advance ($2.50), and at the same
time send pay for a new subscriber
one year in advance ($2.50), we
will send a copy of the Life of Rev.
George T. Day, or a copy of the
book entitled ¢¢ Open Communion or

you will please send me a $9 box of your
medicine. Respectfully,
F
JACOB TROUT.
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M of Consumption that this fem-

not Sissipate, and it Fo

n twenty-four

hours.
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The postage on each book thus o

Pills and
=

tained will be ten cents extra.
The same premium will also be
given for every new subscriber paid
for one year in advance ($2.50) by
any person who has already paid for
his own Star one year in advance;
and also to every new subscriber
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Price,
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who will send his own name and
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pay for one year in advance ($2.50).
Postage, ten cents extra.’

Majgot our best citizens inform us that Dr. H.
A. LAMB, No. 337 Congress St., Portland,
Me,, never fails in the cure of the severest forms
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Erysipelas,

Rheumatism,
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all

forms of

scrofula, and all diseases of the Skin.
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The Establishment has also offered,

on aslip sent in the Star

Freewill Baptist Publications.
The Morning
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year advance,

2
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and one for a new subscriber
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new

subscriber,

less than (our months at
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a time, the

Star at $2.00 each, strictly in ad
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The offer of ¢¢Day’s Memoir,” or
of “Open Communion
or Close
Communion,”

charge

hymns

and

We will furnish the Star, to those

who have paid all arrearages, and
will order these other publications,
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pases all the important pariia mentary
0
.rules of deberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents; Cloth, 60 cents, postage paid,
Sabbath School
estion Books
are for adults and children.
LES8ONS for Every
Sunday,
,18, postage ,02

STORY of Jesus, -

list of subscribers,” now have an

opportunity to see what can be done

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close

of every session, and the

is lib-

at $2.00 a year and we will double

our

sively used.
Large book, in 8 eep, $1.00; Morocco, 81.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.5%; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.
Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts;

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings,
cents; postage, 2 cents.

and the Star,

eral indeed.
A more liberal offer than the
above can not be asked. for, unless
the one asking it should wish the
Establishment to become bankrppt.
Those who have said, ¢‘ put the Star

will be'at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay
men in advance. Sample copies sent free.
The Psalmody
is the denominational Hy
Book, exten
postage 8 cents.
The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225

one
wh

Clubs of six or more, one-third
being new subscribers, can have the

Clubs of six or more, one-(kird new supscribers,. each
.
- $2.00
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper, beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
Terms: single copy, each, 385 cents,
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, 25 cents.
Payment always in advance, and no commission
allowed on money sent,
Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly, at the rate of
100 copiekto one address for $6.00. If the order
18 for

(and we

here repeat the offer), that any subscriber who has paid or will pay all

“is a large religious paper of eight pages, inits
fifty-third volume.
It is able, literary
and pro- |
gressive.
The
publication offices are Boston and
Chicago, hit all communications,
save for the
ver, N. H
Terms per
o"
in

till within the last few

I, D. STEWART, Dover. N. H.

eminent

physicians in the country, and all to no
purpose; but just
menced using the
began to improve
garded him as about

stereotyped

Denominational,
. . which contains a historical statement, and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church pol
ily and
tions,
Our Faith and Covenant
‘
is a confession of 17 articles ot faith and a desirable church covenant.
Pointing Bstablishment
Ri
is a brief historical statem
&c. Publish
ed by order of the General Conference, and for
tous distrib ution.
he above named books are sold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
the order,
or on recei
the books.
Send your
orders to

tracts from letters verbatim will show:

have

ale:
ual Calendar,

years, and we can furnish only the following:
cts. per dozen ; 50 cts. per hundred.

better tell the story, as the following ex-

must

us

the names of“all Freewill Baptist churches, ar
ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Y.
meetings, with their statistics; the names of
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account of our
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased min.
isters, &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
The Biographies or
DAVID
RKS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniel
Jackson are extensively read by their friends,
and several copies are still on hand.
Marks,
.
$1,00,
post,
10 cents.
Burr,
vw
ellie
5
hed
Jackson,
+
. 50
Po
Lectures
te
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an exceflent book for all who would * search thé Seriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most ime
portam points of Bible study, 1.00; pos tage, 9

Western Department, should be addressed to Do.

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—Spriug term begins March 25, 1878. This Institution is one of

the largest and best in the Stete.
Send for Catalogue.

]

Life, Letters, Ser

The Church Member's Book

We now inform the public that we Lave

made

Spring Term commences Mar. 20.
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

tion. -No primary instruction. With three carefully arrangéd courses of Spay The Classical,
Seminary and English Cqurse.
For full catalogue:
address the Principal.
IRVING B. SMITH

T. Bay;

Price 75 cents,

would be benefited by reading it,25

your invaluable medicine, and wish that
you would place it here on sale, as the
cost of delivery is too high to individuals.

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

Scientific,

of GeoVge

.Bronohitis, and Asthma,

GENTLEMEN :—I

ate,

$1.00; postage, 10 cents.

——

Messrs. Craddock & Co.:

Educational,

history.

fv. HOLL.

A

tence

Rates’ with the Morning Star.

~ Dr, H. James’ CANNABIS INDICA, or
East India Hemp, raised in Calcutta, and
repared on its native soil from the green
feat has become as/famous in this country
as in India for the cure of Consumption,

merits of this strange and wonderful plant,
we remain silent and let it speak for itself
through other lips than ours, believing

I shall

Taylor Co., West Virginia.

name which explains my love to them.” | a0 an incalculable help to the culture of
We are brethren because we are sons

ine

of

contains a Narrative of his

some three years ago, I want him to try
them.
I gained fifteen pounds while taking the first three bottles, and I know it is
just the thing for him.
Respectfull

Just the

cen

Memoir

mons and Lectures.

medicines cured me of CONSUMPTION,

labors.

EST

HONORING GOD'S HOUSE.

covers the first half

from 1780 10 1830, It describes withRol
Constioeaund

1 detail; the early events of our

your

and feel that we are entitled to credence
when we say that Cannabis Indica will do

tions to Rome.
‘ Timotheus, my work- bottoms, and climb about
:
Hillsdale, Mich.
the
fellow,” the companion and helper of the frowth which fringes the fenced underREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Waterbury
fields.
apostle, whose name was known everyCenter, Vt.
LizzIE
COLLEY,
Principal;
ut the lowly vines produce
where among the churches, heads the fruit. The immense vines which the best ADELLE L. BALPWIN, Associate. With competent
stretch
assistants. Expenses are moderate.
For further
list. Then come other prominent men to the high places and show
articulars address the Principalf at Hill, N. H., or
of his more immediate circle. Then fol- girth of trunk and expanse of so much
v. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.
branches
lows a loving
greeting
from Paul's and foliage, are uniformly barren. GrapeAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
amanuensis, who, naturally, -as the pen vines il.ustrate certain forms
College Preparatory, Normal, Classiof organ- cal, Maine.
Scientific courses of study
for both sexes.
is in his own hand, says:
‘I Tertius, |
Christianity+—here—and—there—are
| Fuit-board
5
Ses 10W. Spring
who wrofe this Epistle, salute you in the Hizedterm
begins
Monday,
Jan.
28,
1878.
Summer term
mammoth
establishments; aged, ambibegins
Monday, Apr. 19, 1878. Fall term begins
Lord.” Then Paul begins
again to dic- tious, far-reaching and impressive.
They
Monday,
Aug.
19,
1878.
Send
to
the
Secretary or
tate, and the list runs on.
Next comes a climbed to the top places among the
trees Principal for a Catalogue.
message from ‘‘ Gaius mine host, and of or the woods.
ey have
ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
the whole church,”—an influential man blance of fruit-bearing power; every sembut someof the school is to prepare the students for colin the-.community, apparently rich, and way, all their forces go into
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorwilling, as well as able, to extend to them of form and greenness of leaf. woodenness ough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderThe sap ate. Send for a Catalogue.
large and loving hospitality. Erastus, is all exhausted in self-enlarg
ement.
;
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
the chamberlain or treasurer of the city, Thereis no fruit.
Lewiston, Me.
And,
follows; a man of consequence in Cor- among the lowlier, younger sure enough,
vines, conATES
COLLEGE
THEOLOGICAL
SCHOOL.
inth. And then, among all these people tent to clamber along the
—For further information address the Presfences, or to
of mark, comes the me. lest, quiet Quar- twine close tothe
ident,
O.
B.
CHENEY,
D.
D.,
or
Prof.
JOBN
FULmodest bushes which LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
tus. He has no wealth like Gaius, nor skirt the borders
of the forest— there
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
civil position like Erastus. nor wide rep- hanging their purple clusters
within
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
S.
utation like Timothy. He isonlya Soo, reach of the hungry
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent asstranger, we find the
simple, unknown Christian. He feels a true vines
sistants.
Spring
term
begins
March
12,
1878.
A
of
spring of love open in his heart to these hand plant the Husbandman’s right- first-class school. Three complete courses of study,
—ing.
Methodist Recorder.
eCollegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and Ciusbrethren far across the sea, whom he
sical.
Send for Catalogue. Address,
1
S-0-O-o-b
never met. He would like them to know
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.
that he thought lovingly of them, and to
"RAINY SABBATHS.
ILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wilbe lovingly thought of by them. So he
Rainy Sabbaths test the mental and
Muscatine Co., Iowa.
Special arigebegs a little corner in Paul's letter, and spiritual resources of those who remain ments ton,
for the coming year. .Spring term 1... ins
gets it; and there, in his little niche, like at heme because of the storm. How
March 26, 188. For particulars address the Prindo cipal, Ozro G. AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE, Sec) tary.
Some statue of a forgotten saint, scarce they spend the time which, in
‘Wilton Junction, I wi.
cirseen amidst the glories of a great cathe- cumstances, they would have other
given
to
EW’
HAMPTON
INSTITUTION.—Six
i: zular
dral, “Quartus a brother” stands to all the house of God?
courses for both sexes. Four terms of te). weeks
We have often laughtime.
~
Commercial College. Cheapest and ist ot
ed at the story of the Scotch housewife each.
any in New England. Spring term begins Mouday,
It reminds us that the very notion: of who, on looking forth at the clear sky
on Jan. 28, 1878. Summer term begins Monday, Aprii
humanity, and of the brotherhood of a beautiful Sabbath,
15, and closes Thursday, June 20, 1878. F:.i term
man, is purely Christian. A world em- me, anither dry Sabbath;exclaimed, ‘ Pity begins Monday, Aug. 26. Send for Catalue and
I'll no get my circular to
;
bracing society, held together by love, drawer cleaned
out yet!” and we
Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.
was not dreamt of before the gospel be far from supposing that any would
New Hampton, N, H., July u¢, 1877.
of our
came ; and since the
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
ospel came it is|readers employed themselves on a wet
This school was never in better condi.
more than a dream.
you wrench away | Sunday in any such way; but how do tion York.
for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc-

the idea from its foundation,

who is not expected to live; and as

frequenting public-houses ceased to be
considered respectable. The stumblingblock having been removed, the work of
philanthropy
and religion progressed.
I might fill columns,” says Mr.
Griffith,
‘* with the mention of the fruits of those

tell his

TALL AND FRUITLESS.
from
The woods of Missouri
literally fesstrik- tooned with grape-vines. areThey
ingly with the others ‘who send saluta- the tops of the tallest sycamores climb to
of the

position in

Neath, tells us that a Quaker

name, his Christianity, and his brotherly
love.
So far as we are remembered at

all, may the like be our life's history and
our epitaph !—Dr. Alexander Maclaren.

intemperance.

The Rev. John Griffith, M. A., Rector

taph as this ? who would not’ wish to Ne
embalmed, so to speak, in such a record ?
A sweet fate to live forever in the world’s

memory by three

dealing with

or
Y

cents 200K Of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage
3
The History of the Freewill Baptists

Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
.
GENTLEMEN :—Please send me twelve
Dr. Reid, of Edinburgh, says: Permit
bottles
of
Cannabis
Indica,
one
each
of
me to give a single instance, showing
what an vantage abstinence gives to a Pills and Qintment, for a friend of mine

is writ-

fore one another than before Him.
Let
and be us then keep ever in mind
¢¢ those pure
specula-|eyes and perfect witne$s of” the * all-

truth,
and

TRY EXAMPLE,

minister in

The Memorials of the Free i
ve the rise and progress
ody
Christians in New Y.
:
union with the Freowill Sarin he of
Christian Baptism

LAWRENCEBURG, ANDERSON Co., KY.
Feb. 10, 1873.

O-b-O-0-b
ror

other
people in the New Testament
would have been if they had known that
is eternal life, through Jesus Christ our their passing faults—the quarrel of EuoLord,” &c., &c.
The texts are abundant dia and Syntyche for instance—wereto be
ibbeted forever in the same fashion!
showing that eternal salvation was lost,
ow careful they would have been, and
and was recovered in Christ.
we would be of our behavior,
But the texts are no less abundant that it was to be pounced downif we knew
upon and
showing that the realization of this pro- made immortal in that style!
Suppose
cured salvation is dependent upon the you were to be told Jour thoughts and
voluntary concurrence of the sinner. acts to-morrow at twelve o'clock would be
recorded for all the world to read, you
We need not quote.
would be pretty careful how you behav~The Bible teaches future general res- ed. When a Sheake: sees the reporters
urrection and judgment, at and after in front of him he weighs his words.

‘* The gift of God

|

CONSUMPTION.

ning ; if I do not remember thee, let my
tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth!—
Prof. Phelps, in 8. 8. Times.

world, and his name be known forever!
And how much ashamed some of the

ten down here, and the world knows it.
the good and the evil,—with correspond- All
our words and works are getting
put
ing rewards and punishments. Univer- down in another Book up there,
and it is
salism uniformly denies and must. Let going
to be read out one day. It does
those interested look to the many express seem wonderful that you and I should
declarations of the. Word of God upon live as we do, knowing all the while that
God is recording
it all. If we are not
this question. The Scriptures express ashamed
fo do things, and let him note
the duration of sin’s punishment, by the them * on His tablets, that they may be
use of the same terms as are used to ex- for the time to come, forever and ever,”
press the eternity of the saints’ rest. it is strange that we should be more careful to attitudinize and pose ourselves beLet those who would know read, and let

1 AM ONE WHO WAS CURED

O thou homel
¢ meeting-ho
y
use”

of my youth, God bless thee! If1 forget
thee, let my right hand forget her cun-

too,” anybody ‘had told him that that
¢ He is the mediatorof the. one act of his would last as long as the

eternal inheritance.”

its sin;

n,

eternal * redemption

New Testament, . . . that they which. are
called might receive the promise of

So sick at heart for Thy dear love

L/

obtained

for us.”

LIFE'S BETTER WINE.
And all
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By reference to Bro. Phillips's communieation on the first page it will be seen
»that the «¢ Church of God” people, at their

recent meeting, voted to co-operate
Freewill Baptists in Foreign

with the

Missionary

work. We are glad of this action on the
part of these Drethren, and hope that the
way may eventually be open for them to
-assume some special responsibility in the
Mission, like the support of a missionary,
for example.
They number not less than
. 30,600 members, and are a faithful,

God-

fearing people. This disposition to cooperate in.a benevolent. work outside of
their own -denominatien ‘proper shows

that they - possess .the

real

Christian

Spirit.
These appeals in behalf of our Foreign
Mission are ‘going to meet a response.
This is God's work for which they ask
- aid, and his followers will not shut their
- ears to it. Indeed, the responses are al-

ready beginning to come. One lady, on
reading the appeal in the Star of May 22,
immediately wrote, to the effect that although it was the Sabbath she could not
: resist the desire

to

send

off a

- onee with a gift for the Mission.
- Crawford, the honored missionary
dia, asks that five dollars of her

letter at
Miss

in Inown sal-

ary be appropriated to help pay. the So- ciety’s debt. These are only examples.
The prayer of faith is beginning to be
. answered.
The discouragement, almost
+ despair, of the friends of the

Mission, we

* grust is about to be dispelled by an aroused interest throughout

our

membership,

and by contributions that will

put the

- Society beyond any question of failure.
‘Friends, how is it that you can retain in
your possession money that is of no real
benefit to you, money that you are not
“using at all or at best but drawing interestronit,

“when

a suitable

“would bring such light

portion

of it

and cheer to so

umany darkened souls?
“Next to the beauty of charity is the bestowing it in a delicate, considerate way.
“To persons who are really worthy of aid,
: ¢he consciousness of their condition brings
: them their keenest suffering,
- excellent sens
in the good

“5

There

is

Bishop

of

remark: * Ask not the name of him

NEW HAMPSHIRE YEARLY MEETJN.
:

" Perhaps

is something Christlike in such delicacy.
It refrains from moralizing, and from
making painful allusions that are needless, and from

voice, sustained the modératorin conform-

Tt is especially

. he whose name is a burden to him

* has need of an asylum.”

And

the

who

same

-~consitlerate man would not ask the history
or the country of Jean Valjean, the noted
‘outlaw, wishing rather that the mind of

so desperate a man might be occupied
- with more wholesome reflections. There

sermonizing

when

some-

> {hing besides unsympathetic speech is
~ wanted.
Indeed, the wisest sympathy

+ is,when a person has a suffering point,
* » mot to touch upon itat all.
- erate,

-rmde

or

The inconsidpresuming manner in

“which many so-called deeds of charity
-are done, puts them at once outside. of
¥ that realm of love in which all true chari+ $y consists. ‘Whether we give to a poor
+ meighbor, or to a street beggar, or to re-

‘ Jiewe the sick,.or to help in any benevo-

"

think,

Another refreshing season -of Christian
business, worship and fellowship has been
enjoyed at the New Hampshire Yearly
Meeting. It was held at the Washington
Street church, Dover, and the attendance
was unusually large; probably more
were present from abroad than have attended one of ifs sessions since the change
from the Sabbath to the middle of the
week. The Committee of arrangements
had prepared an excellent programme,
and the Conference, without a dissenting

who asks you‘for a bed.

lent enterprise, whether

it be to

aid the

.meedy at home or to enlighten the heath»en abroad, the manner nearly as much as
the amount of the gift will determine
whether the. true spinit of giving prompt«ed it or not.
0s
siete

ing to it. The first meeting was Tuesday
evening, commencing with a service of
prayer and praise of one half hour, when
the Yearly Meeting was called to order,
and a temporary chairman chosen, and a
the growth

of

Christian truth was preached by Rev.

stirring, able

D.

H. Adams,

sermon

on

of Farmington.

Wednesday

morning the business commenced and
was deliberately pushed to conciusion,
without the infliction of a single airy
speech, or the raising of a parliamentary
question of order. The morning prayer
meetings at half past five were well attended and precious. seasons. Every
forenoon, afternoon and

evening

session

was preceded by a service of prayer.
The preaching was good, and every exerTHE POET-EDITOR DEAD.
cise was very satisfactory.
Jt is seldom thata person of the culturThe subjects of Home and Foreign Mis«gd or literary class is held in so high essions, Education, Temperance,” Sabbath
teem by all classes of people as was Wil“Schoels, Printing - Establishment, Chari-

"liam Cullen Bryant.

His death last week

has been like a personal bereavement in
snultitudes of homes, while there is hard1y a hamlet in the country but has some

one to mourn for him.
. It.wonld.
be difficult to analyze this al+ most universal regard in which he has
+ been held.

Bat doubtless the: chief cause

“ofits existence has been the rare simplicity and integrity of the man, united with

a genuine interest in the welfare of all
dlasses, which was always showing itself
wu his netsas well as his words. The people know their friends. It is natural that
they should mourn Mr..Bryant’s death.

.

. MY. Bryant
‘7 known as the

has
Editor

been

most

of the

New

widely
York

. Evening Post, and
2s a poet of consider-

¢ Able genius.

L

+. that'he

During the fifty-two years

had been connected with the Post,a

_ greater part of the time as its chief Editor
+ and proprietor, he kept it in the fore«amost ranks of literary newspapers.

It

i has also taken a wide and clear survey of
public affairs, and has been a good helper

“not onlyin resisting the schemes of traitors
_in fhe late wat but also in
: weturn to those fraternal,
+ outside of which there can
- tional prosperity. In all

advocating a
peaceful ways
be no real nathese respects

table Society, Bible

cause

and the

Wo-

man’s Missionary Society were ably discussed, and resolutions adopted by which
the Yearly Meeting proposed to taise a
sum towards the payment of the Foreign
Mission debt, equal to twenty cents per
member. The Woman's Mission Board held several meetings for business,and the women

had two other meetings in the interest of
their work. The success of their effort
to raise money for the enclosure of the
girl's boarding house at Harper's Ferry,

named Myrtle Hall, was

very encourag-

ing,and additional funds are needed to finish it and furnish it. The meeting closed
with a very impressive communion service.
bbb
"ror

- OURRENT

pe

there

are

many

particular

churches who have crazy notions concerning what ministers ought” to be andido.
They look for nearly superhuman gins
and graces,

and

would

not

have

Paul

himself if they knew he had a thorn in
the flesh. But these flashy and unstable
churches are exceptions.
The great
body of believing people in all denomina-

tions are content to have pastors able to
teach, wise to win souls, and earnest in

the work of faith.
duty to seek when
vacant pulpits.
very properly

receiving

some

in

the

individuals

burying

of the

over
would

dead,

and

none the less hateful because it imposes
enormous expenses uponthose who can
not afford them. The savings of a year
are often squandered in the idle ostentation of a funeral. Itis a not unnatural
feeling among the poor that the last
service they can render to a beloved friend
shall not fail in any usual distinction, and
the result is that a living family is often
straitened that a dead member of it may

lie in a mahogany coffin and be followed

by a long train of carriages to his grave.
Reform must come from those who *¢set
the fashion,” and a modest simplicity in
funerals can be attained only by the example of those who can afford to be extravagant.

BRIEF
statement

of

the

Would that it were the
politics.

Christian
only

nuisance

Union.
in our

——SOME time last winter the editor of
the New York Tribune received a thousand dollars te be used for charitable pur-

poses. This sum was distributed among
a number of clergymen to be used according to their best judgment in aiding
the needy personally known
selves or known to some one

to themin whem

they had confidence.

R. Heber

Rev.

been absorbed by the expenses of any

From their call-

ing, ministers must come in contact with
FE

of necessary

may nof be able to

complete

Pedobaptist churches are congregations of unbaptized believers prevents Baptists from rec-

ognizing them as baptized Christians;
does not prevent Baptists
them as Christians.”

from

but it

recognizing
;

That is a good sentence with which the §.
8. Times opens an editorial: * He knows
hut little concerning God’s plans, who thinks
that he knows all.” And it is the easiest of

things for

us

sometimes

to be sincerely in

earnest in thinking that what we

want

to

see

to have been taken, in part verbafim, from
an editorial in the Christian Standard.

who will help us?

‘Where are

our

for

the

ship and

bear

Theological department

are

us

in earnest

coming

We close this very meager article
prove tiresome), with many thanks

A. H. MORRELL,

Southern Illinois Yearly Meeting.
The Southern Illinois Yearly Meeting held
its last session at Carbondale, May 24—26.
Called to order by A. J. Johnson, who seryed as
temporary chairman.
A
committee
was appointed to designate
delegates, and
their names were enrolled. Conference then
proceeded to elect by ballot the permanent
officers, resulting in the election to the chair

the

of.J. 8S, Manning;

A.

and * treasurer;
F.
assistant chairmen.

J.

Johnson

in the chair.
ness.

as

clerk

McKoon and N. Ricks
Committees appointed on

the desk. . Adjourned

uatil two o'clock.
Met agreeably to adjournment.

Attended

‘
F. McKoon

to miscellaneous busi-

The chairman reported the committees.

Letters were read from Cairo, Mound City and
Carbondale Quarterly Meetings. Adjourned
until eight o'clock, Saturday morning.

Thirty minutes spent in devotional exercise.
The committee on location reported

the

next

session of, the-Y. M. to be held with the Cairo
Q. M.

The reports of the committees on reso-

lutions were called for:
TEMPERANCE.

ladies,

Resolved, 1. That intemperance is the great.

had

est evil with which our country is cursed, filling our prisons with criminals, our poorhouses with paupers, our homes with desolstion, and filling the land with poverty and sorrow.

2. That it is the duty

There would be no lack

of every

lover

fellow to put himself in a position where
full weight of his influence
side of temperance.
*

STATE

shall

OF THE

be

of his

the

on

the

Y. M.

Resolved,1. That, as far as your committee
can learn, there is a decided improvement in
spirituality, in harmony and zeal, and a growth
in
;
:llectual
culture.
AVOTC.
fixed and settled in their polity.
2. Your committee would recommend there
be a sum equal to three cents per member in
the Y. M. raised to print the minutes of the

rere and there in the Valley have sent in|

as

(lest we
in behalf

ofthis enterprise to all who, whether here or

previously%een a member of the school
but has been kept away the past year
came back to the anniversary bringing
$1.50 that she herself had earned, and
two pounds of butter that- a friend had
sent, hoping it might be *‘ sold for something.” Another young woman, having
nothing to give herself, went through the
village of Harper's Ferry and actually succeeded in collecting $30 from the white
citizens there. Teachers who were trained at the school and are now teaching

Normal School,

such

elsewhere, have contributed to its success,

whose constant struggle it is to earn
money enough to pay the expenses of attending school, have still managed to give
a little to this other cause. One young
man who graduated three years ago had
contrived to deposit $300 in a Chicago
savings bank. Last winter the bank failed and he lost every cent of it. But he
kept bravely at work, and just before the
last anniversary week he sent £5 to help

course

upon

promises of the ocgasion.

God

lady who

us

Indeed, all parties during the protracted exercises of the Anniversary day, seemed in
earnest to meet their duties, and, with one
common joy, to accept the privileges and

not know their letters and never expect to
learn them, have sent in their dimes to

A young

to

Calder, of Center College, Pa., delivered an ad-

¢« How did they possibly do it?” That
has been the invariable question whenever we have stated that the colored
students themselves had contributed a
hundred dollars towards the erection of
the girls’ hall at Harper's Ferry.
They have done it, friends, by heroic
giving. Old men and women, who do

erect the hall.

to welcome

dress before the Lincoln Literary Society, and
was listened to with interest and profit.

to this

Young men and

appropriate -

errands, and being with us in circumstances so
peculiar, exciting, and hopeful for the future
success of this great and good cause, Pres, J.

location and to supply

help the work.

and

:

especially, in their

How It Has Been Done.

had

needed,

_ led

It has afforded us great pleasure

men

her above

substantia]

these visitors from their far off homes, as
friends whom we had learned to esteem; and

have

sake of

the most

prayer,

of study before Commencement.
All their gifts, and so have the pastors of
have good fields of labor engaged, and several of the colored churches from their
were the number four times as large there scanty salaries. These are only a few inwould doubtless be the same result. This stances out of many, but they show the
speaks well for the churches and for the spirit that governs these people in their
demands of the age. Those who have a desire to help themselves. Are they not
w
mind to work, and prepare for it,will find worthy of being helped ?
We
do
not
wish
to
say
too
much
about
plenty to do and all needful encouragement, without being driven to other pro- this matter, but we do feel impelled to
fessions or denominations. Such the past say that we have not in a long time withas ever shown, and the future will verify | nessed a benevolent work whose results
have so favorably impressed us, and made
it.
Let, then,the ministry and churches re- it seem so desirable to sustain the work,
member Hillsdale. If Bates College and as this that we witnessed at the Storer

} M. and to defray other expenses
THE

Resolved,

of the Y.

MINISTRY,

That

every man

called

to preach should seek out some

place

of

God

where

he can improve his gift and do something for
God, and he should be a man
sessed of
good natural and some acquired
ability, of
deep, ardent piety, and a good reputation, and
he must be especially called to the work.

MISSIONS.
Resolved,1.

That we are in

sions, Home and Foreign,
good

have

and Kind teachers and

sent among

us,

favor

and

we

of mise

feel very

missionaries

and for

they

continuing

the present missionary among us,whose coun+71 and advice and whose oversight and man-

agement can not be dispensed with without
great Sammage to the mission.
2, That
his labors be continued with us
another year, and that he receive the same as
last year for his services.
THE

SABBATH,

Resolved, 1. That Sabbath breaking is a sin.
against God and a crime against the
ment, and it is no less a sin and crime

governin cor-

porations than in individuals,

2. That we most firmly believe that the
apostles and early
Christians kept the same

day as the Christian Sabbath that we keep
the present time.

at

SABBATH-SCHOOLS.

Resolved, 1. That every church should sustain a good live Sabbath-school, and all the

What-

of funds to carry on the work if people in
the North could more generally see it as
it is, and be thrilled by actual contact
with it.
;
The students are as a rule orderly, conscientious and industrious. A little inecident shows the quality of their manners
as well as of their religious spirit. We
were invited to a picnic given by the
students the day following anniversary.
While games of croquet and the like
were progressing here and there the dinner had been laid, and after all had gath-

ever means you furnish will be faithfully
applied to aid them. The more help they
receive the more thoroughly they can fur-

and grace was said in a most reverent
fashion. How that simple act rebuked a

tion shall be held.
The delegates appointed were as follows:
A. J. Johnson, N. Ricks, J. A, Furguson,Wmn.

score of Sumday-school

Kelley, R. McClellin, C. Carr and H. Guy.

they surely

are,

Hillsdale

College

and

Theological department are no less needed.
wilt
~ Our next in-coming class promises to
be one ofthe best ever connected with the
Institution.
The students are laboring
earnestly and successfully both in acquiring and doing good. Many others would
gladly join their number if they had the
means. It is deeply affectingto read the
letters of such that are often received.
What shall we say to them? Brethren and

the

sooner

devote

ered around it,there was a moment's hush,

gatherings

and

others like it that we have witnessed in
the North, where there was not so much
as a mention, in any formal way, of God's

should it not be double this number ? A lit- goodness and bounty.
As to the need of this girls' hall, there
tle help as now is better than nothing ; but
it ought to be more. Will you not make is no question about it. It ought to be
it more ?—J. J. B.
: completed at once, and less than $2000,
Ee

editorials. By the way, Mr. Murray’s plan is
bound to succeed if the press geperally treats

it ag the Congregationalist does.
Discrimination appears to be a specialty with
the Examiner & Chronicle: * The fact that

and

threatening billows.
:
S. W. CoweLL, Cor. Sec.

‘We are at present aiding about twenty in
connection with this department.
Why

of this in the item that a Harvard graduate is
to go to that country to introduce college gymnastics.
2
;

-and-now

sinking

European ideas in Japan, especially in the
educational line. - There is an additional proof

advance

education,

cause in Vermont,

their time wholly to the gospel work.

of the

Y.M.

done nobly for our

given

evidences of their interest in this work, were
with us, He stood upon the “corner stone,”

the

Q. M.and even of the Vermont

editor

Rev.J. L, Sinclair and wife, of Meredith,

N. H., who have

by

and

and a bright future, put thy hand

absence

the

months,

:

G. F. Mosher,

lic speaker ought to desire.

Now turn not a deaf ear to the cries of
this Seminary in the hour of her calamity and extremity.
For the sake of our

of

‘We are quite often told

machinery.
‘Every penny has gone di- done is the Lord’s will when after times will
. §ie“was
a precocious versifier. And he was rectly into the home of some poor fami- reveal to us that it was the subtlest selfishness
5
:
, amore than that, as his political satire, the ly.” ‘But the account is too good to be “on our part.
We do not relish the imposition practiced
4m
,Y and the ‘Spanish Revolu- cut down, so we refer the reader to the
us and upon our readers by a corresponwritten before he was fourteen first page where itis given entire, ‘This npon
dent who lately appeared in our columns as
| suggests a method which is at once trust- the reputed author of an artielé which seems

worthy and practicable.

account

nish themselves, and

The Congregationalist evidently believes in

TOPIOS.

on

few

Bro.

and received by the crowded audience with
all that earnestness of attention that any pub-

has come.

The Theological department of Hills-

them

a

of hope

of the Star, was full of weighty considerations,

of money among the Free Baptists and
outside who will help save this institution?
Calls, cries and pleadings have gone out
through the columns of the Star for Harper’s Ferry, Hillsdale and Bates, and help

already a large experienceof these truths
in this country and in India, and we earnestly hope he may soon be enabled to return to his chosen field of labor greatly
invigorated and encouraged.
4

friends, it is for you to answer.

NOTES.

¢ The Greenback party is a nuisance,” is the

plain

Phillips : has

overlooked

words

to be useful to us all.

The oration, by

race will be run. Who will come to the
rescue ? The people of this vicinity and

class numbers five, though cne or two of

often be simply disgusting were it not altogether too sad a subject for any such
feeling. Even the beautiful custom of
having flowers on the occasion #s. gathering about it so much of heartless ostentation that it is becoming quite common
to request that no flowers be sent, when
a death is announced in the papers. The
Editor's Easy Chair of Harper's, speaking
of the extravagance of funerals, makes
these very sensible comments :
Mere fashion is nowhere more hateful
than

next, with only

attention.

The publicity and exhibitions made
ihe funerals of private

Bro

will never cease

any reader, is the following: There now
remains a debt of about $2000 upon the
Seminary, secured by mortgage, and ' the
Corporation is brought upon its year of
redemption to expire the first of October

funerals is

For such it is their
required to fill their
:

——THE matter of expénsive

appreciated

be

with her

and good cheer, both to teachers and scholars

One fact which we wish to make prominent, that it may not

cellent discourse, which must be heard to
Lhe

presence of Mrs, M,

of reward.

dale College is endeavoring to hold on
its way. Though of but few years’ standing its representatives are doing a good
work in Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and in India. Its present Senior

thecexistence of ‘ whimsical churches,” else
it would not take that heading for one of its

Newton received $200 of this’ amount,
+ she Post reflected the light of Mr. Bryant's and he now publishes a statement of how
it has been spent. Not one cent of the
wise and generous mind.
"As a poet, he is best known hy but a amount received, by him, he says, has

« pomparatively few compositions, and
. those the products of his earlier years.

ed by the ponderous load. These men of
the Corporation are not the only persons
who have sacrificed and suffered. For
justice and humanity would prompt to
speak of another whose interests and life
have been laid upon the altar for this de:
clining School. While one and another
have come to the teacher's charge and
gone elsewhere for position and salary,
Miss Calley, the present principal of the
school, has stood] with the martyr spirit
of a heroine * toiling on’'patiently and assiduously for years with but the pittance

more of the Lord's poor than any other
class of people, and'it must be a great
revealed equal merit, but they have failed joy as wellas a privilege for them to be
The Constitution.
to fix themselves in popular esteem like able to alleviate some of the suffering
which is constantly brought to their notice.
some of his earlier productions.
A writer with the signature of S. seems
Mr. Bryant has furnished an unusual And while not abating a whit from indi- to have settled the question of an amendexample of long life, sound health, and vidual responsibility or detracting from ment of the constitution of the General
industrious habits. A slender, symmetri- the blessed work being done by some of Conference. Atleast to his mind, and no
cal man, with a large and well-formed the organized charities, yet we} would doubt he thinks it should settle it for
head, and erect, firm carriage, he has commend this method to the consideraothers. I would like to offer one suggesthese many years been a familiar object to tion of those who. would help. the poor ‘tion. Since the ministers take the lead and
Give something
those who watch the movements of New even with their mites.
do the most of the talking in all our
York’s famous men. He rode but little. to your pastor or your pastor's wife to
Yearly and Quarterly Meetings (business
He walked much. Even during this past distribute to those who are personally
meetings) and, as S. suggests, if an
year he was accustomed to walk lightly known to them to be in destitute ciramendment is made now, it will need anup the five flights of stairs to his editorial cumstances and you will not only bring other soon to admit women, would it not
office, rather than wait for a tardy eleva- a blessing upon yourself but will make
be well to s> amend now, that ministers
tor. Physical exercise had always been his heart glad to do something more to and their wives only be sent? The layone of his regular practices, and it is said feed the poor, who are God's gift to every
men have the privilege now of paying the
that he kept up the habit of exercise each generation. ‘We all know the truth of bills,
the pastor's
salary in his abmorning with the dumb-bells to the very this comment made by the Zribune: sence from postponed labor, and his ex“ Beggars and rich folk are well off at all
day that the fatal illness came upon him.
penses. It is said by the ministers itis
His career should be especially studied times, but there is no suffering like that
a great blessing to give, and so long as
by the young men of the present day who of the decent poor.”
the laymen have this privilege of paying
would lead a useful and honorable life.
the bills they ought to be quiet.
Oppor—-ONE of the simplest and most far-reachHe has been a person of great industry,
ing laws in regard to business transactions tunity will be given to discuss these quesof regular habits, and a temperate manis that uncertainty shuts up capital and par- tions at the Yearly Meetings, which is the
ner of life. It was these latfer qualities
LAYMAN.
alyzes trade. - Two of these uncertainties proper place.
I
:
that have without doubt enabled him to
which have had not alittle to do in keepcome to so great an age,with his physical
ing the times ‘* hard” for the past season
Theological Department of Hillsdale
and mental faculties so well preserved.
have been removed.
We refer to the
.
College.
He was also a truthful man.
His word
fact that there will be no further Congres.
was never questioned Thus he won both
sional tampering in regard to the curThe Anniversaries at Hillsdale began
the confidence and. the esteem. of men.
rency or the tariff. Then again the re- this year with the annual sermon before
Such qualities will always be thus honorpeal of the bankrupt act to take effect the the Theological Department, Sabbath
ed.
He was alsoa genial, warm-hearted,
first cf September will cut off a long list evening, June 9th,by Rev. J. L. Phillips.
sympathetic, friendly man. For the exof
abuses to which it has subjected honest Subject, ‘‘the Blessing of Missions to the
ercise of these'qualities, if for no other
business men while it has allowed corrupt Home Church.” The speaker illustratreason, he richly merited the expressions
traders and corporations to take under- ed very impressively the sacred sentiof esteem with which his friends and adhand measures by which they have en- ments that he who watereth shall himself
mirers have honored him during the last
riched themselves by swindling creditors. be watered, and that it is more blessed to
decade.
Once more we are promised better times give than receive. The Christian nations
Thus Mr. Bryant has shared largely in
just ahead, and the indications of a grad- of to-day owe their very existence as
all those things that make life enjoyable
ual return to prosperity are good.
such to missions, their civilization is
and desirable. The love of many, the
mainly dependent on the same source:
respect of all, great success, popular hon- —Ir will bear many repetitions that
The reflex influence of modern missions
ors, hosts of friends and length of days— normal growth is silent, that complete
on the churches and denomination is of
surely, that is not an earthly lot to mur- health is unconscious health; and so we
the highest importance.
This is espemur at. ‘But of more significance than all are to remember that the crazy freaks of
cially seen in the history of our own dethese in the minds of most people, and of some churches in selecting and dismissnomination in our relation to the work of
chief worth in Mr. Bryant's own -estima- ing pastors, and the foolish incompeHome Missions, Education, Anti-Slavery,
tion, was doubtless that life of integrity tency of some pastors are everywhere and Temperance.
and that clear conscience which he was noticed and commented on because such
Yet it is our reproach that we are doing
enabled at length to surrender to his instances are exceptional. The Christian so little, that so many churches fail to
Maker. Nothing else could have given Intelligencer says of unemployed minis- contribute, and so many ministers even
him peace and assurance ashe entered the ters that *¢ as a rule, they who are able are indifferent. How can we expectto
Valley. ' It is alike in this respect with . and qualified for the work of the ministry prosper, become strong and efficient, unthe high and the low, the honored and t
get it in some - form and in some place, less we enter into the spirit of gospel beleast known. All paths lead as
unless there be an unwillingness in some hevolence ? May our rising ministry, may
grave. He only enters it safely who has cases to take settlements of moderate di- those just entering on these high responlived well.
mensions and importance.”
It contin- sibilities be richly imbued with this spirit.
|
ues:
We attempt no outline even of this exwe

Some of his later poems have,
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&&- All communications designed
~shonld be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
= auddressed to the Publisher, Dover,

Denominational Hetos,

of itself to give its author a lasting name.

The Woming Star.

with what is already

te

it.

Oome to the Resoue.
The Green Mountain
pressing want of funds.

Seminary is in
This institution

is situated at Waterbury

Center,

Vt.,

a

village of rare neatness and beauty, surrourided by natural scenery

unsurpassed

by any locality in the State. It is a quiet
retreat for the students, being a little remote from
our larger
tist school
Seminary,

the vices and temptations of
villages. This is a Free Bapand was originally a first class
the building itself costing near-

ly $30,000, with furnaces,

apparatus,

li-

brary and basement for gymnasium.

In the founding and erecting of this
building several men became distressingly embarrassed, being holden

upon the Seminary.

by

claims

Some gospel minis-

ters even have staked their earthly all in
this

enterprise,

have

fought

the battles

and borne the burdens till nearly crush-

‘secured,

would

do

‘There is little doubt that every room

would be occupied this fall if the building could be finished by that time,—a. F.
M.

wm

be especially engaged

in it

EDUCATION.

Whereas our ministers in the past have,
under God, been enabled with their limited
knowledge to lead the people to some extent,
but as the masses have become better educated the ministry must advance in education or
we shall have to give up the work, there-

ore,

Resolved, That
delegates to meet

this Y. M. appoint seven
in convention to originate

some plan by which a school can be
ed somewhere in this

the eighth

day

mission

of August

Mound City be the place

field,

be

the

where

that

establishand

that

time and
conven-

Voted to send a council to sit with the dele-

gates from the Union and Eddyville

Q. M.,

that are to meet at Morganfield, Ky., Tor the
‘purpose ,of organizing a Yearly
Meeting.
Voted that J, 8. Manning, C. Carr, and J. A.
Furguson be that council.
The above resolutions were discussed and

some of them elicited a large amount of interest,

and

all

were: heartily

endorsed.

The

meeting on the whole was the best we have
ever had.
J. 8. MANNING, Rec. Sec.
0-0-4
*+o-re

Western Correspondence.
Bro.“ A. L.R.”

Girls’ Hall—Corner Stone—Visitors.
.

ministers should

and give it their deci
approval.
2.
That an annual report be made
to the
General Superintendent.

gives

his

impressions

of

the spirit and work of the late session of the
Illinois Yearly Meeting, as follows:

:

On the 30th of May, 1878, in connection with

the Anniversary exercises of Storer Normal
School, the Corner Stone of the Girls’ Hall
was set in its place, with appropriate ceremonies. Mrs. ¥. 8. Mosher, of Dover, N. H.,
was present to represent the Woman’s
Mis-

They had a glorious meeting, such as we
used to have in Old New England, and espe:

cially in Maine and New Hampshire, twenty
years ago. An old saying is, ‘ First impressions are everything,” dnd it was confirmed in
this case,

for when I arrived at the

Junction,

that excellent organization in the duties and

twelve miles east of the town, the agent said
to me, ¢ Better take a peg along with you to

honorsof the occasion.
It is but simple justtice to Mrs. Mosher to say that her part was

there you will have

sionary Society and to express the wishes

of

well done, and more thaw satisfaction was
given to all parties interested who listened to
her entirely appropriate address, and felt the
generous and

Christian

impulses

she seemed

80 capable of awakening in all our hearts.
The

Woman’s

Society

has

already

accom-

plished unspeakable good, in donations if aid
of this Institution and its needy ones; and the

hang up on, for there have so many gone down
thought the success

no place to stop,”
of the

gathering

was

so I
as

sured, for usually in numbers there is strength.
On arriving at the depot, I inquired of a gentleman ‘where the hotel was. He replied to

my question yankee fashion by asking anoth-

ér, ¢* Did you come to the meeting? If so you
won't need any hotel.” (Another impression.)
80 on that assurance and under his escort I

com

SLY
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ATARRH CAN BE CURED.

WIR

went to the

OAKLAND,

three

about

at

arriving

church,

the barn on the parsonage grounds

Robinson,

good sermon by Bro.

brethren we will push this.

dawned

morning

Sunday

_ples.

this church a work

cloudy

and

to the ad-

going

vent house where Bro. Felt gave us a forcible
discourse, while Bro. Dinsand-interesting
Then quite
more preached at the old church.
a large number of the visiting brethren particol,
Sunday-scho
the
of
ipated in the exercises
under the efficient management: of Bro. Abbot. In the afternoon, Bro. Jones told his
audience how to be good soldiers in the army
After he closed a large number
of the Lord.
of the brethren and sisters told their experi. ence in serving under the Captain of their sal-

vation. At the last service in the evening,
Bro. Tibbetts preached an able sermon, warn-

ing his hearers to be always watching for the
to even sell our coats if necessary.
adversary,
“The conference elosed by Dariaking of the
ord’s Supper and communion.
1 1 shall Aah forget the few tender and heartand love that Bro.
felt words of sympathy
Totman gave us in the closing moments of the
conference, and although a stranger to all

until the day before, I could not help saying,

.Ged bless the Mineral church, its

the entire membership of the Yearly
It seemed a sacred spot to me.

and

pastor,

Meeting,
:

met a good brother formerly from Lowell,
Mass,, J. 8S. Lugg, who received me very corThe brethren in the far West are strug.dially.

Christ's

gling hard to advance

all

Kingdom

along the line and up and down the great rivers, making more sacrifices, perhaps doing
_ more for Go. and humanity according to their
means and - pportunity, than we at the East
So if we can not do much for them peare.
cuniarily, let us give them our prayers and

sympathy.

——

Isaac Hyatt

Rev.

¥.

N.

Hampi,

-was, cordially received into the pastorate of
A large company gathered at
Cul church.
r
the parsonage on the arrival of his fumily, and
left on their departure many articles of comBro. H. is praying for the
fort and value.
blessing of God upon his work with this
church.
ABBOT, ME, © We are glad to report that the
good work of the Lord which commenced in
Abbot, about eighteen months ago, still goes

seh

grace the past

unassuming

tor
and
He
the

man,

wealth, and

with

no

desire

no desire to be known

to

{ Fi
w N

SN

=.

than

be

others might

patrons the full value of their money
NN

NN

A SENSIBLE SCHOOL.—Of all our good schools,
Lasell Seminary, at Auburndale, Mass., seems to

time touched the right key. We
tical way of training will work
our schools for girls. A Boston
hope its example will be followe
naries.”

d

“We

by other

,

thoroughly

remodeled

and

re-

making it pleasant and attractive.
Last
Sabbath four were baptized and five received
over
to church membership, making some
thirty who have joined us during the revival,
and we expect other accessions soon.
E. G. EASTMAN.

in the

Malden, Mass., conducted the services

Free Baptist church on the Sabbath of June
9. It was a day of great interest, a good congregation being present, many being in at.tendance, not habitually church goers. Mrs,
Clark was formerly a spiritualist and a trance
and added to these, was very skeptimedium,

Bible

.cah, not believing the

BRONCHITIS is the legitimate child of CATARRH.

The’
visit

Consumptives.—Wilbor’s

Lime

has now

been

before

the public

appreciation. This could not be the case unless
the reparation was of high intrinsic value.
The
combination of the Phosphate of Lime with pure
Cod-Liver

Oil,

as

prepared

produced
a new phase

sumption

by

Dr.

Wilbor,

in the treatment

has

itself by the side of the nose, making
dition.”
She is now getting along

of Con-

and all diseases-of the gus,

This

ar.

100,000

of

the

nervous

and

vital

and an affectionate father has gone to his reward. He rests from his labors and his works
follow him.
CoM»wl
Installation,
from Georgia-

Green-

wich St. Free Baptist church, Providence, R.
I., on the evening of June 12, The exercises
were as follows : Invocation, Rev. S.. S. Barney; Scripture Reading
and prayer, Rev. F,
E. Davison; Sermon,
Rev. A. Given; Prayer
and Installation, Rev. B. D. Peck; Charge to
the pastor, Rev. A. L. Gerrish; Hand of fel-

to the

ehurch, by its last pastor, Rev. C. A.
Bickford;
Address of welcome to the city, Rev. D. P.

Leavitt, of the Trinity Methodist church.

A. L. GERRISH, Sec. of Council,

treatment.

Rev. Thomas Spooner,.Jr., pastor of the 1st
Free Baptist church in North Berwick, Me.,
baptized four converts, Sunday, June 9. The
religious interest is very encouraging and we
are looking for a more plentiful shower....
Rev. E, C. Cook, pastor of the Doughty's
Falls church, baptized thirty-two converts,
Sunday, May 19, as the result of the revival
last winter in the village. Others are expectisalread

biegsiliy the church

in

soon....

Lord

Aguica,

N.

Y. Their
Sunday-school
has more than
doubled in three or four weeks....Rev. J. C.
Osgood reports that the church in Pittsfield,

N.

H., was encouraged by an addition of four

16 its membership by baptism,

of June

church at West Bolton, P.Q.

Ten were bi

9...

Sabbath, June 2, was a good day with the
tized by Rev. R. W- Collins, the pastor, making nineteen baptized and twenty-two received
into that church

since

April

‘work is reported as still going on.
BE

21.

The

good

Western.

that

have

come

over

the

Eastern churches, as he witnessed them sn
visiting New England lately, after an absence
of twenty-four years, He found that
his old associates had passed rly

Aga

of

With many tears that he visited the graves of

Da Chenery, McKenzie, and many others
veo-laborers in the vineyard in his youn, er
days. Bro, M. is admonished to be also ready,
that he may be prepared to join their spirits

: on the other shore.

A mew

has

Physicians’

Hampheld at
1878, at
, Sec.

Lothrop’s Seleet

combined, are just

believe

reliable and truthful, and that his mode of treating Catarrh is scientific and effectual in
and curing it; and indeed it seems to be the only mode likely to effect a complete cure.
ga-Either of the above-named

him

dre better

than

large,

we

surely

nev—Mary

A Langworthy—J

N Liscomb

DR. T. P. CHILDS—Rear

great medicine your
CRAB

H Tarbox—8

E

up

Ds

C Young.

Forwarded.
BY MAIL.
L Decker Pishons Ferry Me,
G H Varney Unity Me,

\_

J W Hoyt Pottsdam N Y.

liberty to use my name for the benefit of others.
Yours very truly,

Addresses.

Rev EN Fernald (to whom all -contributions from

the churches for the Benevolent Societies
soils Jawistou; Me.
20
Rev L Sargent Morristown Vt.
Rev O F Russell Buxton Center Me,

astor of the

Poestenkill church,

Let us all be so admonish-

moderator.

and letter,

The weather was

the time and yet the

entire

rainy

session

most

was

of

well

attended, especially on the Sabbath. The
meetings for religious worship were very interesting and profitable, and the preaching in
the demonstration
of the Spirit. Rev. E.
Smith, formerly of the Otsego
Q. M., has accepted a call of the Poestenkill
church, and

entered upon his work. Rev. W. H. Fonerden has resigned his pastoral relation with the
Alps church,

and Rev. Mr. Fuller

has

accept-

ed a call to this church, in connection with the

Stephentown Center church.
Ministers present, Revs. Butler, Coleman, Fuller, Lemley
and Smith.
Preaching during-the session by

Revs. E. Smith, F. H, Butler, and Rev. John
Lemley of Albany, ex-editor of the Golden

Censer.
Rev. E. Smith was appointed delegate to Yearly Meeting with Rev. Wm, Fuller
Memorial

1. B. CoLeMAN, Clerk.
Resolutions.

‘Whereas God in his providence has removed by
death our beloved brother and fellow laborer, Rev.
Joseph Wood, of N aples, N.Y, therefore,
Resolved 1. That in the opinion of this Conference
the Freedom Q. M, has reason io regret the loss of one
of its most influential and faithful ministers,
2. That we recognize the fact, that our dear brother
has been the means under God of stimulating many
of our churches to live, and ofkeeping our Q. M. sessions ulive.
8. That we have found our brotheralways loyal to the
cause, and ardently attached to the denomination .
4. That we as ministers and churches imtate a
commendable trait in his character, that of promptness and faithfulness in attending all our Q. Ms.
5. That his departure from ns shall serve to draw us
that his
nearer to God and each other, and to pray
mantle may fall on some one to fill his place in the
ministry and in the Q. M,
|

* Cup Bearers” (Olueyville RI tor native teacher
per A F Bowen
Colin Hundagton Vt per Mrs E B Fuller
S 8 Bristol N H one share in Miss Ida Phillips
salary per F H Favor
Aux Exeter Mc per Mrs Tasher
do Corinth Me ber Mrs F A C Clark
enduskeagMe
do
Mrs J J Banks
"
Busy Bee Miss Band Corinth Me

Miss Mercy Bacheloc Santord * 2,00 for g's hall

8 8 class Hillsdale Mich one share of Miss Ida
Phillip’s salary per teacher A E Haynes

Ch Rochester Wis per G H lubbard

“ Mission Helpers”
;
Ashland N H two shares in M iss Ida
Phillips salary 10.40 and girls’ hall 10.00
er Grace Thompson Bailey
J Dudley 6.00 Mrs R C Goodwin 5.00
Mrs
Mrs Hannah Libby 5.00 M W L 85.00 all
for girls’ hall
:
Aux Danville N H
A
Ch Milton Mills N H for girls’ hall
Rev H Shepard 1,08 Mrs M Shepard 1.00 a
friend 1.00 all of East Brookfield Vt
for girls’ hall
Mission Band tor salary of Miss Ida Phillips per
Mrs F' A Philbrook
A friend to the cause 1.00 Mrs 8 L Dittrick 500
Springfield Mo for girls’ hall
* Aux New
Hampton N H for native teacher per
Lizzie A Blake
Ch Whitefield N H for girls hall per Mrs F I
Wiley
:

9.34
1,00

what

your medicines have acted beyond

id
For Storer College.
Smith Philips
RI _~
Y Stanton Me
Wood int on note Me
L Harmon N H
Curtis int on note N H
"
id
Bartlett N H
G Croswell Minn

25.00

Catarrh, in its worst and most offensive form, compelled

up

10.00
1.00
0.00
10.00

ublic his cure, through

2.00
5.00
5,02
00
30

argely, until, to-day,

his

charge,

after

1.50
7.50

be seen on another page, we at first declined its insertion; but on making

such

satisfactory replies, and one especially from a well-known Congregational pastor

only

Medical

While not supposing that all cases of Catarrh will be cured

by

the

5. 00
5.00"
13.30
79
1.4
B50

inquiry, we

1

not

AH, MORRELL,
Harper's Ferry, J! une 6,
:
ki 4

have

Mo.

been

prescription advertised,
ave i

in former
symptoms

to

t

ans

ane

toms:

3.00

notice it

b

has

been brought.

.

'

Mrs.

is easy and pleasant.

00
1000
4.00

I have never seen Dr.

The

Childs, and never heard of him until

tisement. I wyote to him and obtained his remedy. I found him to be an honorable
does just as he agrees, and his treatment will do just what he claims for it.
:

-

Most respectfully,

I

whole

would

I saw

ad-

10.00

-

gentleman, who

10.00

back where I was last 1all for no consideration.
i
Very respectfully,

10,000
10,00
10.00
5.00
7.00
1.50
1.00
10.00

54,

Treas.

not

My lun
your Kind.
placed

“I have never

paid

out

Conclusion.
tion can be had, by addressing (with return stamp)

T.

P.

CHILDS,

ony

Y

Troy:

»

or neglect prolong their sufferings:
then, furtherneglect a subject0 pro-

there

happiness when

)

various diseased conditions,

after

these
we offer the most
oN other means fail, anddirect
from the af-

convincing testimony
d to
flicted themselves, who have been restore

HEALTH, STRENGTH, AND ENERGY,

rary relief while the roots
Do not trifle with some cheap thing, which at best can afford but tem
of the vile disease are left to Btrik e deeper and deeper. Be in earnest and thorough, or do nothing!’
Write at once and say what paper you saw this in. Circulars, price-lists and all necessary informa.

"Rev.

en

PULVERMACHER'S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS

A
Mrs. W, D, LINCOLN.

Mrs, Elizabeth Lbe, of Concord, ch, in a letter dated Nov. 4, 1876, says:

brok

on of

hs

ductive of health and

:

I would

~

is at hand a means of restoration?

Dear Sir;—My health is fully restored. The horrid and loathsome disease is all gone.
feel all right. I shall recommend your invaluable treatment. I thank you many times for
I hope you will be blessed In your effort to relieve the afilicted.

Restless high

dreams,

modesty
Why,

adver-

B. F. LANDIS,

ness to us.

for

peculiar to their sex, and who, from false

treatment

his

J

Under date of September 21, 1877, Mrs. W. D. Lincoln, of York, Neb.. writes:

6.00

safe,

other despondent
young men, the m
e-aged, and even the
old, suffer from nervous and physical debility. Thousands of females, t00, are broken
down in health and spirits from disorders

3.00
4.42

treatment

years?
Do any of the
following
or class of symptoms meet
your

kien

George B. 2rgion 3

vise you to send for the treatment immediately, and use it just as he directs.

valuable,

ples and blotches on the face and

Gafatin, Tenn.
;
Madame :—In October last we began Dr. Child’s remedy, and we are nearly cured.

20.00

most

bash
he to society,
dizziness in the head, dimanessof sight, pimmare,

The

The following Speaks for Itself :

7.00

the

diseased condition? Are you sufferin fom
ill-health in any of its many and multifarious forms, consequent upon a lingering, nervous, chronic or
functional disease?
you
feel nervous, debilitated, fretful, timid, and
lack the power of will and action 2 Are
you
subject to loss of memory, have spells of faint~
ing, fullness of blood in the head, feel Aistless,
moping,
unfit for business or
pleasure, an
your kidsubject to fits of melancholy ?
neys,
stomach, or blood, in a disordered condition?
Do you suffer from rheumatisra,
neuralgia or aches and pains? Have you
been indiscreet in early years and
find yours
self harassed with a multitude of omy
symptoms?
Are you timid, n
and
dwell
your mind
forgetful, and
ing on the subject? Have you lost confidence
in yourself and energy for business
ts?
Are you subject
to any of the follo

from

?

practitioner to whose
hicago, IU.

found

and wish to recover the same degree of
health, strength, and energy as experienced

od

His method is recommended by every
cure is certain and own,

BANDS,

simple, and efficient known
the cure of disease.

that

far

:

These noted Curative appliances have now.
stood the test
for
upwardof thirty Joana and ~
are protected b
tters-Patent
in all the
rincipal countries of the world. The were
ectric
ecreed the only Award y Merit for
Appliances at
the
at
World's Exhibitions.
—
Paris; Priladelp ia, and elsewhere —and

of

Dr. Child’s reputation and character secure him the confidence of his
patrons, who are a
that fhe are not dealing with a man that has a patent to sell, but a simple re
Sisured
is,

h

The most learned physicians and scientific
men of Europe and this country indorse them.

received

money for anything in all my life that has given me such satisfaction as your medicines.”

'

AND

The success that has attended the introduction of his ‘Catarrh Specific”is wonderful. Dr.
Childs has pearly six thousand patients scattered over the country, and thousands more he has cured
:
permanently .—. e ligious Telescope, Dayton.

5.00

ANI

For self-application to any part of the body,
"meet. every requirement.
=

Advertisement that ‘ever appeared in the Illustrated Christian Weekly.

ublishers of the Illustrated Christian Weekly, after DILIGENT INGUIRY,
t has, in many cases, proved effectual.

JUS

"ELECTRIC BELTS.

suspi-

advertisement

may

The

20.00

1325

READER, ARE YOU AFFLICTED?

Dr. Childs, the proprietor of the medicine, that we withdrew our objections.

00

J. BRIDE & CO.

PULVERMACHER’S

years

The following voluntary notice appeared in the Boston Congregationalist of Jan, 31, 1877:
The publishers of the Congregationalist, with multitudes of other people, are somewhat
two-column

SEO
WH SHR

& GAM

The affticted can now be restored to perfect
health and bodily energy, at home, without
the use of medicine of any kind.

he is one of the most extensive advertisers in the country.

la

ANIMALS

DEBILITATED!

of Na-

the medinm of the press, and, as his business increased, he pushed more

cious of patent medicine, as a rule, and when we received the

tg

“THE Trapinthe
EACLEWorld CLAW.”
for catching:

fe...
FISH,

’

B. FAIRFIELD, DD., LL.D.

him to give

same
e fresh
50 Catrlogues ac-

&
CO., PUBLISHERS,
BOSTON..
i

1]

public 8] Sabine and constant use of a voice always strong. After trying all that medicine could do
for him, he fina ly, in despair, attempted his own cure, and, having considerable knowledge of medicine, succeeded, beyond hope, and relieved his own sufferings, enabling him to resyme public speakA
3
ing without difficulty.
This wonderful cure became known at once, and Dr. Childs was besieged by others similarly afflicted, until the good man was compelled to fo into the manufacture of his medicine, by the number
and frequency of these calls. In answer to the wishes of his friends, Mr. Childs commenced making

9.00

.

.

¥

EDMON

$2.00 Net.

I= HELP!
FOR THE WEAK,

a

-

| From Correspondence JOURNAL AND MESSENGER, Cincinnati.]
Editors Journal and Messenger:
a.
Dr. Childs has been pastor of a church for over thirty years, and, long before his connection with
medicine, was widely known in the church for his piety §odness of heart, and power in the pulpit.

H..

4

know

5.00

362.93
Treas.

L. A, DEMERITTE,

ProtJd
James
Rev LL
-Rev 8
Mrs
Geo H
Mrs H

you

L. P. JAMES.

What the Press Say of T. P. Ghilds

17.00
; 2 00
34.00

25. 00
1.50

2.00 for For Miss and 1.00 for Home Miss
Miss Haman Johuson No Berwick Me for girls’
hall
Mary Tebbitts Manchester N H
Mrs EJ Jenness 2.00 Mrs Alfred Young
.50 both
of Wolfboro N H Mrs N Meserve
Wakefield N H per AJ Fairbanks

Dover, N.

let

<i
~~

F.B. Woman’s Mission Society.

Fhe conference was fully attended, and all the
active churches well represented by delegates

to

|

Mfrs., 27. Broadway, New-York...
Bend for Catalogue of useful novelties and mention this paper.

LINCOLN, Jan. 17, 1877.

should be

16mo.

Satbymall.

facts

Testimonials.

Iam happy to inform you that
Your inhaling instruments and

|| $450 Net.

i

ago,

18mo.

ice Reduced
from. $7.50 to

FOOT LATHES 5: pp Sa

sal Catarrh, and also for the treatment of the respiratory organs.
y throat is now so well restored
that I lecture daily without difficulty, and I find no difficulty whatever in preaching.
You are at full

Collected in’ Ch Bristol N H per Mrs H

RENSSELAER Q. M.—Held
its last session
with the Alps church, of which Rev. Wm.
Fuller has the pastoral care. Rev. E. Smith,

My daughter is cured.

|
ol-

ne PLATED WATCH KS, Cheapest
in the known world. Semple Watch Free ta
Address, A. Conurrr & Co., Chicago.
Agents.

Them.”|

benefit 1 have derived from your Specific.”
FROM THE CHANCELLOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA.
DR. T. P. CHILDS.—Dear Sir: I think you have the true fhaoeg and practice for the cure

Books

LOTHROP

¢3:

these

Net.

6.—

16mo.||' umes.

$9.60Net.

;

:

stated

00

thus assured.
They are at the
and cright, and sure to be read.
company each Library.

to be

Two kinds of in-

I have

Reduced!
, $565.55to

Price Reduc
from $20.00to{}

Volumes.

7.—30

ce

Vol-|[No.

umes.

16mo.

The books in these Libraries have been selected
selected and approved by a committee of gentlemen of the highest character and ability. Their
excellence as to religious and literary cparacter is

Balms have afforded me great commy most sanguine expectations.
When I commenced their use, I was alIn fact, they have accompli shed wonders in my case.
me
n $2
8 constan
8
n
ten davs
anear
to
a
A
¥
i
8
y
m.
WALLACE.
proving.
am very truly your friend,
GRAY HILL,
Texas,
Dec. 22, 1876.
Mr. Gates, of Meadville, Va., says in a recent letter, “I would not take a thousand dollars for the

_White—M

18mo.||

No

is Cured.

I should have written to you long

Late

umes.

$8.00 Nets.

Ky.

DR. T. P. CHILDS—Dear Sir:

Warner - Mrs A

White—J D Waldron—S8 B Young—Mrs

Post-Office

ORCHARD,

Sir:

Daughter

Catarrh Specific ”’ is.

-M Lampher

Warner—J Watchmaker—H H Wells—W

Union is firength.

to him, thanking God I ever got hold of T. P. Child’s Catarrh Remedy.”

—G Munger—H P Mallett—C Merriman—
L Noyes
—L A Potter—H C Packard—J B. Page—A
Palmer—J
M Quimby—Mrs E T Philbrick—C Paris—C F Penney
—J L Reynokis—L -W Raymond—C Smith—C O_ Slack
—F E Saunders—J A Sutton—Mrs C F Smith—Mrvs M
True—T Tibbetts -M

Remedy,

umes.

Net.

d.

No.

Price Reduced||
from $16:30to||

Card.

tubes, arranged into one complete system of treatment.

My

~|

5],

3.

0.

.

16mo.||

40

0.4.—

Al

ry from a gentleman what I know porsolially about your pie

Adams—M
Bates—P W
Belknap—R _ C Blair—=W
Brown—K E Barker—J B Bachelder—S Bérkstryser—
L Bates—J Brewster—D M Buffam-sC Bean—C
Chamberlin—J M Coombs—H Campbell—V
R Cary—S B
Cook—-E E Cartwright—E A
Crandall—Mrs H ADunham—J D Dwight—D WC
Durgin—J H Darling—L
J Douglass—L
Esten—C W Flint—O L _Freeman—B 8
Gerry—T Gilpatrick—M Goodwin—E R Garlough-C
Holtéer—M L Hutchins
—~E Hobbs—H Johnson—A Ken-

McHeone,
3

$62.25 to.

"$18.40 Net.

It is a fact that Child’s Catarrh Specific, for thoroughness, completeness and efficiency has no
equal in the world. Everything known to be good for Nasal Catarrh in all its horrid forms in the
head, throat and bronchial

softens

13t16

&.

umes.

from $38.75 to

sure

breaking

physicians can be consulted by letter or otherwise.

A

WISCONSIN Y. M. will convene with the Oak Center
church in Oakfield, Fond Du Lac Co., Wis., commenc=
ing Fy day, June 28,
Gr, MANSFIELD, Clerk.

Chas.

Price Reduced|| Price Reduced

J. H. GREEN, M. D., Troy, O.
JOSIAH REED, M. D. Troy, 0O.

.

sogthes,

Sunday. School Libraries.
0.

-

1.

, umes. 12mo.||

Testimony.

}

that

THE BEST BOOKSAT LOW PRICES.
0:

This certifies that the undersigned are acquainted with Dr. T. P. Childs, and

ST. LAWRENCE Y. M. will hold its next session with
the Free Jipust church at Sprague’s Corner, Jeffer=
son Co., N.
Y.. June 28—30,
The church is near the
depot on the Watertown & Rome R. R.
32
W.W,, Clerk.

compound

L 1876, by the manufacturers.
Son & Co., Philadelphia.

ey. Be careful in giving the name of your express station (or street and number) distinctly, and
then expect the full worth of your money to be sent to you immediate ly.
The system of applying medicated inhalation directly to the spot, for all diseasesof the air passages, is now almost universally admitted by the medical fraternity to be the correct system of treatment. A number of regular physicians, after the most careful examination and use, have given their
decided approval to my inhalers and inhaling compounds, and my whole mode of treating Catarrh in
all its forms. It is no easy matter to cure the Catarrh after it has taken a deep hold, yet with from
ghe to four months of faitful use of my treatment, which is not difficult or treublesome, it can be
one.
:

THE anaual meeting ofthe Corporators of the Nev
Hampton
Literary
and Biblical Institution will be
held at Chapel Hall on Wednesday, June 19, at 1, P. M.
for the choice of officers and to transact any business
proper to come betore sald corporation.
3123
C.D. THYNG, Sec.
New Hampton, N. H., June 1,1878.
C

soap

and whitens the kin, has rery
superior washing properties, and suited for bath, nursery,
and general toilct use. 1t is delightfully perfamed,
and oil everywhere. Registered in Patent-office

Consumption.

Some of the six excellent Catarrh medicines which I send, orall

Flour Toilet Soap.
Flour Toilet Soap.
Flour Toilet Soap:

-

“By Their Works Ye Shall Know

as alternate.

Bro. J. 8. MOWRY, of Calamus, Iowa,
“writes in an interesting way, in a private letter, of the changes

Maize
Maize
Maize

can rest assured that if you conclude to order, you get not only the best instrument of the class ever
made, but also the best and largest lot of splendid medicines ever sent out for so small a sum of mon-

t

@uartgrly Meetings.

in baptism

Charles McKeone, Son & Co.,
PHILADELPHIA.

a terrible Sangrenons sore. One Of my patients was in this confinely; the sore healed tp, and the stench and aerid matter ave all

Die from

*

Warranted not to shrink or inure the clothes. Made only by

My new instrument for inhalation is a grand success. All who have tried it are delighted. No
one medicine can ly any possibility cure Catarrh when it spreads, as above described, through the
nasal passages, throat and bronchial tubes. Here lies the secret of the unparalleled success of my

rrett

Notes.

Lord

is--

to follow it into all its hiding places, search it out and destroy it, no matter where located. If it has
taken root where the medicated water can not reach it, then the medicated vapor surely will. You

Brown
Lydia Dolber Candia N H for Girls' Hall
Fond du Lac Q. M. met with the Boltonville Ladies’ ch Georgiavilie R I do per Mrs L Dexter
* Mission Helpers” Pawtucket R I one share
church, June 7. The spirit of the Lord was
in Miss Ida Phillips’s salary
\
there. Old or new fashioned, I love a wide- | Aux Pittsfield
Me for native teacher per Mrs
awake meeting, and an earnest,heartfelt ChrisM A Bachelor
Mrs F A C Olark Corinth Me
tian greeting.
That is just what we had in
8 8 Casco St ch Portland Me for finishing a
Boltonville.
I made a forced march to get
jin girls’ hall
there but was amply paid in the spiritual en- Mrs Rroom
Deering 6.2 Miss Abby Finney 1.00 Miss
joymen of the meeting.
I met
Rev. E. D.
Canning 1.00 Mrs B .50 Mrs Anderson .2) all of
Portland Me
wis, with whem I have had Many precious
Col at Waupun Q M in Wis for girls’ hall per
Teel ings in other years. We were both stranMrs Ada
Kennan
gers in
B. But the friends made us. forget it, Miss Lottie Cooke W Scituate R I
and the Testing was a mutnal blessing. To Ch Chepachet R I for girls’ hall
Park St SS Providence
RI
perMrs MM
me it was rich in recollections of the
past, in
Brewster do
presen; communion with Gog, and: Christian
Mrs ST Lincoln Park St ch Prov R I for
earts, and in a foretaste of celestial joys.
girls’ Bali
Ladies’ Benevolent Soc Tiverton R I do
And many
gave testimony of like precious
x
0
do
joy. On
June 28, our Y. M. is to convene at
Pond StS 8 Prov R I do per PJ Barnes
Oakfield
(Bro. Lewis's charge), near Oak
do ch a friend do
Aux Main St ch Lewiston Me per 8 A Perkins
Center station. We hope and pray that it may
Young
Ladies’ Board 1.00 for native teacher
be blessed with special Divine favor, und
rs H 8 D Bates for girls’ hall 50 all of
that Bro. Lewis may have another band of
Potter N Y
converts to add to the number recently born Aux Newmarket N H per Mrs B F Haley
into the kingdom there, and thatit may give Mrs E P Prescott Concord N H for zenana work
to con Edith R Porter LM
a new impulse to the Fond du Luc ehurch and Richland
& Licking Q M for zenana missions
Quarterly Meeting.
T. C. PARTRIDGE.
per Lydia Thomas Constantia O
Aux So Strafford Vt for For Miss per MrsJ L
Oshkosh, Wis.

earnest, faithful minister of
Christ, and a colaborer with us.
:
2. That we lament his removal from us by
«death ; and that we extend our sympathies in
their bereavement to his family.
8. That
a faithful servant, a kind husband

ed to follow their

the polluted, festering, corrosive master

Inhalation the Only Way.

The Missionary
Helper. Published by the Free Bap~
List Woman’s Missionary Society. Terms, 35 cents a
Jer [bi-monthly].
Address Mrs. M. M. Brewster,
Tov Mence, R.1

THE annual meeting of the Trustees of New
ton Literary and Biblical Institution will be
the office in Chapel Hall,on Tuesday, June 18,
4, P.M.
at
E.C. LEWIS

OVER
21,000,000 POUNDS SOLD.
5
A perfect laundry soap, made upon new chemical
principles known only to us. It will do more work,
and wash better than any soap in existence,

pos-

cured. Many of them were in the morning of life, and their young hearts—unow cold in. the consumptive's grave—struggled hard against the vile enemy that laid them low.

Hotices and Appointments.

Meeting evangelist, to advantage. We must
have systematic, aggressive work if we would
succeed,—a plan and a purpose for the glory
of God.

Resolved, 1. That we recognized in him an

; Rev. A. P. Houghtaling writes that the

any

More than 100,000 die annually from consumption in these United States, and a careful classification has revealed the startling fact that fully 50,000 of these cases were caused by Catarrh in the head,
and had no known connection with hereditary causes.
A large share of these cases might have been

forces ; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving

The committee might co-operate with a Yearly

a member of this conference, therefore,

Mimor

Troches and all palliatives can not, by

spread through the air passages of the head, throat and bronchial tubes, andis irritating the lungs.

full information, send self-addressed envelope to
Rov JOSEPH T. INMAN,Station D., Bible House,
XY.
y:

We do not need a division of forces; but a better arrangement.
Each church should have a
regular, or special Q. M. session,at least once
a year, and the object should be salvation.
‘We need a missionary committee, whose
duty shall be to make arrangement with the
churches and ministers for special meetings,
and pastoral supply to destitute churches.

Tobey,

lowship, Rev. J. M. Brewster ; Charge

History.

part of my treatment (valuable at all stages of the disease) is really invaluable when the Catarrh

A CARD.
Amazon, as a restorer

ORIENTAL DETERSIY E SOAP!
ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!
ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!

one.
>
.
For all aficted with Catarrh, in all its developments—not even excepting cases.where the bones.
of the nose are affected—my Catarrh Specific affords a safe, sure and permanent cure. The inhaling

The Great South American Remedy for all special diseases, discovered in the great valley of the

man of good educais blessing his labors.

yut ten thousand to flight.

Tue following resolutions were adopted by
* the Ministers’ Conference of the R. I. Associa;
.tion, at Greenville, May 23:
‘Whereas,
Ged in his providence has remov

Rev. Lewis Dexter, recently

this loath-

many cut the thread of life to end their sorrows. There is one other form of Catarrh that I must just
refer to. A hard substance forms in the passages, becomes very painful, frequently breaks, and is
blown with great pain and difficulty from the nose. In other cases it will eat throughand discharge

ticle can be taken by the most delicate invalid
without creating the disgusting nausea which is
such an obj ection to the Cod-Liver Oil when taken
without Lime.
Itis prescribed by the regular
facul
Sold by the Jrontietor, A. B. WILBOR,
Chemist, Boston, and by all druggists.

ought to know it. Have we not many of them
struggling for existence? Five of you shall
chase a hundred, and a hundred of you shall

best impression in favor of the reality of ex.perimental religion. In the eveningshe Spoke
on temperance in the Town Hall, to one 0 the
F.
| largest assemblies ever guthered here.

ville, R. I., was installed pastorlof the

suf.

natural, he feels disheartened, memory
loses her power, judgment her seat,gloomy forebodings hang
overhead ; hundreds, yea, thousands, in such circumstances, feel that to die would be a relief, and

To

Oil and

re

.

Cod-Liver

i

and evangelist’ for the last forty
years
God has abundantly blessed his labors.
is now in his sixty-second year, but is in
enjoyment of good health, and being filled

Meetings

was a wonderful account of a work of grace,—
was thrillingto the audience, and made the

H.

whose
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TO BE Cs
amr
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for

twenty years, and has steadily grown in favor and

hrings its great advantages within the reach of all
—a rare combination of excellent points.

unite with us, and then concentrate the wisdom of all, in devising a plan that shall meet
our smati—churches
want If
and —Quarteriy

seven years ago, she was led to Christ by the
friends. She lectures on
influence of good
In the aftergospel subjects, temperance, &c.
gave her experience, which
noon here, she

«ed by death the past year, Rev. J.

and thousands of happy fellow-beings

5a

ferings I have relieved. My cure is certain, thorough and perfect, and is endorsed by EVERY PHYSICIAN who has examined ik If I can relieve my

sibility, reach the ulcerated fountain in the head, whence

or attend it. The quality of its instruction is. beond
question, and the moderation of its prices

that some think it should be divided. ' Had we
not better invite the Fond du Lac Q. M. to

About

true.

as

speak

sues. Snuff, or dust of any kind, always aggravates and never cures the Catarsh. All such persons
catch cold easily, and have frequently a running at the nostrilg; the breath sometimes reveals to all
around the corruption within, while the patient has frequently lost all sense of’smell. The diseas
advances cautiously, until pain in the chest, lung or bowels, startles him. He hacks and coughs, h:
dyspepsia, liver complaint, and is urged by his doctor to take this or that; perhaps even Cod. Liver
Oil is prescribed. Perfectly ridiculous! The foul ulcers in the head can not be reached by pouring
such stuff into the poor, jaded stomach. The patient becomes nervous, the voice is harsh and. un-

Meetings.
May 31, the Spring term of the Waupun Q.
M. commenced at Fair Water.
The meetings
were interesting and profitable.
Our Q. M. is
so long and narrow, and the ehurches so many,

of

Clark,

Mrs. JuliaH.

I can

t2
\
halents and two fine inhalers go with each full course of medicine.
,
with zeal and courage desires to wear out inat |
- Ol aan: 4.. JEFFERSON Q, M. aA meet, Lan tbe church
the service
svanng
iy at10, A, M, .
Rprague’s Corners on
Thursday, Jin
The Ohio Yearly Meeting convened with the
This session is to be held in counection with the St,
Beech Grove F. B. church, May 31st, and reLawrence Y.M., and is expected to be interesting.
A good attendance is expected.
mained in session until June 2nd. A large
Wu. H. NERRI Clerk.
Boston Testimony.
ministerial and lay delegation was present.
EN
But little business was transacted. All our
William Collier, 63 W. Dedham St., Boston, Mass., writes, under date of Féb. 12, 1877: “I would
meetings gave evidence of the presence of the
Money Letters Received.
here state that my daughter has used your Catarrh Remedy
about four weeks with me, and considers
herself well, and I have used it about six weeks and pri
fo myself half well. In answer to inquiGreat Head of the church.
. A. SUTTON.
D Albee—A E Ammerman—W E
Andrews—D H

paired at a cost of seven hundred and fifty dol-

IAYMOND, No H.

Now

fellow-beings-@s I have been relieved of

A True

semi.

It has a delightful and healthful l@cation.
comforts of its home are remarked by all who

cure.

CONSUMPTION AND CATARRH!

believe this pracgreat changes in

dOEING the. past. year our. house of wore | Nevado

ship has been

LA

has every

paper says:

wonderful

some disease, making the possessor at once disgu sting to himself and others, I shall be satisfied, and
Pr. T. P. CHILDS.
feel that I have done my little toward removing the ills of mankind.

be quickest to feel the real needs of education for
women. It has been the pioneer in many valuable
additions to the usual branches of stydy bearing
not,

icin

S./i4)
i Ni
l

fF \

tlie

mistake

a
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ADAMS ACADEMY.
UINCY, MASS.
Kits: boys. for our best colleges.
The next
ege
school.yeanbegins Sept. 11th, 1878." For ca
SOF
ant intormation; Es
i
Seaiogues
J. I". Worden, Quincy, Mass.
822
+

relief, I compounded my CATARRH SPECIFIC AND
CoLp AIR INHALING BALM, and wrought upon
myself

EE

ween
WW aighington, N. J,

hours with no difficulty, and can breathe freely in
any atmosphere, At the calls of numerous friends
ST have given my cure to the public, and have now
wluuuiiggy thousands of patients in all parts of the country,

and to treat all as he would be treated.

domestic life; and, if we

WAR

rais..

by, and the results of, NASAL CATARRH. After
spending hundreds of dollars, and obtaining no

surely confide; his only ambition being, apparent-

ly, to give his

Lungs,

ing bloody mucus, and even night sweats, incapacitating me for my professional duties, and
bringing me to the verge of the grave—ALL caused

; SNS.

|

ORGANS AEE)
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RAGING
nopolist renewed.

Eighteen years of terrible headache, disgusting
nasal discharges, dryness of the throat, acute
- bronchitis, coughing, soreness of the

|

ra
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be.
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accumulate

otherwise

a8 an honest Christian man, in whom

winter,

The Rochester F. B. church is the weakest of
the three churches, and at the present time is
destitute of
a
pastor. Bro. L. Johnson’s
time with that church having
expired, an
effort was made on the part of those brethren
to secure the
pastoral
labor of Bro. J. M.
Crandall of
Whitestown (N, Y.) Q. M., hut by
some means it
proved futile. We trust that
that church will secure the labors of an earnest, faithful pastor, who wil lead them on to
victory.
For any information concerning that
charge you will please communicate with Rev.
L. Johnson, Rochester Depot, Ohio. Rey. L.
Johnson, whose address is given above, is at
resent destitute of a field of labor, He has
een a toiler in the Master’s vineyard as pas-

Ministers and Churches,
East

of

as pastor.
He is a young
tion and ability, and God

Re

AL

comple-

man of ability, who resides near the church,
is assistant pastor, and fills the other onefourth part of the time. This church enjoyed a revival last winter.
God blessed the labors of those brethren, and several were added
to
the church who we trust will be
eventually saved in heaven.
Spencer F. B.
church enjoys
the labors of Bro. C. C. Inman

I also

Bro. Poston is their pastor,

there.

to

Henrietta church, and preaches to that people
every four weeks. Bro. W. D. Close, a young

I would not forget to mention the previous
Sabbath which I spent with our people in
Springfield,Ohio, a new interest recently start-

pi

work

churehes in the Harmony Q. M., has removed
thither. His P. O. at presentis West Mansfield,
Logan Co., Ohio.e..The May session of the
Warren & Clinton Q. M. was held with the
Sugar Run (Osceola) ¥. B. church.
Large
audiences met our every coming together.
sreat harmony characterized the business ses‘sions, and much spirituality manifested itself
in the devotional meetings....We learn that
the 2nd Creek (New Hope) F. B. church have
secured the labors of Rev. J. A. Sutton, as
pastor for the ensuing year....Through the
kindness of a ministerial brother of the Lorain Q. M. we present to your readers the following items of intelligence from that field of
Baptistic labor. The
Q. M. consists of three
churches, Henrietta, Spencer and Rochester.
The Henrietta church was built in union with
the M. E. brethren.
The Rochester church is
also a union building having been built in connection with the United Brethren, consequently those two churches can at no time have
preaching for either one denomination more
than one-half the time.
Bro. G. H. Damon,
who resides in Medina, O., is pastor of the

raining quite hard, but the sun soon came out,
and after the morning prayer service, the con-

gregation divided, a portion

com-

|

MY EXPERIENCE.

~

CATARRH AND REV. T, P. CHILDS.
Itis now nearly
eight years since Mr. Childs
first made public his
Oatarrh Cure. It was in a
small modest announcement to the effect that Catarrh was a curable disease. From these beginnings he has grown to be one of the largest advertisers in the Souniry;
Tne large two-column advertigement in this issue contains matter that will be” found interesting
to all afflicted with Catarrh,
Dr. T, P. Childs gives a very strong description
of the disease, and is described as being a modest,

and I trust yet greater blessings are in store
for us.
0. H. TRUE.
WESTERN OHIO. Rev. J. H. Baldwin, of
Salem (Ind.) Q. M., having accepted the pastoral labor of the Union and York F. B.

disci-

his

a building

r=

|

gists and E. H. TRUEX, 3 Platt St., New York.
a
1y42

tion. If any of our friends, under whose eye
these lines may fall, may find it in their bearts
to lend us a helping hand, let them rest assured that the assistance will be gratefully received ‘and judiciously expended.. God granted

told us

who

about the peace that Christ left with

chimney

mittee and asked for subscriptions, and-by the
blessing of God and the assistance of the

a

to

handled, moved from its foundation,

rise up and build,” we chose

four

their

listened

we

in

roughly

ruins from the words of Nehemiah, ‘ Let us

The invistranger, and I will take you in,”
I was very
and
ted,
accep
e
cours
of
was
tation
host.
pleasantly entertained by mine host and
ess. 1 shall always remember Bro. E. H.
evening

are all

ruins; while the parsonage itself was

off, and the out-kitchen blown away. By the
mercy of God our lives were spared, evidencing to us that the Master has more work for
us to do. The Sabbath after the cyclone, addressing the congregation gathered amid the

a

In the

The F, B.

QUERUS COD LIVER OIL JELLY, approved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.
for lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
with more benefit secured to the patient than with
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
The most
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by drug-

church and the school-house, both brick, and

a
places to come forward, bit I had not taken
are
you
Guess
¢“
said,
er
broth
step ere a good

little boys.

Business Hotices,

A terrible” cyclone has

destruction of life and property.

ned
«pastor requested all that had not been assig

.Conebear, and his good wife, with

Wis.

passed over this portion of Wisconsin, causing

a geno'clock, Saturday, P.M. At that hour
led by
eral covenant meeting was being held,
one
Rev. Mr, Dinsmore, and I never enjoyed
was
“better, for it seemed as though the house
help
filled with the glory of God. I could not
noticing £0 many old veterans of the cross,
nearwho had been forty, fifty, sixty and some
ly seventy years in the good way.
and
Bro. Totman is pastor of the church,
servthe
As
.
rence
confe
the
of
was chairman
sis
ice closed, after eighty-five brethren and
and with
ters had covenanted with-each other
the
their Saviour to be faithful unto the end,

years.
after drugging in vain for months and
and
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THE MORNING STAR, JUNE

A

|| was

rivers were still fast hound i1

ice,

there

somethingin the air that told of
spring—something that set the sap in the
maple trees mounting through its million

‘ AN ACT OF FAITH."

| little ¢hannels toward the

Into Thy bands; O Father,

The burden of life to lay—

buds,

beginning to redden for their

The weary thought of to-morrow,

already

blooming,

and sent the blood in little Roxie’s

The aching care of to-day !

veins

| dancing upward, too, until’ it blossomed
in her cheeks and lips fairer than in any

Safe in Thine arms, O Saviour,
The load of love te lean—

1 maple-tree.

. Learning, through pain and passion,
‘What Faith and Patienee mean.

Learning, with many a heart-throb,
Te let the dear hand slip,
With the warmth of long, last kisses
Dying awayon the lip!

Then she began to pluck, and put them
sometimes in her mouth, sometimes in
her pail, and so long did she linger over
her pleasant task that the sun was already
in the tops of the pine-trees, when, returning from a little excursion into the woods

frightened!” And, turning suddenly, she

little

Beside the pail she had left

ning up the old oak-tree

greedily devouring it, apparently

quite

delighted that some one had saved
the trouble of gathering his favorite

him
ber-

stop-

*¢O Roxie! are you hurt?”

halted just within the border of the

glade, and stood for a moment transfixed
ing out the treasure

overhead

saying :

to get a sprig from a * shad-bush,” Roxie
with horior.

»

again upon the ice-cake, and her brother

was bending close above her, and he was
“ No, Jake, I—I believe not. Why,
why, what is it all? = Where is this, and
—oh, I know. O Jake, Jake, I was so

** How pleasant it is to be alive!” said
the little gil aloud, while a squirrel runpad; and curling his bushy tail a little
higher upon his back, chattered the same
idea in his own language. Roxie -stopped to listen and laugh aloud, at which
sound the squirrel frisked away to his
hole, and the little girl, singing merrily,
went on her way, crossed the river on
the ice, and on the other bank stopped

Fathgr, unto Thy mercy
The earth-soiled soul to trust—
When they sing the * Nunc dimittis”

brim-full of berries, sat a bear-cub, scoop-

with

Lis paw,

hid her

face

in her brother's

burst into a passion of tears.
with one hurried embrace
*

a feeling of anger

and

reckless

then

courage

kiss, put

Wait just a minute, sis, till we

finish

the bear; father will shoot him.”

“No, no, no!" screamed
the bear, father!

Roxie,

her

‘Don’t

kill

Jake, don't

you

touch

the bear; he's my friend, and we were
both so scared last night, and then I
prayed that he wouldn't eat me, and he
didn’t, and you mustn’t hurt him.”

path, leading into the denser forest away

young robber a sharp blow over the face
and eyes with the branch of shad-bush in

Beamish, as with both hands buried in the

trom her direct road.

her hand, and exclaiming:

My beautiful lily, thy leaves will unfold
In a elime that is purer and brighter than
earth.
O holy and fair, I rejoice thou art there,
In that kingdom of light with its cities of
gold,

+ I really believe the checkerberries
must have started, it is so Springy,” she
thought; ** Ive a mind to go down and
look in what Jake calls * Bear-berry
pasture,’ though I told him they were

* You great horrid thing! Every single
berry is gone now, for I won't eat them
after you. So now!”
:
But, so far from being penitent or

‘Where the air thrills with angel hosannas, and

not bear-berries,

- —Georgie A. Davis.
O-6-0-0-0

and

THOU WILT NEVER GROW OLD.
Thou wilt never grow old,

Nor weary nor sad in the home of thy birth;

.

where

.

Thou wilt never grow old,

love, never grow

old.

garments

with

mildew and

Thou, my bright angel, art sinléss and fair,
And wilt never grow old, love, never grow

old.
Now, canst thou hear, from thy home in the
skies,
All the fond words I am whispering to
;
thee?
5
Dost thou look down on me with the soft,
ere

thy

free?

spirit

was

;

80 I believe, though the shadows of time
Thon wilt still love me, and—pleasure sublime!
’
de
Thou wilt neyer grow old, sweet, never grow
old.

be when the pilgrim, grown

gray,
o
‘Weeps when the vines from the hearthstones

planted to heaven.

© O holy and fair, I rejoice thou art there,
In that kingdom of light with its cities

of

stp

and where

Thou wilt

angel hosannas—

;

never

grow

old,

sweet,

grow old.

never

;

Circle.

and Jake had some of thosehot nut-cakes
hav

didn’

5

CREE

of anything, and these are proper nice.”
Mrs. Beamish set her left hand upon
her hip, leaned against the corner of the
' dresser, and meditatively selected another nut-cake, doughnut or cruller, as you
may call them from the great brown pan
piled up with these dainties, and_ Roxie,

who was curled up in a little heap
the corner of the settle, knitting

on

a blue

woolen stocking, looked brightly up and
said:

:

‘ Let me go and carry them some, Ma.
It’s justas warm and nice 1s can

of-doors, real Springy,

way to the wood
go.”

be out-

and 1 know the

lot. I'd just love to

Let's see—ten.

o'clock,”

Beamish, putting

the last

said

Mrs.

bit of cake

into her mouth, and wiping her fingers

upon her apron.

“ It's'a matter of four

miles there by the bridge,

Jake

says,

though if you cross the ford it takes off a
mile or more. You'd better go round by
the bridge, anyway.”
*“ Oh no, Ma; that isn’t worth while,
for Pa said only last night that the ice

was strong enoughto sled over all tae

wood he'd been cutting,” said Roxie,
earnestly, for the additional mile rather
terrified her.

«Did he? Well, if that’s so, it is all |

right,” replied her mother, in a tone of
relief, amd she filled a tin pail with
nut-cakes, laid a clean brown napkin
over them, and then shut in the cover
and set it on the dresser, saying:

“ There, they've got cheese with them,

and you'll reach. camp before they eat
their noon lunch. ‘Now get on your leggins‘and thick shoes, and your coat and

cap and mittens, and eat some cakes before you start,so as

not

to

take theirs

either,

for

may-be

with

the

I

cakes before noon, and then

they

would

have eaten all their cheese.

No,

I'll go

right on, and not stay there any time at
all, but come back and get the checkerberries; besides,

she'd

be

lonesome without me, so I'd better

not

stay,

mother

said

anyway.”

!

“Yes, Ma. ' But I may wait and come
with them, mayn’t
I? They'll let me ride
on 9X Bb, yon knows: JAW A u

teeth,

and

intimated

very plainly that unless the pail of berries

nut-

=,

was restored

at

once,

there

trouble for some one.
the first bear-cub

would

be

But this was

not

that

Roxie

had

seen,

and her temper was up.as well as
bear's. So, firmly grasping the pail,

the
she

began to retreat backward, at firstslowly,

but as the bear dropped on his feet
seemed inclined to follow

her,

or

and

rather

the pail of berries, she lost courage,
turning, began to run, not

and

caring or no-

So Roxie, flattering herself like many an
older person with the fancy that she was ting in what direction, and still mechanigiving up her selfish pleasure for that of: cally grasping the pail of berries.
Suddenly, through the close crowding
another, while really she was carrying
pines
which had so nearly shut out the
out her own fancy, went singing on her
day-light,
appeared an open space, and
way, and reached the camp just as her
deep

into

the

where he meant to leave it for an
and Jake, her

handsome

elder

took off his cap, pushed

the

log

hour,

brother,

curls

back

from his heated brow, and shook out the

hay and grain

before old Rob, whose

whinny had already
time.
:

proclaimed
y

dinner-

‘“ Why, if here isn’t sis with a tin kettle, and I'll be

bound

some

of ma’am’s

nut-cakes in it!” exclaimed Jake, who
had rather mourned at the said cakes not

being ready before he left home, and then
_he canght the little girl.up.in. his-.arms,

kissed her heartily, and put her on Rob's
whence

she

slid

gravely:

down,

:

saying,

:

«Jake, Ma says I'm getting too old
rough

play.

I'll

be

twelve

next

ering the tin
said:
©

kettle,

while

‘“ We won't have you an

uncov-

his

father

old woman

before you're a young one, will we,

Tib?

Come, sit down by me and have some
dinner. . You're goed to bring us the nutcakes and get here in such good season.”

:

The three were very happy and
over their dinner, although

merry

Roxie declin-

ed to eat anything except out of her own
pocket, and the time passed swiftly until
Mr. Beamish glanced up at the sun, rose,
took his ax out of the cleft in the
log,

and,

swinging

said:

it

over his

;

“Come,

Jake,

head,

)

nooning

‘is over.

Get

to work.”
¢¢ All right, sir. * You can

long as you like sis, and
take you home on Rob.”

sit

still

by-and-by

as

I'll

. “I'm going now, Jake,” said Roxie,
-hesitating a little, and finally concluding

not
her
her
the

to mention
father or
going alone
forest. ‘‘

the checkerberries, lest
brother should object to
into the wilder part of
Ma said she’d be lone-

Roxie hailed it with delight, for it was
the river, and once across the river, she

felt as if she would be safe. Even in the
brief glance shd threw around as she burst
from the edge of the wood, she saw that
there was neither the bridge nor the ford
which she had crossed in the morning; a
point altogether strange and new to her,
and, as she judged, farther down the
river, since the space from shore to

was considerably

wider.

shore

But .the

bear

was close behind, and neither time nor
courage for deliberation was at hand, and

Roxie, after her moment's pause,

sprang

forward upon the snowy ice, closely followed by the clumsy little beast.
At that very moment, a mile further up
the

stream,

Mr.

Beamish

and

his

Jake were cautiously driving Rob

son

across

the frozen ford, and the old man
saying:
:
“I'm afraid we'll have to go round

the bridge after this, Jake.
wonder if the river broke

night.

: rr

dag, baby, - Batit would be bet-

youto ride home, so stay.”
X
It-'was
a lovely day in the latter part o

March, and although

the

govered with snow, and the

father.

THE NEW WEST AS RELATED TO THE CHRISTIAN COLLEGE,
By E. P. Tenney.
Printed
at the Riverside
Press, Cambridge.
8vo.
(Cloth, 50 cts.).
pp. 106.
If a perusal and examination of this volume
would not awake in the reader a conviction of
the great need of missionary educational work
in the West, we should have but little hope

please

don’t

hurt

The ox-sled was close at hand, for

father and brother had brought it to the
river before they began their weary search
up and down its banks, not knowing
what mournful burden they might have
to carry home to the almost frantic
mother.
And

Bruin,

a most

intelligent

beast,

seemed to understand so well that the
handling and ride were all for his own
good, that he bore the humiliation of haying his legs tied with considerable equanimity, and in a short time developed so

become a valued and honored member

up’ this: very

THE WOODOUTTER'S WARNING.

ice-crack with his stick.
Ard Roxie—poor little Roxie—whom
Jake was so glad to think of as safe at
home, was at that very moment stepping
over a wide crack between two great
masses of ice, and staring forlornly about

her, for a little way in advance appeared
another great gap, and the bear close be-

hind was whimpering with terror as he
clung to the edge of the floating mass
upon which Roxie had only just leaped,

failed to jump upon.

Shaking with cold and fright, the little
girl staggered forward across the ice
until at its further edge she came upon a
narrow, swiftly rolling tide, increasing in
width at every moment—the current of
the river suddenly set free from its winter’s bondage, and rapidly dashing away
its chains.

LEGEND.

During a walk that I once had with the
clergyman

of Landsdorff and

his wife,

they told me of a sudden death which had
lately taken place in the village.

«It is very awful,” I said; * what a
thread life hangs upon!”
cy
“ That was really the case with one of
my family in times past,” said the clergyman’s good wife. ‘* Her life did hang on
a thread.”
a

“Tell me how it was,” I said.
“It was that story,”. said the lady,
“which caused the inscription you see to
be placed over the door-way.”

The inscription was as follows :

‘1f once we learn’d why God sends griefand woe,
How great His boundless love we then should
konow.”

Iread the lines, and then asked the

that

minister's wife if she would kindly tell
me the story.
¢ About a hundred years ago,” she be-

she had stepped over was already far too

gan, ‘‘ my mother’s great-aunt, the Coun-

Roxie turned back, but

a

year, when, wishing, probably, to set up
housekeeping oh his own account,
he
quietly snapped his chain one day and

by

here alone again,” said Jake, probing the

the

crack

to

liberal things

in establishing the foundations of intelligence
and morality in new countries.
It also de-

scribes the scenery of that portion

of our

do-

main, so that the tourist and emigrant,as well
as the benevolent and philanthropic, would
find it a valuable book.
Bl
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There could scarcely be selected a field in the
Whole range of Christian effort more suscep-

The book before us presents the results of considerable experience
and furnishes some
admirable suggestions
whicii, if heeded, would be greatly [to the ad-

vantage of both pastor and people. The book
deserves, and no doubt will have, a cordial re-

ception and extended use.
THE

FALL

oF DaMAscUS.

An

Historical

Novel. By Charles Wells Russell. Bosten :
Lee & Shepard.
12mo. pp. 287. ($1.50).

“ The Fallof Damascns” is an Eastern story,

and very well has

the

author in plot, charac-

ter and description revealed the -sensuousness
and imagery of the land of which he writes.

Jonas, the hero, is a young man of strong susceptibility and moral courage, designing him-

self at first for the priesthood, but shocked and
disgusted when he learns something of the deceit and hypocrisy of the Romish church. Lady
Anna aspires to be a second Zenobia,
Secretly she has collected about four thousand Syrians who have conspired for a rebellion against

the Roman power, snd to establish independent Syria. - Her character is a study of an

Eastern woman of intelligence, wealth and position. But her vanity and dreams of ambition are vanquished by an insane passion for

Jonas, and she destroys herself, leaving to him
a jewel

by whicli

he shall

leader of the conspiracy.

be

recognized

as

During the progress

of the siege, which follows in due

time,

Jonas

is taken prisoner by the Saracens.
When he
is seen hurling javelins at the defenders of the
city he is denounced as an apostate and traitor
till afterward it is shown that upon the javelin
is written a warning against the treachery of
a priest who makes a breach yin the wall and
admits the enemy by whom

the city is pillaged,

Lady Eudocia is the counterpart of Lady Anna. Lovely, amiable, she excites the admiration of Jonas, who believes that she perished
by self-destruction, when she learns his per-

tess von Meritz, was living with her two
daughters in a castle in Germany.
They
were once invited to a wedding, which fidy to his country, but afterwards, when all
was to take place by torchlight, according admire and honor his bravery and.devotion,
to the old German custom. They did not, “she returns, healed of her wound,and acknow]was
possible
without
more
strength
and
‘ Well, you're a right down good girl
accordingly,set out until it was beginning edges herselfthe betrothed of Jonas and the
to eome so far and then to’ think of Ma courage than a little girl could be expectdaughter
the Roman emperor Heraelius.
to get dusk. They hadto pass on their |- ‘We haveof thus
concisely hinted at the leading
instead of yourself, and next day we're ed to possess. <The bear had climbed up,
way through a part of the Black Forest.
points of the story, but it needs a close readworking about home I'll give you a ride and now crouched timidly to the edge of
“Now it happened that a wreath of ing of the dramatic incidents,written in a clear,
ice, moaning with fear, and seeming to
to pay for it.”
:
pearls
had been given’ to Gertrude, the pure style, full of grace and poetry, to give a
And Jake kissed his little sister ‘ten- take so little notice of Roxie that she for- eldest daughter of
the countess, and she correct idea of the attractiveness and worth of
gotall
her
fear
of
him,
and
these
two,
derly, her father nodded good-bye with
the book.
wore
them
on
the
evening
of the wedding.
some pleasant word of thanks, and Roxie crouching upon the rocking and slippery
But it chanced as they entered the forest
with the empty tin pail in h3r hand set floor of their strange prison, went floatA Story of To-day.
By M.J.
that a branch of black thorn caught in her BLUFFTON:
ing
down
the
turbulent
stream.
. Bavage. Same publishers, etc. 12mo.” pp. 243,
out upon her homeward journey, a little
hair,
(81.60).
=
and
before it could be disentangled
The twilight deepened into dark, the
excitement in her heart as she thought of
We donot believe in the theology of this
the thread broke, and the small seed
her contemplated excursion, a little sting stars came out bright and cold, and so far
book, yet we would not allow that to blind us
pearls
were
scattered
far
and
wide.
The
away
from
human
need
and
woe!
Little
in her conscience as she reflected that she
to whatever literary or dramatic value it might
wide for her to attempt to repass,

and

had not been quite honest about any part
of it.
Did

you ever

5
notice, when

a

little

a

fame told, of their vicinity even before
they could be seen. Throwing herself
upon her knees, the little girl pushed
aside the glossy dark green

leaves,

and

Roxie ceased her useless tears, and kneel-

servants and ladies busied

ing upon the ice put her hands together
and prayed, adding to the petition she had
learned at.her mother’s knee some simple

alike in picking up the

words of her great need.

.

as they lay fresh and bright before her.
‘ 0 yomdear, darling little things!”

cried she,* how I love to see you again,

ground

was

and know that all the rest of the pretty

brooks

and

things are coming right along!”

scattered

when suddenly a woodcutter

ning from the forest,“and

themselves
pearls,

came

run-

up

quite

went

‘out of breath to the countess.
“Pray go no farther, ladies!’

he exA yet more piteous whine from the bear
showed his terror as the ice-block gave a claimed: ‘when I was cleaving wood
sickening whirl, and crawling upon his just now, I heard two robbers planning
stomach he crept close up to the little how they might waylay your party, rob
girl, his whole air saying as plainly as you and kill your servants if they made
any resistance. The forest is full of these
words could have spoken :
“Oh, I am so scared, little girl, aren’t men, and I had the greatest difficulty in
you? Let us protect eachother somehow, getting to you in time. If you had not
been later than you expected, you would
or at least, you protect me.”
;
And Rgxie, with a strange light-hearted most certainly have fallen into the hands
.
sense of security and peace replacing her of these robbers.’
“Of course, no more was said about
terror and doubt, let the shaggy creature
creep close to her side, and nestling down going to the wedding, and thé horses’
into his thick fur, warmed her freezing heads were turned homeward. On are

She was

awakened

by

a tremendous

shock, anda struggle, and a fall into the
water, and before she could see or know

what had happened to her, two strong
arms were round her, and she was drawn

ciety.

. . « We shall trust the

who alone knows

future

anything about

Madge ‘answers

out

of

to

Him

it.”

And

the Bible

story,

“* Whither thou goest I will go, and where
thou lodgest T will lodge; thy people shall he
my people, and thy God my God.”

ROTHMELL.

of Mine,”

pp. 871.

By the author of
Same

That Husband

publishers,

($1.50).

ete.

1%mo.

Somebody says that a glance at a table of
contents will give the reader a fair estimate of
a book. ‘We do not believe this is always true..
It certainly is not in regard to this volume
before us. The title of the book is taken from
the name of the principal character, Dr. Rothmell. He is a dissolute, unprineipled
man,

who separates from his first wife, Madeline,
and,believing her dead, marries again. There
is a daughter Lillian, whom Madeline gives
away, toa woman who is burned to death,and
it is long believed that the child also perished.

Madeline devotes a large portion of her wealth
to founding St. Mary’s hospital.
Forming a
friendship with Mrs, Winlove, an American
lady, she becomes her companion and is hap-

py in ber home.
Marshall Arundel,

Mrs. Winlove’s nephew,
some years younger than

Madeline, cherishes for her a strong sentiment
of love, which she returns, but constantly as-

sures him that she can never marry him.

But

when Lillian is fourteen and by chance an inmate of St. Mary’s hospital, Dr. Rothmell is
appointed to take charge of the institution, He
and Madeline meet, and by the narration of a
dying beggar both become aware of the rela-

riving safely at her castle, the good moth-

er thanked God who had preserved her

and those with her.

Nor did

she

forget

to reward the woodcutter who had warned’her in time of her danger.

And there

were two lessons which she tried to draw

for her children from the history

of that

possess, Apart from the character serving
as convenient medium to express the author's
theology, there is little interest either in the
blot of the story or the attendant description.
A young Orthodox minister settles in Bluffton
a Western town.
His religious views soon
change from Orthodoxy to very free liberalism. The discussions which he holds with other parties form the main

tion of the State of New
the adoption

York in reference

of the Constitution of the

fair.

of them rather
Stronger

ar-.

guments might be brought to refute the minister’s doubts than any he has used, and one
true-hearted, earnest Christian introduced into
the story would have put to shame the slurs on
the Bible and religious forms. ' Judge Hartley’s
daughter is the heroine of the story and the

minister’s betrothed,

At first, she is firm in

the belief in which she has been educated,” .and
when Mr, Foster resignes the charge of: the
church she dismisses him rather than marry a
man whom her father believes and she fears is
unsound in Christian doctrine and heretical in
But

after

her

to

United

States, entitled ““ New York in the Federal
Convention,” it recites the several attempts
made to bring the Confederated

States

into

a

closer Union, which culminated in the draft of
a new Constitution by the Federal Convention
which met at Philadelphia in the summer of
1786, and a recommendation to the Confederate
Congress to submit the same for ratification to

the people of the several States, The schemnie
met with wari opposition in New York,
Governor Clinton throwing his strong personal influence into the scale to defeat
its adoption,

by the untiring ener-

gies of Hamilten, Jay and Livingston and the
pressure of outside

public opinion.

This

ar-

ticle is from the pen of the editor, John Austin Stevens, who has made careful studies of
the phases of the political history of New

York; it is illustrated by a view of the old
Conrt House at Poughkeepsie in which the
Convention met. To this is appended a sketch
by William L. Stone of one of the incidents
of

the

Burgoyne

story

of the

campaign,

services

of

which

tells

* Moses

the

Harris,

Schuyler’s Faithful Spy,” who. with undaunted
courage and devotion passed from the Ameri-

can to the British lines, and by remarkible
ingenuity preserved his life and carried out
the instructions of General Schuyler. A third
timely

historical

article

is

contributed

by

Gen, John" Watts de Peyster, on the Battle of
Mommouth, in which the military movements

of Washington and Sir Henry Clinton are examined.

In this battle

Charles

Lee

was

relict and Lafayette first shed his blood
American .cause. The biographical

de-

in the
sketch

is by Col. Rodenbough, and relates the excellent services of Admiral Montgomery on the
Pacific Coast at the period when California

passed from the Mexican to the American
flag. This will be found full of interest to the
Pioneers of the Golden State. In an original
document, one of theladies

of the

Washing-

ton family gives a letter of Lawrence Washington, eldest half-brother of General Washington, written from Jamaica, when on thé expedition against Carthagena in 1741. A note

gives some interesting details of the Washington family. Thereprint is sn amusing letter
from a great-grandson of Penn, in 1824, scouting the idea of a comparisonof the founder
of the Penn colony with Washington, Bolivar
and other revolutionary patriots. The notes,
Queries and Replies and the usual literary no8
tices complete
the number.
There
an
additional department of * Books Wuuted,”

which we commend to collectors.
—

Miss Aleott’s

new story, Under the Lilacs,

‘rivals in interest her first great success, “ Little Women.”
The scene is laid in a fine old

New England

homestead

and

the neighbor.

ing country town, and the half-dozen jolly
boys and girls who form the chief characters
are described and their thousand pranks and
scrapes detailed—in
the authors very best

style:
light

and

Two characters that will especially dethe

his

readers

are

wonderful

a

funaway

trained

circus-boy

dog ¢ Sancho,”

who, for “ ways that are dark and tricks that
are vain,”almost rivals the * Heathen Chinee.”

“ Under the Lilacs” was begun in St. Nicholas for November, 1877, and will be completed in October, 1878. The publishers offer
thé 12 numbers, from November, 1877, to
October, 1878, containing ‘* Under the Lilacs,”

complete, besides three
short

stories, poems,

shorter serials, and

pictures

rhytes,

jingles almost innumerable for $2.50, or

and

they

can be had of any bookseller at the same rate,

portion of the book.

The author has handled dome
cleverly, and yet he is not

teaching,

ance, and contains a variety of matter.
The
leading historical article is a record of the ac-

improv
than-that
eme
which nt
ificlides | but was firdully carried

of the prayer meeting.

the family, remaining with it for’ about

A GERMAN

of copies,

persons who are wont to devise

gentle and gentlemanly
a character as’to | -tible-of

walked off into the woods, where he was

See that crack.”

way to

shades the comparative amount of missionary
educational work already done in the West,
and the gteat tracts open to other laborers, are
quite as convincing as the text itself, Rev.

distribution ofa- limited number

the

occasionally seen for several years, generally near the checkerberry patch.—St.
Nicholas for March.

I.shoaldn’t

in any

church of.and for this world, which is God’sworld. We shall only try to make men and
women noble here; to bud up and purify so-

* We might take him home and keep
tionship of Lillian.
The doctor acts first on
him chained up for a sort of pet, if he will Mr. Tenney has evidently written out of a the suggestion and removes with her to Italy.
behave decent,” suggested Jake, a little love for this work, and for the souls that may Then Marshall meets her and loves her more
be saved through it, and an intimate acquaint- fervently than he did her mother. He secures
2
doubtfully.
ance, also, with its actual condition.
her affections and after the death of her faHe
*Well!—I suppose we could,” replied pecially emphasizes the need of a mission es- ther she returns: to America,
ary
and, with the
the father, very slowly and reluctantly. training school in the new West, to do a work
consent of her mother, who has devoted her‘He seems peaceable enough now.”
similar to that already accomplished by such
self to a life in St. Mary’s, they are married,
‘And see how good he is to me,” said institutions as Oberlin, Lane, Ripon, and Whatever we may think of the influence of this
The practical value of kind of fiction, we may be sure that “ RothRoxie, eagerly, as she patted the head of Hillsdale, inthe old.
the book is indicated by the fact that a gentle- mell” is a book which,when once taken up and
her strange new friend, who blinked am- man
from an inland town in Mass.,—who has
commenced, will not be laid aside till the
icably in reply. “O Jake, do go and no pecuniary interest
in the far West, save last page is finished.
;
get Rob and the sled, aud carry him that he has made most generous gifts
to pro:
home, wort you ?”
mote Christian education in that region,—has
The July number of the Magazine
of
“ Why, yes, if father says so, and the 80 far borne the expense of this publication, in American History (A. S. Barnes & Co., New
its
different
editions,
as to provide for the free York and Chicago) makes an early appearcritter will let me tie his legs.”

« It wouldn't do for Roxie to come over

and which he'had

~
Oh,

was

wel , I sup- ‘with a low cry of delight stooped down fingers against his skin, and with a smile
as
Why, yes, you might
‘
dil
ty
PL
‘be
lonesome
without and kissed the clusters of fragrant berries upon her lips went peacefully to sleep.
po

youall

be hurt, you say?”

some,” added she,hurriedly, and then her. gentle shaking movement under her feet
cheeks began to burn as if she had really told that the block on which she stood
was already in motion, and that no escape
told a lie instead of suggesting one.

* Good-byeto. you, little girl. Take ern glade where lay the path of bright
good -care of yourself, and come. safe | red berries whose faint, wholesome per-

home to mother.”

daughter’s

Fiterary Redick,

“Yes,
him!”

ready at the entrance of the sunny south-

andsaid, kindly:

little

the entrance :
‘* “If once we learn’d why God sends grief and woe,
How great His boundless love we then should
know.’ ”

a iittle, showed his

troubled and agitated, how- quickly you
¢ I wouldn'tdo. that, neither; not if I seemed to pass over the ground, and
never had any,” replied Roxie, a little re- how speedily you arrived at the point
sentfully, and then she pulled her squir- whither you had not fairly decided to
:
:
rel-skin cap well over her ears, tied her go?
It
was
so
with
Roxie,
and while she
pretty 2scarlet tippet. around her neck, and
held up . her face ‘for a good-bye kiss. was still considering whether after all
other
gave it with unusual fervor, she would go straight home, she was alThe mot}

when you get there.”

at Lis

the par-

sonage repaired, he had inscribed over

stood still for a minute, then slowly turn-

checkerber-

birthday present,” laughed Jake,

father

up

I married, and my husband bad

And when

ries.” So saying to herself Roxie ran a
few steps down the little path, stopped,

real

‘ All right, old lady; I'll get you a
| pair of specs and a new cap or two for a

¢ Tell you what, Roxie, I wish

by which he had dragged the
surface, for it had gone under
ice-cake had been
broken
jam of logs which had stopped

it, he looked

saved the family from the robbers,
“From that time,”
continued
the
clergyman’s wife, ‘‘the lines you read
over our door became the motto of the

feel its need.
We speak of the examination
of the volume, for the , maps and engravings,
especially the former, showing by dots and

but

June.”

A NIGHT WITH A BEAR.
A TALE OF THE BORDER.

hair
the
the
the

which

‘You and the bear made friends, and
said your prayers together, and he can't

for

Family

coarse
bear to
when
against

lay in getting to the wedding,

de-

and especially the blow, in very bad part,
and after a moment of blinking astonishment, he sat up on his haunches, growled

back,

;

“Well, I'm beat now ! ” remarked Mr.

the

that the reader could be made

are riven,

Faith shall behold thee as pure as the day
Thou wert torn from the earth and trans-

‘Where the air thrills with

side

are as much sent for our good as

pale face.

father struck his ax

Hide the bright spirit I yet shall behold ;

" Thus-yilt thou

'a

our life always hangs
as that which held
and that, therefore,
alive, and secondly,
and disappointments

frightened, the bear took this interference,

“ No, I won't,

;

beaming eyes
‘Which greeted me oft,

down

wouldn’t get to the camp

Pray for me, sweet, I am laden with care;

Darkare my
mold—

wistfully

ed back, saying:

I am a pilgrim, with sorrow and sin
Haunting my footsteps wherever I go;
Life is a warfare my title to win—
‘Well will it be if it end not in woe. *
"

looked

evening. First, that
on as weak a thread
Gertrude’s pearls,
God only keeps us
that all our troubles

geod countess and her family.

:

tears dried as if by magic.

One moment of dumb terror, and

and

But Jake,

and

and her away, saffing :

ries for himself.

coat

filled the heart of the woodman's child,
and, darting forward, she made a snatch
at her pail, at the same time dealing the

Over a handful of dust!

.#

\

|

Porte.

sa

19, 1878.

father’s

death

she

The Atlantic Monthly for July, besides the
excellent variety which the magazine usually

contains, will have four papers that promise

to he of special interest: Col, T. W. Higginson,
who has lately been through some of the Southern States, in an article entitled * Some War
Scenes Revisited,” describes the changes in the

country, and the more marked changes

inthe

people,white and black since the war ; Mr, Horace E. Scudder contributes a clear and full
account of *¢ St, George’s Company,’”’, the cooperative scheme on which Mr. Ruskin has
for the past few yearslavished so much money, labor, and enthusiasm; Mr. Moncure D,

Conway writes * The Romance of a Family,”

meets Mr, F'.=— again in California, when
the family of which Hon. Peter Alfred Tayshe tells him that she more fully understands
lor, M. P.; is ‘the most
conspicuous living
and sympathizes with his views, and he in- representative; and, what many readers will
vites her go with him to New York in answer most value, Henry James, Jr., supplies the
to the call of a church which is *“ to be on the ‘opening of a new serial story, ‘ The Europebroadest basis.”
“It will be,” he says,“ a ans.”
.

.

i

~ THE

MORNING

[

Literary Wiscellany,

fuses to lend proper books to proper per-

much reputation, and what was not less
coveted three thousand pounds in money.
:
—_—
When George the Second ascended the
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
throne, Young, who was always on the
Geniusfinds its own road, and carries its lookout fora favorable moment to advance
«own lamp.
;
his own claims ushered in the new reign
Music is the only one of all the arts that does by a complimentary poem which he stylnot corrupt the mind.—Montesquiew,
ed ¢“ Oceanan Ode.”
The anxious poet
i
tize your business and keep an eye
and
would be courtier took his cue from,
¥
:
"leaks sink great
on SYeiematia
little expenses.
Small
ships.
the circumstance of King George in his
We waste our time in moments, our money coronation speech recommending the enin dimes, and our happiness in trifles.
Young had
couragement. of seamen.
hoped to be rewarded by the gift of a
There is more knowledge to be acquired
from ene page of the volume of mankind, if bishopric for penning the faulty and
fulthe scholar only knows how to read, than in
some lines, butto his extreme mortificavolumes of antiquity.— Oliver Goldsmith.
Custom stales the infinite variety of life for tion the expected reward was withheld
on the ground of his avowed devotion to
most. ‘Whoever would keep their youth must
fight the absorbing demons of care and busiretirement. It was a severe disappeintness, which are ever at work to reduce us to
mere machines.
ment to the poet who had counted much
on
the royal favor.
No moral culture is complete that does not
include the determination which gives strength
This desire to gain the patronage and
to character. In educating
children spare no
of royalty and the nobiltime or pains to inculcate habits of persever- friendship
ance--no pains to teach them to have confiity of fawning flattery and absurd aduldence in their own powers.
tation, was the great bane of Young's
Begin the education of the heart, not with life: The best part of his manhood was
the cultivation of noble propensities, but with
wasted in an unsuccessful struggle for
the cutting away of those that are evil. When
once the noxious herbs are withered and root- fame as a courtier.
During a few short
ed out, then the more noble Js
strong in
years, the dissolute Wharton was a kind
themselves, will shoot upward,
The virtues,
like the body, become strong and healthy more
by labor than nourishment.— Richter.

patron, and

material

only

received,

‘While we deprecate the abuse

FRED

MYRON

a judgment which has been supported by
other and no less friendly critics.
Young was born at Upham,
near
Winchester, in the year 1684. His father
was an eloquent dean, who preached so
well thated he received
the appointment
of
{
A,

——chaplatn-to the English

liam

and

Mary,

sovereigns,

Wil-|

and the little Edward

necessity, to borrow of him,

afraid
But
them
come

sub-

and that

acquired

at Winchester

1708,a law-fellowship. Oxford was justly

proud of him both as a scholar and asa
poet, and two years after his graduation
he was appointed to deliver a Latin ora-

« tion at the founding of a library there.
Young's genius for poetry
self at an early age.
His
tion was a poem, entitled, *
the Right Honorable the
downe.” It was not a very

exhibited itfirst publicaAn Epistle to
Lord Lansbrilliant tes-

timony of its author's genius, and

it was

so laden with fulsome adulation that
Young became ashamed of his production and wisely suppressed it. In the

same

year appeared two long poems:

“ The Last Day,” and the ‘‘ Force of Religion,” which were succeeded in 1714 by
a ‘‘ Poem on the Death of Queen

Anne.”

During this time he is said to have been
dissipated, and he was thought a little

weak by his friends, who

smiled at his

foibles, while they acknowledged his talent. His life was gay ani worldly, and
he reveled with bad associates, particularly with Philip, the notorious Duke of
Wharton. But his profligacy was limited, and he never fell into those depths of

vice and infidelity which

swamped too

many of the great intellects of that age.
Young could reason as well as write poetry, and being well versed in the Bible,
he easily refuted the arguments of his
skeptical friends.

One

of them,

a noted atheist of those days, with

Tindal

whom

he often held religious controversies, gives
'this testimony of the young poet's skill
:and power as a reasoner :
;
*“ The other boys I can always answer,
because I always know where they have

‘their arguments, which I have heard a
‘thousand times ; but that fellow Young is
-continually pestering me

with something

of his own.”
:
Young grew disgusted with his fast life
at lagt and ‘settled down to hard work
again, In 1719, he took the degree of
LL. D., but the practice of law offered
no inducements te him, and he devoted
himself for a few years to dramatic com«position.
His first tragedy, ** Busiris,”

this bereavement with ‘other domestic af-

flictions induced the mourning husband to
write the ‘* Night Thoughts,” the most
celebrated - of all his poetical works.
These poems have been variously judged. The solemnity of their style, which
often approaches bombastic unmeaningness, their lack of connection, and some-

times of

common sense,

will doubtless

discourage any one from reading them
continuously. Yet there is much in them
to admire, and many people quote from
The
them without being aware of it.
¢ Night Thoughts” abound with quotable
line and couplets, and many of them are
very familiar. Among them are the following:
;
¢“ We take no note of time
But from its loss.”
‘‘ All men thick all men mortal but
selves.”

them-

“Death loves a shining mark, a signal blow.”
‘“ Love,

It was dedicated to his friend

tire is divided into seven epistles, and has

all of Young's vigor: and power of style;
, it abounds with many keen and happy

hits, but he did not have sufficient humor
or wit to make it quite satisfactory. Swift
Passes correct judgment upon these epis-

is but just that CASH should

understand

PARTICULAR

the

at the rate
words.

We

‘‘ mean

business;”

and

we

it does,

do

not give

applicant: We exand

if they do not come to hand in reasonable
time, we send for them.
If they are lost,
or seriously injured, and the borrower of-

fers to replace them (we never suggest
such a thing) ; we let him do it. SVhy
should n’t he? It will teach him to be
more careful of borrowed books next
time; and if he doesn't replace them, we
shan’t be able to accommodate the next
applicant.
g
These are the conditions on which
beoks should be lent.
Meanwhile, we
endeavor, personally, to set a good exapple to book-borrowers in the following
particulars :
We don’t, upon a mere passing
fancy,
borrow books that we have neither the
time, inclination nor necessity to read; nor
do we borrow of a personal friend books to
which a public library gives us free access.
We don’t give borrowed books to thechildren to play with ; or lend them to Tom,
Dick and Harry, in the cheerful hope that
they will get back to their masters some
time and some how. We don’t put them
upon our ownshelves—we should about as
‘| soon think of stealing them outright,
which is what doing so amounts to with a
good many borrowers—but in a small
ook-rack which holds only borrowed
books, which

no child is allowed to touch,

and which'is a constant reminder of an

Dr. Young died in 1765, at the age of
eighty-one. His last days, like those of
too many of our great men, were sad and
solitary.
A virago of a housekeeper
tyranized over him and kept him constantly harrassed. Misanthropic and uneasy, wearied and worn with constant
struggle, he went down to his grave.
His life presents a singular contrast of
worldliness and piety, of luxury and devotion. God and Mammon struggled incessantly for the mastery of his soul.
Yet there was much
in his character

Pe

indebtedness that must

celed.

speedily be can-

‘We don’t mark borrowed books,

or turn down their leaves, or leave them
spread out.
upon their faces. We do take
more care of borrowed books than if they
were our own; -and return them, as
speedily as possible, to their ‘proper owners. Ina word: we try to"do by others
as we would have others do. by us.
If
all book-borrowers would do so, there
would not be such wide-spread, and not
wholly unreasonable,

reluctance

BI

I

The fact that no very encouraging an-

injunction, ‘From him that would borrow

to

books, we would like to know? Does not
a Christian stndent hold his books, like
everything else, in trust for the Master ;

and is"he not bound to do

with them

all

therefore,

ye

the good he can? Does not the Saviour's
recept,

‘“ Whatsoever,

PER

the

LINE

fluence of

be

avenue,

They

at

were

COUNSELLOR

an

guarantee,

He told the boys

was an honorable one
make: it so—more honof the editor who too
his brilliant talents to

writing falsehoods and immortal

articles

—and much more to the same effect.
Then poor little Riley was put in the |
hearse again, and taken away out the
bleak avenue to the bleaker St. Mary's
Cemetery, and was placed in the cold
earth, unconcious that he was surroueded

by companions who had often fought his
battles for him. As he was lowered into
the ugly hole in the ground, many a sob
broke fi om the strange assembly, and
more than one little fellow murmured
that he didn’t see why Riley should have

st (SEER

In the wonderful medicine to which the afict-

believes he has combined in harmony more of
Nature's sovereign curative properties, which
God has instilled into the vegetable kingdom

for healing the sick, than were ever before comhined in one medicine, The evidence of this fact

is found in the great varicty of most obstinate
diseases which it has been found to conquer. In
the cure of Bronchitis, Severe Coughs,
and the early stages of Consumption, id has
astonished the medical faculty, and eminent
physicians pronounce it the greatest medical
discovery

of the age.

While

it cures the sever=

est Coughs, it strengthens the system and paris
fies the blood.
By its great and thorough
blood-purifying properties, it cures all Hue
mors,
from the worst Scrofula to a common
Blote,
imple, or Eruption. Mercurial
lisecase, Rtinera
eradicated, and

Poisons,
vigorous

constitution established.

Shalty, by which the
most
happy results
LUNG DISEASES.
the Invalids' Hotel
tleman of mature

copy

of eight

and their eflects, are
th and a sound

Er: ysip 1as; Salt.

blood, are conquered by! this; powerful,

If you feel dull, drowsy, debilitated, have sal-

greatest skill is attained and
the
secured.
—This division of the practice in
gen=
by a
18 very ably man
judgment and ski
Bronchial,

low color of skin, or yellowish’ brown

bad taste in mouth,

forebodings, irregular appetite, and tongue
coated, you are s ering from Torpid Liver,
or “
ERiliousness
In many cases 0
Liver Complaint?’ only part of these
Sympiams are experienced. As a remedy for
al such cases, Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Dis
covery has no equal, as it effects (periecs cures,

should come direct] to the Hotel. It is easily
sult
omnibus, or street cars. MILSaceesible by carri
5 j vy on all incoming trains, can
LER’S
and baggage
be relied

4

upon

leaving the liver strengthened and

ies nh RV . PIERCE, M. . D., lo World's Dispep=~
sary and Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N.Y.

laf

healthy.

~

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS AT 31 PER BOTTLE. . ,

rs

'

internal heat or chills alter-

nated with hot fushes, low spirits, and gloomy

Diseases are very largely treated

have been
in this department, and with results which
patients.
highly gratifying to both physician and
AND EAR.—Special attention is given to the
delicate operations on the eye and ear, a distin
. oculist and aurist being under engagement
conduct this branch Lo ne Pracuce, itheito
valids arriving in
city
an
eslring
con-

May
wus

spots on

face or body, frequent headache or dizziness,

*

Prepared by R. V. PIERCE, M. D., Sole
Provtiety, at the WORLD'S DISPENSARY,
ul
0, N. Y.
GF

F

ir

yr

By an immense practice, Sxtending through a
period of years, having within that
time treated
many thousand cases of those diseases peculiar
to woman,

have

in

these

AT

Pellets,

They

are

sugar-coat

in-

closed in glass bottles, their virtues being thereby preserved unimpaired for any length of time,

“in any climate, so, that-they are slways fresh
and reliable: ®This is not
the case with those
pills which are put up in cheap
woodén or
pasteboard boxes.
Recollect that for all diseases where a Laxative, Alterative, or
Purgative, is indicated, these little Pellets
bid? ive the most perfect satisfaction to all who
use
them.
They are sold by all Druggists at
25 cents a bottle.
:

I

have

been

enabled

to

perfect

a

most potent and agreeable medicine
t meets
the indications presented by that class of dis
eases with positive certainty and exactness.

q

To designate this natural specific compound,
I have named it
.

Dr.Pierce’s Favorite Prescription.

Fhe term, However, 15 but 4 feebleexpression
of my high appreciation of its value, based upon
my own personal observation.
As a close observer, I

have, while

witnessing its

itive re-

sults in the few special discases incident to the
separate organism of woman, singled it out as
the climax or crowning
gem of m
medical career. On its merits, as a posi-

tive, safe, and’ effectual remedy for this class
of diseases, and one that will, at all times and

under all circumstances, act kindly and in harmony with the laws which goverg the female
system, I am willing to stake my reputation as a
physician.

that

Nay,

even

more,

so confident am

I

it will not disappoint the most sanguine

expectationsof a single invalid lady who uses it

it do harm, in any state or condition.

BUFFALO.

LAW.

.

sw(

Those who desire. further information” on
these subjects can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S
Dowson ENE
id
SDVIsER, a book J
of over
pages, sent,
post-paid, on receipt;
of

$1.50,

It treats minutely

of those diseases

peculiar to Females, and
gives much valuable
advice in regard to the management of those
affections.
—
+ FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION SOLD
BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

R. V. PIERCE," I. D.Y Prop'r, -

R. V. PIERCE, M. D,, Prop'r,

BUFFALON.

N. Y.»

J. & R. LAMB. 59 Carmine $t.,N. Y.
Pulpits,Communion Tables, Chairs-

ere., for church usé—constantly in
| stock at reasonable prices.
Silk 8S, 8. Banners in colors and
gold $5. Collection dishes in carved
walnut, etc., from $1.50 to $6 each.
' NMustrated catalogués of Furniture,
10 cts. pos. «paid. Tllustrated Catalogues of Ban-

as

an assurance,

that

weloan

not to

exceed one third of the actual value. In over
six years’ business never lost a dollar; never
delayed a day on interest or principal. No in-

ners and Decoration,

Send

for

particulars

J.B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan,,
New York.

Dickinson,

Manager,

st. Ticket Office, 67 Clark-st. Grand

243 Brofaway,
ly

Hotel, and at Palmer House, *
Leave.
Chicago Trains.

1 WORLD'S GARIBITIOR
of BICENT YEARS,

Mail(via Main and Air Line)

-

CORPUL

Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;
AWARDED

ALLAN’S

THEIR

HONORS

Demonstrated

NEW STYLES at reduced

per wee!

ENCE.

ANTI-FAT
s

is not only a disease itself, but the
"
BY wrote Hippocrates two
Shera.
hel
thousand Jears, ago, and what was true then is none
ay.
,
the less § drug Tots or sent, b Xpress, upon ree
Lp
1.50.
Quarter-dozen $4.00. Address, -

for
from

i

rections, it will reduce a fat person from two to five

Superiority,

prices,

A

It acts
perfectly harmless.
vegetable and
Yo8d in the stomach, preventing 1s being .
A)
Taken in accordance
verted into fat.

MASON & HAMLIN
CABINET ORGANS

:

© Whe GREAT REMEDY for

Santiago, 1875; Philadelphia, 1876;
HAVE

$5¢ up-

wards.
Cash 3 Prices;
FIVE > OCTAVE,
'
DOUBLE
3
p |
CO., 4
MEDICINE
. BOTANIC
Reed, $100; NINE STOPS, $108; in ELEGANT Up- |=
Proprietors, Buffalo, N. ¥:
RIGHT CABE, NEW STYLE, $126; in JET AND GOLD
BRONZE $135. Sold also for installments or rented until rent pays. A'small Organ of best quality
BEST CARDS, no 2 alike, printed in Crimmay be obtained by payment of $7.20 per quarter,
son or Jet, 13¢.. CLINTON BROS., Clintonville,
for ten quarters.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and
onn,
I
1y24
PRICE
LIST, free.
LB&as, worker can make 312 0 day at home,
MASON
& HAMLIN
ORGAN
CO., :
OLD costly Outilt tree. = Address TruE & Co,
154 Tremant St., 25 Union 8q., 250 Wabash Ave.,
ugusta, Maine.
.
y:
BOSTON.
NEW YORK.
CHICAGO.

been singled out to be putinto the ground

50

when any one of them deserved it more

Bristol, Ct.

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13c.,

or 25 no 2 alike 10¢. Outfit 10c.

1y42

;
The Great Central Route.
Depot, foot of Lake-st., and feot of Twenty-second

+

Matchless — Unrivaled,— FRANZ LISZT.

HIGHEST

10 ete. post-paid.

Michigan Central Railroad.

vestor through us ever did or ever will get an acre

undertone

thedral on the hill, and Father Reardon
made a fine address to them, full of kind-

that their calling
if they choose to
orable than that
often prostituted

Mg

ed are above directed for relief, the discoverer

Kansas, Missourr and Iowa Improved Farm
First Mortgage Coupot Bonds guaranteed. We

around the crowd of fifty boys assembled.
Then Riley was taken to the great Ca-

ness and good advice.

hme)

THROAT, LUNGS, LIVER & BLOO

10PER CENT. NET.

Or Henry

‘He was a bully fellow ;"”

¢ It's rough on us to have Riley tooken
away;” ‘“DIll bet he’s gone to
heaven ;”
‘« He had a big heart.
that little “devil ;”
He was a plucky little cuss,” were the

in

moniCURES DISEASES OF ip —~
1

Over Jocheco Bank: Dover. N. H.

to each other.

ran

¥
ETI

purifying, and invigorating medicine.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

of land under foreclosure.
and references.

which

any simi

by bad

Jesus.”
His hope was in Jesus.
He could
say in the language of that hymn, which was
sung at his: funeral, ¢ Jesus has satisfied, Jesus
is mine.”
He leaves a wife to mourn her loss,
one little boy having passed on before.
Funeral services by the writer.
N.C. L.

expressed about the demise of their poor
tittle companion were give in whispers

eulogies

than

rheum, Fever Sores, Sc
ough
Skein, in short, all the numero{tstliscises caused

CALVIN SANDERS,

A NEWS BOY'S BURIAL.

this morning.

intments

music, soci:

Throat, and Lung

of my Soul,” and * What a friend we

... P epthranpp”

very quiet and orderly,and the sentiments.

ry, and seme cautions with reference to

apply

accompany

CENTS

in its ap

represents, in a most concentrated form, as much’
for any of the ailments for which I recommend i
cathartic. power,as is embodied in any of the
Mes. ALMA ELKINS, wife of Joseph
Quimthat I offer and sell it under A POSITIV.
large pills found for sale in drug-shops. From
GUARANTEE.
If a beneficial effect is not
by, of So. Strafford, Vt., died at the residence
their wonderful cathartic power, in comparison
experienced by the time two-thirds of the ¢onof her sister in Franklin, N. H., May 16, aged
to their size, people who have not tried them are
tents of the bottle are used, I will, on return of
42 years.
Of this sister it can truly be said,
‘apt to suppose that they are harsh or drastic in
the bottle, two-thirds: of the medicine having
¢ She being dead yet speaketh” for she was a
effect: but such is not atall the case, the different
been taken according to directions, and the ease
active medicinal principles of which they
are
very successful teacher for many years prior
being one for which I recommend it, Jrompiy
refund the money paid for it, Ilad I not the
She taught thirty terms in | composed being so harmonized and modified,
to her marriage.
one by the others, as to produce a most
most perfect confidence in its virtues, I could not
the village of So. Strafford, where her funeral
searching and thorough; vet
gently
offer it as I do under these conditions; but havwas attended, and the tears shed over her reand kindly operating, cathartic.
ing witnessed its truly miraculous cures:in thoumains by her former pupils and many friends
sands of cases, I feel warranted and
500 Reward is hereby offered by the proshowed how deeply she was loved. In her the
perfectly safe in risking both my
prietor of these Pellets, to any chemist who,
reputation
and my
money on
its
mission cause found a true friend and earnest
tpon analysis, will
find in them any.calomel or
merits.
supporter, for her love for Christ manifested
other forms of mercury, mineral poison, or injurious
drug.
:
The following are among those diseases in
itself in deeds of charity toward all for whom
which
my
Favorite
Prescription
has
Christ died. The Strafford F. B. church (ber
Being entirely vegetable, no particular
care is required while using
them.
They oper- 4 worked cures, as if by magic, and with a cerChristian home) mourns its loss, her family
tainty
never
before
attained
by
any
medicine:
ate without disturbance to the constitution, diet,
sadly miss her, but she found rest at last, and
Leucorrhma,
Excessive
Flowing, - Painful
or occupation.
For Jaundice, Headache,
we bless God for the hope of a reunion beyond
Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from unConstipation, Impure
Blood, Pain
natural causes, Irregularities, Weak Back, Prothe river.
B. F. JEFFERSON.
in the Shoulders, Tightness of the
lapsus,or falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
Chest, Dizziness, Sour Eructations
Retroversion,
Bearing
Down Sensations, InterJosgPH C. HERBERT died in Bristol, May
from the Stomach,
Bad taste in the
nal Heat, Nervous
Depression, Detiilier Des26, aged 51 years, Hro. H.. was
baptized
mouth, Bilious attacks, Pain in repondency,
.
Threatenec
Miscartisge,, “hronic
gion
of
Kidneys,
Internal
Fever,
when quite Jouve by Rev. E. Fiske, and unitCongestion, Inflammation and Ulceration of the
loatod feeling abaut Stomach,Rush
ed with the
F. Baptist church in New
HampUterus, Impotency, Barrenness, or Sterility, Feof
Blood
to
ead,
High-colored
ton. About sixteen I
ago, he with his’
male Weakness, and very many other chronic
Urine,
Unsociability
and
Gloomy
« diseases incident to woman not mentioned here.
wife united with the Methodist church’in
Forebodings, take
Dr. Plerce’s Pleas«
E
all affections of this nature, my Favorite
Bristol, of which he remained a consistent
ant Purgative Pellets. In explanation of .
rescription works cures —the marvel 4f
the remedial
power of my Purgative Pellets
member until death.
In his last sickness,
the world. This medicine I do not extol as a
over 80 great a variety of diseases, I wish to sa
which was somewhat protracted, he enjoyed
cure-all, but it admirably fulfills a single=
that their action
upon the anima
having the ministerial bréthren sing to "him.
ness of
purpose,
béing a most perfect
economy is universal, not a gland or
He never tired of that. Tears would run
specific in all chronic
diseases of the sexual systissue escaping
their sanative ime
tem of woman. It'will not disappoint, nor will
down his cheeks wh ile we sang,‘‘ Jesus Lover
press. Age
does not impair the propertiesof

:

at Riley’s Itttle home, on Old

‘We have already given our readers
some hints respecting the care of a libra-

not thou away,”

should

VERSES are inadmissible.

to lend

books.— Ex. & Chronicle.

ten o'clock

ABOUT LENDING BOOKS.

of thee, turn

of FOUR

Obituaries

complete

Gorham, Me., May 28, aged 77 years.
The
death of this noble Christian lady leaves a
vacancy in a Jarge circle of relatives and
friends which can never be filled. * Aunt
Or Sugar-Coated, Concentrated, Root
Mary,” as she was called by those younger than
and Herbal
Juice, Anti-Bilious
herself, was greatly beloved.
For fifty yeurs |
-she she. had. been true and faithful—always
on the. _.. Granules. THE *“ LITTLE
GIANT ?.
Lord’s side; her heart in the right place;
CATHARTIC, or Multum in Parvo
her hands ready for any dutv required of her.
© Physic.
While modesty
and humility were marked
The novelty of modern Medical, Chemical, and
traits in her character, such was her courage =v Pharmaceutical
Science. No use of any longer
and decision, she never hesitated, when duty
taking the large, repulsive, and nauseous pills,
was made plain. She was always a favorite
composed of cheap, crude, and bulky ingredients, when we can, by a careful application of
at the ¢ old homestead,”
a true wife, a_kiud
chemical science, extract all the cathartic and
neighbor, a faithful, sympathetic member eof
other
medicinal properties from the most valuthe church.
She has been * faithful over a
able roots and herbs, and concentrate them into
few things;” and when on a Sabbath evening,
a minute Granule, scarcely larger than a
her Saviour called her, she was ready to go.
mustard seed, that can be readily swallowed
‘ Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord.”
by. those of the most sensitive stomachs and fastidious tastes. Each little Purgative Pellet
A.LIBBY.

The Pittsburgh Tetegraph givesa touching account of the funeral of little Riley,
worthy of admiration, and he left a brila well known newsboy of that city. The
liant record behind him.
Johnson, his
following extracts reveals the exquisite
biographer, spoke
truthfully when he
tenderness of the sympathy existing
said: ¢* With all his defects, Young was
among the class of little roughs :
a genius and a poet.”
¢¢ A crowd of motley youths gathered

.

NOTICE.

FREDERICK CATE died in Effingham,
1, in the 78th year of his age. Bro. Cate

*‘ You are mistaken in your

ct them to be promptly returned;

tolic satives when he says that * they| ould that men should do to jyou, do ye
‘should either have been more angry or even 80 {o them,” have some bearing on
more merry.” They were widely circu- the book-lending question?
Book-lending, we insist, is a Christian
lated, however, and brought the author
duty. The pastor or the teacher who re~~

ourselves—which, as we

“them to-any chance

of Wharton,

This sa-

BRIEF and for the public, For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it

him to

swer can be given to these questions induces many persons to refuse outright to
and it is still occasionally performed.
lend their books; or to lend them in such
His first important, poetical work was a grudging, niggardly way, thata bora satire on ‘ The Love of Fame,” which rower 18 not likely to apply to then a
"second time. But doesn’t the Scriptural
he styles the universal passion.

and patron, the bad Duke

®brtwaries.

mend to our readersas likely to reduce the
incidental evils of book-lending to a minimum.
We will not lend a book that we
may need, any moment, ourselves. That
would be loving our neighbor better than

for we lend our books,

“ And all may do what has by man been done.”
+ Procrastination is the thief of time,”

RE

can

make a lie, shall be involved in a common ruin in the day of doom.— Christian.

actually

perform this ceremony, as a.rule, in the
resence of the borrower.
It seems to

and love only, is the loan for love.”

I

The tongue

no man tame, and malice within the soul
will sneer its way out, until mockers and
scoffers and sneerers, and all who love or

and

| the time when the book is taken.

the abuse of books.
There is one frequent source of abuse to which we have
not yet referred. A man may take the
best possible care of his books himself,
but what guarantee has he that. those to
whom
he Iends them will treat them with
was produced at Drury Lane in the win- equal consideration?
How does he know
ter of 1720. The next year, ‘‘ The Re-- that they may nat come back to him,
venge” was ‘brought out at the same if at all, torn and shattered and soiled?

theater.

sneer, no reputation can refute it, nor can

human art prevent it.

HOTEL.

ar institution in the world, The building is located
n one of the most healthful and desirable
portions ot
he City of Butfalo, and commands a fine view of Lake
iagara River, and the Surrounding country,
being situated in the midst of an extensive system
of beautiful parks. The Hotel is furnished with a
patent safety passenger elevator, to convey patients
to and from the different floors: is provided with all
kinds of approved baths, and has also connected with
t a well-appointed gymnasium and bowling alley to
afford proper means of exercise.
OHRONIC DISEASES of all forms, whether requiring medical,
surgical,or mechanical, treatient, come
within the province of our several specialties.
DISEASES OF WOMEN.—Especially are the faciiities of this infirmary of a superior order as regards
the remedial means and appliances for the cure of
© all those, chronic diseases
peculiar to females. The
employment, in moderation, of tonic, chemical,
electro-thermal, and other approved baths, is in
many cases an invaluable auxiliary to the remedial
means to which we resort in such cases. Dry friction
to the surface, general
shampooing, Swedish movements, and light calisthenic exercises, to enliven and
ualize the circulation of the blood in the system.
relieve : congested
improve digestion, an
en the muse og, Produce important beneficial
in all cases to which these means are Applica
iment!
i
ng
is
resorted to in the reatle. No exper!
ment.
The most App ved medicines are carefull
employed, and the udicious regulation of the die
h ven=
su

estimate of that book, and won't read. it if one of the founders of the first Effingham
you take it.” We will notlend a person a church, and had ever been a devoted Chriswhole shelf-full of books atonce.
Our rule tian. He was deeply interested in the prosof the church, Quarterly meeting and
is ‘cut and come again.”
The lending- perity
the Freewill Baptist: denomination in particu-,
library must keep in close relation to its lar, and the cause Of Christ in general. He
‘« patrons ;” and if those patrons propose took much satisfaction in attending Q. Ms.,and
to take more than two or three books at was always ready to take a part in meetings of
once, we say to them. frankly: ¢ Read worship; and his excellent gift in prayer
exhortation was ever appreciated.
His
what you have already selected,and come and
funeral was ldrgely attended on the following
again.” We do not like to break valua- Sabbath. Sermon by Rev. C. H. Smith. He
ble sets, and will not lend from them ex- bas left to. mourn an aged companion, four
cept to approved borrowers, and with the sons and two daughters. He was mild and
peaceable as a neighbor and citizen and will
promise of speedy return. We putdown, be
greatly missed.
0. B.
upon an erasable tablet kept for that
Mgrs. MARY
G., widow of the late Capt.
specific purpose, the name of the borrower, the date, and the title of the book, at Samuel Stanwood (of Portland. Me.), died in

gi

was honored by having the queen herself" lowing ten years were the happiest of the
for his godmother. The rudiments of his poet's life. In 1741 Mrs. Young died,and
education were

s more

the breath of a pestilence. “The shifting
winds catch up the vile infection,and multitudes who are poisoned by it are - never |
reached by any antidotes.
No human
character is pure enough to escape a

to carry the books back.
while we lend books freely,
we lend
upon certain’ conditions which soon
to be understood among those who |

say to them:

The union was a happy one,and the fol-

College. Subsequently, he entered All
Souls’ and Corpus Christi Colleges, Oxford, at the former of which he received in

are

INVALIDS'

number of invalid Heople who daily
The very lai
Yisit Buffalof om every quarter of he nited States
an
that they may consult Dr. R.V. PIERCE,
an
and the widely
celebrai
Faculty of Specialists in
Medicine and
Bur, ery associated with him, rendered
it necessary that the under of this institution should
rovide a place on a
grand and commodious scale
or their entertainment and comfort.
ADVANTAGES OFFERED.—The Invalids’ Hotel

they are, are blown to every quarter, like

matter, the Scriptures absolutely forbid.
‘We will not lend a book that we know to
'ha¥é
no interest or value for the person
who proposesto borrow it. We frankly

.

SLE

ten;

and

hence desired to depreciate. , Who can
contradict a sneer? Who can ward off a
sneer ? No matter how pure a reputation
may be, the sneerer can soil it by uttering a suspicion which enemies credit, and
of which friends are ignorant. It is like
a puff of wind which scatters the thistledown and doés mischief which the husbandman can never undo.
Men whose
hearts are full of malice sneer at those
whose goodness reproves them, and their
words and glances, light and empty as

borrow of us,and which we would recom-

“ Thus Adam once, at God’s command, was
driven
From Paradise by angels sent from heaven;
Like him I go, and yet to go am loth;
Like him I go, for angels drove us both.
Hard was his .fate, but mine
still more unkind,
| His Eve went with him, _but- mine stays. be-

“hind

his

nt

the fidelity which he could not deny,

we begin to suspect that it is because
those who have been driven, by sheer

Elizabeth Lee, a daughter of the Earl of

dressed them:

to

good show

A SNEER.

but, who hates it worse than the. toothache. We probably lend ten books to his

COLBY.

lime genius,” said the great author of the

But, on the whole, it pays to lend

in
one.

A sneer is the seed of a slander.
It
befits the character of one who is willing
to wound and yet afraid to strike.
It is
the devil's argument.
¢* Doth Job serve
God for naught?” was his comment upon

lend books

used.

one, and lose one book

:

O-o-O-0-0
Rh SbSn oo 2

bor of ours who does, indeed, lend hooks,

aid,

per year.
At the age of forty-seven, Dr. Young
married. The bride was the widow Lady

Dunciad, ,** but he lacks common-sense,”

We began to

a sense of duty. We lend them now
the pleasure that it gives us.
We
a book occasionally, Occasionally a
comes back to us scandalously mis-

said

give Johnny a

ny Riley !"

books. And the oddest thing about it is
that we lose fewer books, and have less
cause to complain of the -condition in
which they come back to us, thar a neigh-

Litchfield.
She was several years his
junior, and a very beautiful and lovely
XII.
woman.
It was this lady who inspired
The fame of Edward Young rests chief- one of the happiest and most elegant imly upon his * Night Thoughts,” a work promptus ever uttered. Some time benow little read but often quoted.
Yet he fore their marriage the poet was walking
was a trie genius and not the least in his garden with Lady Lee and another
among the fathers of English literature. lady friend, when a servant informed him
His life was contemporary with Gray that one of his parishioners desired to see
and Thom:on,with Goldsmith and John- him on pressing business.
Being very
son.
In his earlier years he was a friend unwilling to leave his fair companions,
.|
of Pope, whose opinion of his youngér they almost forced him to enter the house
associate is well known.
¢ Young has a by their gentle violence.
He submitted
great deal of what you might call sub- at last,but as he turned to go thus adBY

“I'll bet they

of books,

from
from
lose
‘book

papers

in the streets there,” ventured
another.
And the priest said, ¢* Earth to earth,
ashes to ashes, dust to dust.”
Poor John-

we contemplate the fullest and treest use
of them ; and book-lending—with its necessary wear and tear, its vexatious risks
and losses—we regard as essential to
their fullest and freest use. We hate to
see a man piggish about anything; but
most of all, we hate to see him piggish
about his books. When he can’t be reading them, why should n't somebody else,
who will fully appreciate them, and take
proper care of them, be reading them in
his stead?
Acting pon these principles, we determined years ago that we would lend books
freely, and we have never wavered in our
determination.

¢“T spec he's sellin’

the Noo Jerus'lem ’'s mornin’,”

as he is selfish. He estops himself from
entering upon paths of usefulness which
he can enter in noother way. He voluntarily abandons his one opportunity for
gaining a hold upon some of the brightest minds in his parish or his class.

came unsolicited. The value of this gift
was estimated at three hundred pounds

Young.

than he.

sons and on proper occusions, is as stupid

most cruelly and meanAll his sycophancy to
only, the light honor of
king. In 1730, he recollege the rectory of

stantial favor he ever

THE FATHERS OF ENGLISH LITERATURE.

‘

him

Welwyn in Herefordshire, the

:

Edward

rendered

but he afterwards
ly deserted him.
on him
roy:
chaplaincy to the
ceived from his

‘When a man goes thirsty to the well, his
thirst is not allayed by merely going there.
On the contrary, it is jincreased by every step
ve goes, It is by what he draws out of the
ell that his thirst is satisfied.
And
just so it
is not. by the mere bodily exercises of waiting
upon ordinances that you will ever come to
peace,but by tasting of Jesus in the ordinances,
whose flesh is meat indeed, and his blood drink

indeed.—Mc Cheyne.
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|

Hetos | Summary.
(For the wedk ending

MoNDAY.

|

Saturday, June 15.)

The Senate passed a bill, author-

|

Hamp-

of New

legislature

izing the presemt

a
Plobriation bi report on the military
academy appropriation bill was agreed to, and
the Senate amendments to the army

appropri-

ation bill non-coneurred in, An evening session was held at which reports from the judiciary committee were considered.

TuEspAY.

The time

of the

chiefly occupied in disewssing
harbor appropriation bill.

Senate was

the

The

river and

measure

was

The
considerably
dmended
and passed.
House discussed the sundry civil appropria- |

tion bill without taking action thereon, and

when

session of
no

such

the

Forty-fourth

appropriation

at

was

made.

If

Mary Mapes Dodge is in Denver.
Cincinnati has a loan art Exhibition.
Schuyler Colfax is making a lecture tour in
Colorado,
English manufacturers are still selling .arms
to Russia.
\
There are four Jewish Synagogues in Boston,
Dio. Lewis is going to the Yosemite to recover, his hea'th.
The photographs of Nobeling, the Prussian
assassin, can not be sold in Berlin.

About
half of the Fall River mills are

ped.

|

stop-

:

The German telegraph office is rapidly in| trodueing the telephone.
A Russian doctor has been detected in sell
| ing forged diplomas in New York.
The federal council of Germany has voted
unanimously to dissolve the Reichstag.

Annie Thomas, the

novelist,

is the

| of ** Ours,” an English quarterly

editor

magazine.

Two
. Americans are reported arrested in
| Munich with large quantities of counterfeit
bills on American national banks,
The Erie Railroad will lay a third rail the
pealing the specie resumption act, with an
entire length of the route on each track imamendment providing that United States notes
shall be receivable the same as coin in payment mediately.
for four per cent. bonds, and that on and after
October 1, 1878, said notes shall be receivable
for duties on imports.
The House discussed
the sundry
civil appropriation bill until midnight, and passed it.

In the Senate, the bill to ereate a

sinking fund for the payment of the Kansas
Pacific Railroad Company’s indebtedness to
the government, was passed. The bill establishing a board of Pacific Railroad commissioners was passed. The House, by a vote of

235 t6 14, adopted a resolution declaring that
the 44th Congress having decided that Hayes
and Wheeler were respectively elected President and Vice-President of the United States,
there is no power in any subsequent Congress
to reverse that declaration, nor can any such

power be exercised by the courts of the Unit-

ed States or any other tribunal

that

Congress

can create under the Constitution.
SATURDAY. The Senate passed the river
and harbor and army appropriation bills, and
also a bill increasing the

pepsion

of

General

Shields to $100 per month. The House resolution for the final adjournment of Congress
June 18 was adopted. The House passed the
army and river and harbor appropriation bills,
discussed the revenue bill at great length,” and
adopted a resolution to adjourn finally, June

18.

The

Peace

Congress.

The formil opening of the Berlin Conference took place on Thursday.
The presidency
was conferred upon Prince Bismarck at the

ces Bismarck was on all sides acknowledged
to have

rendered.

congress
Lord

lasted

The

only

Beaconsfield

Prince Bismargk

first

sitting

an

hour

spoke

in

and

replied in the

There were 160

of

the

a

half.

English,

and

same

tongue.

persons present at night at the

banquet in honor of the plenipotentiaries,

in-

cluding a large number of the German princes
and princesses apd. all the members of the

congress except

Prince thanked

Gortschakoff.

the

sympathy with

The

Crown

powers for their marks

the

of

Emperor, drank the health

of the various sovereigns, and expressed a sin-

cere desire for the establishment of an understanding which willbe a pledge of universal
peace,
. The Hostile Savages.

tinople, has received the Grand Cross
Bath.

of the

Dr. Schliemann is said to be building, himsélf a house in Athens,
| The ministry of Belgium has resigned in
consequence of the liberal
successes in the
late election.
Senorita Zamayona, daughter of the new

Mexican minister,

speaks both

English

and

French fluently.
Mr. Fair, the wealthy California miner, is
building an elaborate house in San Francisco,
which is to contain a large art gallery.
The
Soldiers’ Monument at
Manchester,
N. H., will be dedicated September 11, The

Hon. Daniel Clark will preside, and

‘James W. Patterson of Hanover
the oration.

the Hon.

will

deliver

Charles M. Croswell was Tuesday nominated
for governor, and Alonzo Sessions for lieutenant-governor, by the Michigan
Republi
cans. “A full list of State officers
‘was also
nominated.
ES

The

judiciary

committee

of

the national

House of Representatives, Tuesday, uw a vote
of eight to one, adopted a resolution declaring

that neither Congress nor the courts have

the

power to reverse the action of the forty-fourth
Congress regarding the President’s title.

Jessie R. Grant

says

his

father will

visit

| Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Russia this
| summer, spend the winter in the South of
Europe, and return home next spring.
He
says his father regards Hayes as. duly elected,
and this Congressional investigation business
arrant nonsense.
.

Anderson was further cross-examined, and
Butler’s suspicions regarding Boulds Baker
were effectually allayed by the testimony of

two department clerks,

Charles H. North & Co.’s Pork-packing establishment in Somerville was burned early
Sunday night. Four ac¢res of buildings occupied
by the firm in its extensive business were entirely consumed.
The loss is roughly estimated at from $600,000 to $700,000. Four dwell-

ing-houses were also burned.

effect-

however, are making strenuous

A daughter of Winnemucca,

chief

despatched

to

Territo-

The settlers are also arming for defense.

A Silver City
(Idaho) despatch
says the
Indians at Jupiter mountain will be able to

effeet a junction with those who
reservation, and, with

the

and Shoshones, will number

of the Piutes, was arrested in

left Malheur

Jordan valley

while attempting to smuggle ammunition to
the hostiles. Some Bannocks have returned to
Fort,
Hall.
Farmers
have deserted their

farm$ for a hundred miles around Winnemucca. Fort McDermot is garrisoned by only a

few infantrymen, who might be overpowered
should the
Indians attack it in force.
Refugee
settlers have gathered there for protection.
The

Death of Mr. Bryant.

William Cullen Bryant died at 5:35, Wednesday morning. : A few hours after the accident,
which occurred two weeks previous to his

death, and while Mr. Bryant was
house, ‘he

Sherman letters, Anderson’s testimony being
contradicted by this witness in many
respects.

Piutes

being

the most exposed positions in those

men.

also with regard to the alleged Matthews and

about 600

are

became

in his own

unconscious.

From

this

comatose state he rallied occasionally, at times
‘rallying sufficiently to engage in some very
slight conversation, although it is uncertain
how fur-he wasable to recognize his friends.

He passed away peacefully and evidently suf-

fered but little
hall and other
were
put at
the JIeoty of

‘pain. The flags on the cit
public buildings of New Yor
half mast as a mark of respect to
Mr. Bryant. The funeral took

‘place
at All Souls chureh, corner of Twenti. eth street and ¥ourth “Avenue, ‘on Friday,

after which the burial of the remains’at Ros~
lyn took place with a very simple ceremony.
special
train left Hunter's
Point by the
Long Island Railroad at half-past one o'clock.
The funeral party was small, composed only
of the relatives and a few intimate friends.

efforts to rec-

oneile * the existing differences, with fair pros-

pects of success. Count Andrassy admits that
Austria is mobilizing 100,000 troops for the
purpose of enforcing the decrees of the congress
if necessary.——0ld
frontiersmen are of the

opinion that all the Indian tribes and scattered
bands in southern Idahs and eastern Oregon
are preparing for an uprising
against the
whites, and that the savages will
be able to
muster at least 1000 warriors. The
hostiles
are concentrating
in large numbers at Stein’s
mountain, to which point General Howard has
ordered several companies of federal soldiers.

——Wadsworth elevator at Buffalo, N. Y., was
burned on Saturday. Loss $28,000.——The

works of the Co-operative Foundry Association on Gest street, Cincinnati, was burned on
Sunday Joring.
Loss on buildings
and contents, $55,000; insurance on both
y
It is announced that the Oxford University
will confer an honorary degree of Doctor of
Common Law on Hon. Edwards Pierrepont,
late ministerof the United States to Great
Britain.——The former private seeretary of
Gov. Kellogg was examined
by tte Potter

committee on Saturday, and some important
facts relative to the signing of the Louisiana

electoral tickets were elicited. Minister Noyes,
who arrived from-France Sunday Ajehjes emphatically the statements made by MecLin in his
confession. Mr. Noyes will proceed to Washington, and will testify whenever called upeyn’
by the committee.
i
4
Ey

Mi. Bryant’s grave is close to that of his wife,

Thanatopsis” and extracts from other poems
by Mr. Bryant.

The Princeton professors who go to Denver
to observe the solar eclipse, July 28, will give
their attention mainly to spectroscopic observa-

Emigration to Liberia Condemned.
The recent action of the African Methodist
conference, in accepting the minority report

ofthe African emigration, committee, adverse
to emigration, appears to be generally

ed by those who have
thoughtful

indors-

given the subject

consideration.

The

minority

re-

ported against the project, on the ground that

Er

it originated in fears of injustice to the colored

)

de of the South gpd iol h Sie Southern

tions,—-Sinée 1850 New York State has ex-| pended $172,472,646.14 for public schools.—
The Augusta, Ga., Institute, for the education

of colored young men, has at presént

ninety-

two students, fifty-five of whom have the
ministry in view.—The Quaker , sect has
agreed that Earlham college istohe its principal school in the West, and Haverford college its Eastern school. “All other ‘Quaker

The Quebec Strikers.

nine millions by Southern States.——The
Chinese of San Francisco pay school taxes

y
;
themselves.

LA

Wi
hid

probably

will

be, subjected

to

reststo a great degree
The sa
aatsity of ener-

hy g effort id

Which

se! denial

-beé necessary
for success in
Africa
Le sdlinisn of Ble
in’ this coun-

Wednesday afternoon the Quebec strikers

broke into and plundered a flour store on St.
Paul street of two hundred barrels of flour,
and also assaulted the military, several artille-

being injured. ‘The soldiers were finalr§men

: en

¢

n re on the rioters and
nd

flitary

A
been one

several Jrodnded.

caused

restored. The
given over
to law-

) told that the city

Yay

Stage, os well

‘m

commercial offices were clo

precaution

taken to avoid

mol

got intoa

| Banks
and

every

a run on their
“=

does an animal much

more

nearly

JUNE

19,

1878.

-to the amount of $42,000 annually.——The
cost of teaching German in the St. Louis
schools last year was $66,250.~The State

only

ble in its functions an electro-magnetic engine than it resembles a steam engine,

it is a much

more efficient engine—*¢ that is to say,”
says Professor Tait, ‘‘ an animal, for the
same amount of potential energy of food
or fuel supplied to it, gives you
a larger
amount converted into work than any en-

therefore,

UnWersity,

near Chicago,

is to be consolidated with the Presbyterian
Theological Seminary located in the city.—.
The Roman Catholics of Ireland are demanding of the British Parliament a systera of denominstional education,
.
¢

but

the

nitrogenous

that

two

classes

of

food

are

and

assistance

regulative

and

dynamic

nature

not

generates to a.great extent
which is rendered apparent in

the energy
locomotion

and manual laboy.
It besides renders the
human machine elastic, and supplies lubricating material.
The saccharine constituents

of

starch, and

hydrocarbons

sugar)

are

(cellulose,

directly subservi-

ent to the maintenance of animal heat and
the production of animal energy.
Water
in the animal economy dissolves and conveys food to different parts of the system,

removes effete

media for the

transference

of the organic

Reported by HILTON

PROS

&

CO.,

for

0833 bbls to British

Provinces.

The

market

For

work.

And

consequently,

up

formed.

Dr. Edward Smith has determin-

-ed that the Lancashire operatives during
the cotton famine managed to live on 3,888 grains of carbon and 181 grains of
nitrogen per day. This 1S equivalent to

about

2 lbs. of baker's

bread.

On

the

other hand, a man, who could live on this
amount during idleness, while at work re-

quires (according to Dr. Letheby)

6,823

grains of carbon and 391 graics of nitrogen. This is equivalent to 2 lbs. of beef,

with 11b of potatoes, 11b. of beer, and
‘about 1-4 1b. of sugar.
Of course the quantity of the food

Boston
home.

quired differs not merely with the amount
of work done, but with its quality. Dr.

Smith has prepared a table showing
weekly dietaries of low-fed
Needle-women, for example,

the

operatives.
in London

&c.

few fancy brands

are held higher, but

pota-

The Maccles-

fizld silk weavers are quoted
meat per week.
gets but 4:5 ozs.

326

at 3:2. ozs.

The Irish farm laborer
meat weekly, but he has

ozs. breadstuff

and

135

ozs. milk;
over

twice
despite

the supposed fact that the tubers constitute the principal article of diet among the

peasantry of the Emerald Isle. The table
complied by Dr. Smith includes silk weavers, shoemakers, farm laborers, and needle-women, and the average diet per day
for.all is 4,881 grains of carbon and 214

grains of nitrogen. We can contrast with
this, data obtained by Dr. Playfair, covering the diet of English railway navies,
English and French sailors, soldiers in
shows

weavthat

the average is 5,887 grains of carbon

and

ers,

and

blacksmiths.

This,

400 grains of nitrogen per individual per
day. There are many suggestive compar-

isons
to be made

here.

Take

for exam-

ple the figures relative to weavers.
There
is one class of these operatives who do
light work on a daily average of 3,861
grains of carbon
and 157 grainsof nitro-

‘gen; when

ing week

laet

year

and

and

12,616

in

Total receipts since the first of Janu
packages against

ime Jast year.
470 packages,

207,867

Exports

packages

for

here practically means u wearing away
of the human machine. Now. when the

work becomes

harder, 2,159 grains of

carbon and 218 grains of nitrogen move
are

consumed;

and

these

are

the

food
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Two of Fairbanks’ Scales have been

THE MORNING STAR
TERMS:

(21.00).
5 . N. JOHNSON. Just what 1s need:
ed by all who wish
to learn to
play Tunes that
&c.,

Accompaniments,

&c.

Ditson’s Musical Monthly, No. 13, (5 cts).
as 20 pagesof the

Good News.

best of

vance, $2,50.

§

or, if paid in ad:

must be made

give both the old and new address

Music.

when

they

order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star
goes to Jross Tuesday morning,

and communications
here on Saturday

for insertion

ought to be

previous.

Each subscriber will please notice

the datg

of payment on the label of his paper,
allow it to be in arrears.

Sunshine of Song, (vocan) & Cluster of Gems,
two large, Tne volumes

in mon-

ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
| registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town, and.

(35cts.) Shining River. ss cts).

S.

of

and

not’

S. PAPERS,

Two Sabbath-school ha ers, The Little Star
and Myrtle, are published altérnate weeks, and

Bound Sheet Music, and very cheap at $.50 each,
in Boards, or 83 each, in Cloth,

Lesson

Papers of the International

Series, for

both adults and children, are published month-

Any book mailed, post-free, for the retail price,

ly." Payment for these papers should be
in advance.
Sample copies sent free.
{
Address,
Rev. I. D. STEWART,
;
DovER, N. H.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
J. E. Ditson & Co.,
922 Chestnut St., Phila.

tf16

$3.00 per year;

REMITTANCES

ATC TWO Sunday-school Bong Books that are not
excelled by any.

Are

in

Or, No. 11 i will weigh 400 Ibs,
;
a
Dover, N .H.
L D. STEWART.

or
oth).
Y
. H. CLARKE. The best col.
lection of Reed
Organ Music.
Choice selections
very well arranged.

have Hiroe or four parts,Glees,

used

this office, one which we will sell.
No. 8, on Trugks, will weigh 2000 1bs.

Clarke's Reed Organ Melodies. (32.50 Boards

CARPETS.

MISFIT

(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

BEANS.
Mediums have been in light supply and prices
have ruled firm, with sales at $1 60 @ $1 76 per bu.
In some instances a little higher range has been
obtained, but $1 65 is all that the trade are willing
to pay. Pea have been steady
and selling fairly
at 41 65 @ $1 70 per bu, with $1 75 as the top price
for choice Northern. There has been a scarcity
of Yellow Eyes, and sales can be readily made at
$2 25 @ $2 80 per but in small lots. Red Kidneys
are quite
scarce, and $2 40 @ $2 50 could be ob-

Medium,

a

& C0,

out J

Which is emphatically endorsed by physicians and

18

‘We quote:

No peddling.

qEAXT

SpaHayidicned

disordered.

influence is nullified by that

Tarrant’s

Limedesvisaesesrnsseienrsrripncecssannsne,

tained for some consignments.

to dealers.

SECA

freshing and invigorating of salines,

WEBIEIT cvvnenrnnnsironrnariniesnessnindl
@ 12
P. E, Island....
18} @ 12

Pea, Northern
HP per but.ccoveee
es.
$170 @ 1 75
Do Western HP.coooeee veviveanenss 165@ 170
Do
COMMON: evsvessersnsseis 150 @ 160

Gods

address 3.2.

will sell our entire

The Heat of Summer, or of a tropleal climate, causes a depression of vital power, fosters a

the.

seeseninssnsnneswenesin
+183 @

Staple

Increase of our ORGAN

SEL

trade, and 13¢ for Northern and 18)£¢ for Eastern
cover most of the sales, We quote:
Easternuecisvsesscriivesnsssssrasansnsnsl3 @ 4
NOIthern

puas

Chemist Cleveland, Ov

SUMDAL SHO,
MUSIC. BOOKS

SY

Eastern! 13 @ 13% for Northern and P. E, Island;
and.11l @ 12¢ per dozen for Western, but iv is diffi-

Is sokl under 8 positive

Price
§1 a package. Sample
pkgs free. Address

for

Send
24

«yO

Tnstrumentan.

for

only sure remedy.

18 SMITHNIGHT,

2, 4, 6 & § Home Bi., Clncisnatl, Ov

£0 g00A ss .ueacssrsvsarensases 8%
.
EGGS.
The Egg market has been
steadily gaining

strength, with sales yesterday

Our rent

SMITHNIGHT'S Asthma REMEDY

To supply a class

ment.

boxes

the

Se tnd dru Te, TM BINGE

of five scholars for three months costs but thirtyfive cents; for ten scholars, sixty-three cents: for

scholars,

oe

TRO

nest sorts,

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS.
Any Book
furnished;
Eastern
prices;Stationery ete. Special ats
ention to mall
inquiries
and
ders. Oldest Theological Sunday
School and iract Depot west of the
sstssippl.
JW. MCINTYRE 4.719 Olive St. St.
Mo.
.
tiTeow

NOTE.—The Scholars’ Quarterly, issued every
three months, is now widely used in the place of

hundred

suitable for immediate

10ti3cow

State,

against 2,413 boxes for same week last year. With

Fairfto good move slowly at 6 @ 7c, and skim
Cheese are not wanted at any price. We quote:
NEW CHEESE.

(ER

SR

County,

July, August,

"

and choose from over

kohnson’s New Method for Thorough Base.

4,498

tne

EB

se,

ordinary Question

00's

SES

RERO:

MAIL.

Post-Ofiice,

CHEESE.
The receipts of the week have been

Canvassers everywhere. Outfits
Address MUNSEY & PLUMM ts free

THE BEAUTIFUL
DINGEE EVER-BLOO
& CONARD

Xame,

one

Agent U. P. B. R.,

b aweek in your own town. Terms and a §5
outfit free. Address H. HALLETT & CO.
and, Maine,
1y5

' Enclosed find: 25 cents for * The Sunday School
Times" every week for three months, according to

Leaves, and the

1s,

UNIVERSAL HISTORY.

your offer to new subicribers.

Lesson

YEARS
NLY
KY LA
Six

A Clear and Concise History of all Nations:
. Commencing with the Earliest Periods, and ending with the most recent Important Events, including The Turco-Russian War, thé Administration of
President Hayes, &c. 8 books in one. Low price,
quick sales, extra terms,
Address,
13t12
J. C. McCurdy & Co., Philada., Pa.

$200

WATTLES.

by schools of all denominations,

)

in America,

Lisbon Falls, Me.

‘and third

BAKEYS. vissrectnsare s sans snare sus ssnavsrese

eo

BF~AGENTS WANTED FOR THE ILLUSTRATED

and

Choice dairy lots
Fair to Good,.....

FoLLy

TEN

for

meets with a ready sale at a shade under the
pricesof New York and Vermont, but it is not a
fair criterion of Western stock generally. After
passing these choice grades, thereisa very slow
and unsatisfactory market. The best ladle-packed Western is hard to sell at 12 @ 13c, and l4c is
an outside for most of what is usually
known as
class Butter is largely in excess of the demand,
and although we r
ort a steadier tone for choice,
there is no indicat on of any general advance.
We quote:

]

13teowl

ZELL’S
ENCYCLOPEDIA,
in
two vol
umes, in excellent condition.
Cost $32, can be
had for 16.
N. L. ROWELL.
352 W: 24th st., New York.

AND

secure it.

in Eastern A TTVARS low for sale.
iN;
INTERE
¥ Vi Sanda

For Sale.
FILL OUT

to

CREDIT
E

WANTE
i

than

sent

is the time

2.000.000

Elocution,

little

in a strictly wholesale way. Fine selection and
creameries ‘range a little higher. Some very
choice lots of dairy packed
Western have been
received, with sales at 18 @ 16¢c per pound. This

Fou

L ARS for an j 6 e of the BESTOn nd

suburban

CANVASS

make

N.J., and full particulars will

251,375

outside

BELL

HO

:

i

business

and.

52t49

per month and expenses—no matter whether he
ever canvassed before or not. Address DR. O.
PHELPS BROWN, 21 Grand Street, Jersey City,

The downward tendency has been checked on

the

restored,

Alarms, Farms, etc.
VANDUZEN & SipT ED.

seat Free,

THE COMPLETE HERBALIST.

the same

figures, and 16 @ 17%c cover most of the

promptly

Bells of Pure
bpper g1)
for Churches,
00ls, Fire

I will give such terms and furnish such advertising

for the week have been

of the stock offering will command

is

BUCKEYE

EMPLOYMENT.

1876.

Franklin Co., Vt., brought 18 @ 19¢, but very

action

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

15,000 pounds
30,000 pound

Special care of health, manners

I WANT

choice grades, and with a falling off in the receipts
for several days past, the market is working into
a more settled condition. Trade, however, continnes light, and receivers still find it difficult to
sell straight lots of New York and Vermont thatare not strictly choice. The sales of choice dairy
lots have been at 16 @ 17¢, and some fine lois

at hard work, this becomes

grains of carbon and 375 grains of

Unusual

these

in small lots at

healthy

the patient is cured.

satiefaciory state noticed for some time past, and
at present there is no indication of any immediate

rate we

ozs.

privileges,

improvement. Very
good winter wheat family
Flour can be bought for $5, and good and choice
brands of Patents from 87 @ $7 50 per bbl, Some

week. This diet is richer in meat than that

40

céase;

Women.

Education

exclusively - inquired
for, and outside brafids can only be sold at very
low figuies. Business in fact is in the same un-

of the English farm laborer.

average 124 ozs. breadstuif,

Eastern

#8 sprin,

Dressmaking, and Millinery. Send for catalogue.
C. C. BRAGDON, Principal.

ally light and that the jobbing traae is duller than

higher rates in other markets, there is a little
firmer tone here, but there is a liberal supply and
buyers are not willing to respond to any advance,
except for something very: ehoice. Choice Western and Northern facto
been sold at 7% @
8% ¢ per pound, and although some holders are
asking
a little more to correspond with prices
paid in the country, 84 ¢ per pound is the highest

toes, 7:3 ozs. fats, 16:3 ozs. meat, 7:0 ozs.
milk, 0:5 oz. cheese, and 13 ozs. tea per

hs

19c;

Personal oversight of habits of growing
girls.
Pioneer in introducing
instruction in Tn,

hands are small for the season, but jobbers complain that the demand for consumption is unusu-

Creameries...:..

re-

at

SEMINARY

Young

- A Practical

con

BUTTER.
The receipts of Butter for the week have been
18,450 dackages, including2,474 boxes and 16,006
tubs, against 12,363 packages for the sorrespondy

or

California

AUBURNDALE,

tinues very dull and prices are almost entirelynominal. THe receipts have been light for some
weeks past, and stocks in receivers and jobbers

fusive crystalloids.

to certain limits, the diet must be increased as the work increases.
The question
for the economist is then, first, on how
much food can 2 man subsist and live: and
second, how mnch more food must be
added when certain work is to be per-

fall

LASSELL

1,.

@ $8 per barrel.

motion

ulled wool at

Philadelphia,

bbl, with a few fancy brands

As we have already stated, the potential
energy of food is the sole source-of the
active energy displayed in mechanical

hs coarse unwash-

18 @ 21c;

ADVERTISEMENTS.

to

Halifax, 615 to Hayti, 100 to East London, and

We note sales of 8000 1b
8.000

Texas

dis

with good results. Almost innumerable complaints,
are caused by porsonoussecretions in the blood,
which can be entirely expelled from the system by
the use of the VEGRTINE, When the blood is perfectly cleansedthe
, disease rapidly yields; all pams.

indications

36¢; 40,000 ths

the

pounds Tennessee.

the

1,028 bbls were to Liverpool, 600

the

Kentucky, 4000 pounds slightly burry do, 10,000
pounds Colorado, 2500 pouads Oregon and 1000

corresponding week of 1377,and 27.944 bbls in 1876.
The exports tor thé same time have been 3,426
bbls. of which

but

00 bags
Texas, 4000 pounds do,
Georgia, 2000 pound tub washed,

Commission

bbls

was no

-

values,

to enumerate

eases for which the VEGETINE should be used, 1
know of no disease which will not admit of its use,

California at 22} @ 80c, and on private terms 17,00
pounds selected fleeces, 1300 pounds Long Island0
fleece, 20,000 pounds X and XX Ohio fleece, 30,000
pounds unwashed medium, 22,000 pounds eastern
and western Texas, 20,000 delaine pulled, 88,000
pounds super and lambs do,2000 pounds exira so,

Merchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
FLOUR.
The receipts of Flour: for the week have been

18,391 bbls of all kinds against 16,069

There

1D

coarse washed fleece at32¢ ;2500

20,000 pound

CHEESE, AND EGGS.
SATURDAY, June 15.

vert unabsorbable celloids into highly dif-

They

in

@:

active.

610

are largely concerned in the consolidation
of the tissues, and are supposed to con-

throughout the «dy.

change

fairly

JOHN
BUTTER,

THE GREAT Broob PurifiER
Tt is unnecessary for me

do at 25 @ 27¢; 2400 pounds Western do #t 16 @ 30¢,

at

brands ate no criterion of the market. Ineluded
in the receipts of the week are 5,935 bbls by the
Grand Junction Railroad for distribution in neighboring markets. The sales of Patent Wisconsin
and Mionesota brands have been at $6 @ $7 50
per

constituents

was

sireesnild

ed Ohio fleece at 23¢; 2000 Ibs super

it has been for many ye: years. Leading and well.
products, - lubricates
the | known
brands are on

esses of nutrition and
decay.
Saline
matters, on the other hand, are the chief

GOO rsrnsssrrnrers

point to a weak market.

THE MARKETS.

well

6
D

material

transfer points.
All places West reached
as soon as by competing routes.
It is a
safe route,no serious accident ever having
potential energy, and secondly, the inorTrains leave
Buffalo
ganic, which, though not oxidizable, is’ occurred on it.
from the N. Y. C. Depot, Exchange St.
essential to the metamorphosis of organic
M. H. ABBEY.
matter which takes place in the animal
economy.
The organic constituents
of
food are generally divided into nitrogenous,
‘¢ Andrews’ Bazar” puts the fashion cenfatty, and saccharine compounds, and the
ters of Europe under contribution for the
inorganic into water and saline matters.
tasteful costumes which appear in its
Taking up these constituents in their columns.
No lady who desires to dress
order, Dr. George Wilson,
in his recent
well can afford to be without it. Its low
admirable work, ‘A Handbook of Hy- price of subscription is far from. corresgiene,” states that the nitrogenous por- ponding with its high standard of exceltions of food have for their main functions lence. Published by W. R. Andrews, Cinthe construction
and repair of tissues, cinnati, at one dollar per anoum.
besides possessing other functions of a
defined. Fatty constituents play: an ‘important part in the maintenance of animal
heat and in the conversion of food into
tissue. The oxidation of fat in the blood

5

@
8

WOOL.

starch

rendered

@

sliced. voneinrnas fasarenaesiasnd
quartered, NeW.....covvu.us saa

The market

and sugar 3:27 ozs.
It will be seen from the foregoing that
it is quite possible to construct dietaries,
especially suited to sustaining the animal
mechanism, in accordance with the work
to
be accomplished. (This subject we
shall consider in another article.— Scientific American.

will be given,

quote:

Do,
Southern,

]

.of the training athlete’s daily food are
fats 3:1 ozs.,

We

New York,
quai tered, new, ¥ pound.......4

Do,
Slicedssssnssniviesas VRwishensan 6 @ 17
North and Eastern. qv, & sliced, old.......2 @ 4
Evaporated, choice..... vessrsarasharnares 16 @ 18

matter—flesh and muscle manufacturing
material—the averageis 690 grains, or
over three times greater. The proportions
flesh formers 9'8 ozs.,

Evaporated continue in fair request at

Id @ 18¢ per pound for good to choice.

necessary ; first, the organic, which alone
is oxidizable or capable of generating

Superintendent of schools in Ky.protests against | 6,020

Forest

operative,

nominal.

gine which we can construct physically.”
In other words, the duty—hy which we
mean the percentage of the energy of the
4-0
40-4
fuel which it can copvert into the useful
CANADA
8. R. R.
or desired form—is greater in the case of
animal mechanism than in that of any | . Parties going West, or returning, passing over this road will be quite likely to
other engine in which fuel is employed.
patronize thereafter.
Its equipments are
The work we obtain in the form of heat,
well nigh perfect.
First class coaches
constructive power, novo-muscular action,
and not crowded, an item of convenience
mechanical motion, and the like: and here
Conductors
genteel and
the analogy between the body and a ma- to travelers.
accommodating. Special attention paid to
chine ends, because the food in the anladies traveling alone—once on’ the train
imal is not merely a source of energy, but
it enters into the development and main- they may be at perfect ease to the end of
route, assured that all needful information
tenance of the body itself. It follows,

attempted use of funds devoted to the educa- ‘nitrogen. - As shown above, the first-mention of colored children 3s an endowment for ‘tioned quantities are no more than barely
sufficiént to sustain the body; and work
a State Agricultural and Mechanical College,

~—Lake

\
equivalent for the extra work performed.
In the case of the prize-fighter in training, the daily average in point of carbonaceous matter is less than that of the
low-fed

resem-

colleges. in the West
are to be reduced ‘to pre- | peace, prize-fightérs, hard-worked

try,
and the matural causes favor developont in this country more than in Africa,

and

Dr. Joule has peinted out that not

as many potatoes as the Irishman,

paratory schools.——The income of the Peas
body School Fund has fallen from $100,000 in
1876 to $60,000 in 1877. The fall is due to the
decline of revenue from real estate. About
$1,000,000 have been disbursed from the fund
in ten years. It is said that the disbursement in
of this sum has led to the appropriation of

‘are,

MACHINE AND ITS
FUEL.

The Scotch farm worker eats
Fducational.

who died in July, 1868. Dr. Bellows made 2a
few remarks, and read the closing passage of

:

g
-Parrat-of- Louisiana Avas{
tissues, equalizes the bodily temperature
examined at gréat length before
the
Potter inquisition, Tuesday, relative to the strugby evaporation, and regulates the chemigle for the New Orleans collectorship, and the
cal changes which take place in the procassistance Anderson rendered in the matter;

disaffected

is feared

in Idaho, Utah and Nevada, and federal troops
from various points

ive

at Constan-

. Latest News.
It is claimed that the question of the simuitaneous withdrawal of the Russian army and
the British fleet from the vicinity of Constantinople will be the first great obstacle to be
disposed of by the Berlin congress.
It is said
that Lord Beaconsfield demands that arrangements to this end be made immediately, and
that Russia’s representative strongly opposes
the proposition.
The other plenipote ntiaries,

A general uprising of the Indians

ries.

Layard, the British ambassador

of Count, Andrassy, who advocated | —Ex

this selection,
not simply on the ground of
traditional custom, but for the eminent servis

HUMAN

but he also has stated that

the evening session considered various reports | The French Senate and Chamber of Deputies
from the committee on naval affairs.
adjourned Tuesday until October 28.

WEDNESDAY.
The Senate passed without
an amendment the deficieney
appropriation
bill as it came from the Howse.
The postoffice appropriation bill was also passed.
The
joint resolution for the enforcement of the
eight-hour law was postponed until December
next.
The House was engaged in eonsidering
the sundry civil appropriation bill, avithout,
however, reaching a decision.
:
THURSDAY.
The Senate adopted the finance
committee’s substitute for the House bill re-

THE

Congress,

Miscellaneous.

of the

committee

in

|

jom

civ

fist

18.

final

no

but

adopted,

thereto

action was reached at the time of adjournment.
The House disewssed at length the sundry

suggestion

STAR,

Hural and Domestic,

.

it was not quite so easy to say good things in
this world when there were ne facts behind
them;it might bea better world than it now

shire to choose a Senator for the Forty-sixth
Congress. The river and harbor appropriation bill was debated at length, and several
amendments

Retrenchment.

|
The retrenchment House of Representatives
|
| in Washington has just voted $87,000 addition.
| ul stationery for the use of members.
This
. was done without'any vote by ayes and noes
{ or by tellers, This session, together with the
extra session, has not been longer than the

Congressional.

FripAY.

MORNING

L

English Brussels, Three-Ply

and Ingrain.

Elegant Stair Rods; also Stair:

Carpets, Oarpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings,

&e., &c., very cheap, at the old place,

:

112

:

STREET, NEW YORK.

FULTON

Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part of the United States,

'ROYA

C. 0. D., free of Express Charges.
and Price List.

Call or send for Explanatory Circular

J. A. BENDALL.

;

L

- BAKING

Absolutely

Peas. acesssinaiviineiiessannsinnel
108120
GREEN APPLES.
Supply and demand continue’ light, and prices
are nominally unchanged. We quote:

Pure.

ak
ali

“ROYAL ” has a larger sale than all other baking powders combined—because of its un uestionesdi’

Purity, Uniform Strength, Healthfulness and Efficacy. Prepared from GRAPE CREAM TARTAR,
F
imported expressly for this peerless powder direct from the Wine district of France, it has received
the indorsement and recommendation of the New York Board of Health, and of em nent physicians
and scientific men everywhere. No family having once used the Royal B aking Powder wi 1 ever be
without it.
ROYAL has taken the place of Soda, Saleratus and Yeast ; more convenient, makes third more :
bread never sours nor cakes, never put up in paper packages, In tin cans only of Grocers.

Choice, Per bbl essseeme vversvnessnss $450 @ 500

CommMON. +seeseriinsnsirinrinniesineesssd
50@ 400

DRIED APPLES.
There is no improvement in sliced and quarter.
ed Dried Apples and prices are almost entirely
I

*

Pi
F

.

*

TE

